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 PREFACE TO EDITION V. 
 

This edition integrates Arbitrary Inventory counts into the product with the ability to perform 
multiple counts per day. The concept of inventory periods still exists in the product, but is 
superseded by the functionality of creating inventory work sheets that can be defined as 
daily, weekly or monthly. The counts of these ingredient items can be taken at multiple 
times of day.  This effort makes the POSitouch reports timely and more accurate since it 
includes counts and guest check sales to the minute.   
 
The Inventory system allows counts by Recipe or Alternate unit of measure as well as 
Inventory or Purchase units.  This gives one the added flexibility to count, for instance, by 
CASE, SLEEVE, and CUP in the case of an 8 oz. cold cup ingredient item.  
 
The ParLevel documentation, which is available separately, has been integrated into the 
manual. The Par Level program allows users to generate purchase orders based on 
multiple s, allowing the definition of unique par levels for various days of the week for 
individual ingredient items. These changes have been integrated into the reorder report, 
which now reflects the ordering information based on the par level selected.  
 
There is added functionality related to accounting for the depletion of ingredient items 
through WASTE.  Waste can not be entered both for ingredient items and menu items.  
The latter factors in the recipe of the menu items and depletes the exact ingredient items 
associated to the menu item. 
 
The Food Usage versus Sales report has additional detail in the report which displays the 
accumulation of guest check usage by ingredient item. 
 
Finding an ingredient items in one’s inventory worksheets has been facilitated by a new 
search function, which lists the pages/rows an item appears.  There is a FIND and NEXT 
function that moves one to the exact page/row for the item being searched. 
 
There is new a set of Food Usage vs. Sales command lines accessed with the command 
 “INRPTW ?”. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



PREFACE   
 POSitouch Inventory Control  
 And Food Cost Manual  

The brothers, Bill and Ted Fuller, who own Restaurant Data Concepts and the four 
GREGG's restaurants, developed POSitouch Inventory system and procedures.  The 
system was later refined into a product by Peter Lipman, the third partner in Restaurant 
Data Concepts.  Along with the automated procedures outlined below, there exists the firm 
belief that discipline and regimen are as indispensable as accurate information to run one’s 
restaurant.  The inventory system was originally based on the premise that inventory 
periods should be no more than a week apart - since the ability to identify and solve a 
problem requires timeliness.  Now the inventory product allows multiple counts per day 
which increases the effectiveness of the reports and data to control food cost.  
 
A large time interval between inventories can mask inventory issues created by sudden 
personnel changes by your meat delivery company (facilitated by the fact no one is 
counting in receiving. To this day, GREGG’s managers perform a physical inventory of the 
entire restaurant every Monday at 5:00 a.m., the same person, the same time, and 
periodically overseen by the General Manager.   
 
This edition of our product offers the user a number of shortcuts to make the process of 
implementing inventory more effortless. The principles of POSitouch inventory have not 
changed, but the means to achieve the goal of maintaining valid and accurate data on the 
food cost and inventory of your business has become easier. 
 
The marketplace requires flexibility in the way inventory is handled – the POSitouch 
Inventory product enhances customers’ ability to manage their food cost through inventory 
periods of arbitrary length.  Many features have been added to facilitate such functions as 
automatic generation of purchase orders, editing invoices work-in-progress, batches, 
perpetual inventory, etc. But, the importance of the discipline and regimen required 
maintaining controls and accurate data remains immutable. 
 
There are a many ways to lose your shirt in the restaurant business, but only one way to 
make money and that is to keep your eye on everything! 
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INTRODUCTION                                 
 

Section 1       
 
 
The POSitouch Inventory Control System bears a great resemblance to many other automated data 

collection systems in that its value is only as good as the effort to ensure that the data is correct, accurate 
and current.  Ingredient information needs to be cataloged, recipes need to be tested for accuracy, and 
procedures have to be established for regularly capturing inventory, entering purchases and analyzing 
inventory data.  Once the work has been done to accomplish these goals, the customer reaps the benefits 
from reports that identify a menu item’s contribution to margin, food cost, and cost control of ingredients. 
The daily, weekly, monthly or periodic maintenance of inventory data requires minimal attention, with 
primary concern given to the accuracy of clerical data entry chores and reaping the benefits of timely 
information to run your business. 

 
Keep in mind that information related to contribution to margin figures and food cost can be retrieved 

from POSitouch by simply entering a plate cost into the Menu Item Record - without the obligations of 
building recipes, doing inventory and entering invoices.  Appropriate business decisions regarding menu 
changes and product mix can then be made on the basis of this data.   

 
This documentation covers the steps necessary to prepare a working inventory control system in 

POSitouch with a particular emphasis on examples. The notion being that by perusing the examples from 
existing ingredient recipes and records, the task of setting up one’s own inventory becomes less daunting. 
This version makes the process of implementation easier and we show you how to point and click your way 
through your work. The steps are outlined in the Getting Started Section of the manual and then treated in 
detail in the separate topical sections.  Relevant reports are also identified and explained to keep the 
customer’s eye on the goal of his/her efforts - profits and the bottom line. 

 
Overview 

 

The purpose of the POSitouch Inventory Control System is to provide the owner/manager with control 
over the usage of ingredient products used in the restaurant.  This control is based on the taking of physical 
inventories and recording purchases to produce inventory depletion information. This may include taking 
daily inventory of 14 items, performed religiously by the managers of one restaurant chain, to weekly or 
monthly inventories of ounces of salt to pounds of prime rib.  With the use of recipes and information about 
items sold from the daily check/transaction files, comparisons are made between actual usage and 
theoretical usage of ingredient items to pinpoint areas of theft, waste or mismanagement.  Also, perpetual 
inventory provides theoretical information as to what should be on the stock room shelves.  The on-hand 
report automatically reads the POSitouch guest check transaction file (for items sold and deleted prepared 
counts) and with purchases added providing an on-hand figure current to the last business day. 
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Approach  
 

Most inventory control systems use the perpetual inventory concept that deducts items sold from 
inventory and adds items to inventory based upon purchases.  While this is an effective inventory principle 
in many businesses, it has drawbacks in restaurants because of the significant conversion of raw materials 
(ingredients) into finished goods (menu items), and because of factors such as waste, spoilage, and theft. 
The perpetual inventory approach to restaurant control can create a false sense of security and produces 
food cost figures that can be misleading until they are corrected by actual physical inventory counts. 

 
POSitouch focuses its inventory program on physical inventory, as the only effective means of 

determining food cost.  Each step in the process of taking and recording the physical inventory and of 
recording purchases has been made as simple as possible to lead to minimal time in data entry.  The 
inventory worksheet is constructed to follow the arrangement of the storage areas and is used when 
entering the physical inventory counts.  When entering purchase information, a preset list of the items 
purchased from each vendor, follows the order of the vendor's invoicing system; this makes entry quick and 
easy.  

 
Once actual food usage has been determined based upon physical inventory, various comparison 

reports are provided as management tools; such as, actual food (ingredient) consumption compared to 
food usage based upon item sales information from the Order Entry System through the use of the recipes.   
The simplicity of this process encourages regular inventories and thus insures maximum management 
control. 

 
Reports  

 

The key to all your work is the series of Inventory Reports that culminate all your efforts. For instance, 
the Food Usage Report can be run for any arbitrary inventory period, the only assumption is that there was 
an appropriate count present for that day.  When comparing monthly inventory counts, one needs a starting 
count inclusive of all the items counted in the monthly work sheet and an ending count for same.  A 
monthly, starting count when compared to a daily ending inventory count results in many items that have 
unusually large variances because they have no ending count.  The number in the report that merits your 
immediate attention is the variance figure, which is the difference between actual usage and guest check 
usage of individual ingredient items.  This concept is discussed in the Introduction and referred to 
constantly in the manual because it is central to POSitouch Inventory and requires your understanding. 

 
Food Usage Report for: YOUR REST AURAN T for 1  week(s) endi ng 07/07/0 2                                       07/07 /02

------- -ITEM ---- ---                                          ----- - UNI T USA GE ----- ---- DOLLAR USAG E --- --
                       UNIT  UNI T  INV    UNITS   IN V          GUES T                    GUES T             PER CENT
NUMBER    DES CRIPT ION    MEA S COS T  START  BOUGH T  END  ACTUAL   CHEC KS VARIANC E  ACTUAL   CHEC KS  VARIAN CE  VARIAN CE
======= ==== ===== ====   ==== = === == ======  ===== == ==== ======= ==== == ======= == ======= ==== === ====== === ====== ===

-BREAD-
5001     BAG ELS        DOZ.  5.0 0  0.75   15.00   5. 00  10.75   10.2 5   .50      53.75   51.2 5    2.50       4.65  
 

 
The Actual usage figure is derived from the following formula: 
 

ACTUAL  USAGE = (INV START + UNITS BOUGHT) - (INV END) 
     Bagels Actual Usage 10.75 =  (    0.75          +        15.00           ) - (    5.00      )  
 

The Variance figure is the difference between actual usage (determined above through the addition of 
inventory start, plus units purchased and then subtracting the ending inventory), counted physical inventory 
and the amount sold as shown on Guest Checks.    No Variance or a 0% Variance means that the number 
of items depleted equals the number of items sold by the restaurant. 

 
      VARIANCE  =  (ACTUAL - GUEST CHECKS)  
Bagels Variance  0.50   =  (    10.75          -       10.25      )     
 

These numbers begin to have a life of their own when it's your food usage information and your dollars 
that are represented and accounted.    
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Recipes 
 

The central component of the POSitouch Inventory program is the Recipe. Unlike other systems, the 
POSitouch recipe is part of the menu item record.  Recipes are made up of either ingredients (raw, 
purchased goods) or they can be a combination of other menu items.  For example, a Hamburger has a 
recipe of 1 Hamburger Roll and 6 weight ounces of Hamburger (and other ingredients).  A Hamburger Plate 
can then have the recipe of 1 Hamburger (the Menu Item) and 4 weight ounces of French Fries.  This 
concept can cascade down many levels until the ingredient level is reached for each item.  This approach 
maximizes efficiency in building recipes.  

 
Another example is a Salad (sub-recipe)  #4001, a menu item that does not appear on any menu and, 

therefore, has no price. This item has a recipe of ingredient items including: 1 oz of lettuce #6001, 1 cherry 
tomato #6002, .5 oz red onions #6003, etc. 

 
The recipe for Side Salad #1004, which can be ordered from the Touch Screens, is another menu item 

which has the Salad (sub-recipe) menu item #4001 as a recipe.  Finally, the 12oz Sirloin Plate #1050 
comes with a side salad and menu item #4001 is included in the recipe.   

 
The advantage to this approach is that if the price of red onions becomes outrageous, white onions can 

be substituted, and with a change in one recipe (in item #4001) the food cost of all menu items that use the 
side salad (sub-recipe) will have a lowered food cost.   If you feel lost, fear not, read on, later sections walk 
you through this multiple times. 

 
Components 

 
The basic information sections of the Inventory Module are:  
 

• Ingredient Records: Records in the inventory file that describe each ingredient item in terms of 
purchase, inventory and recipe units, price, etc.  Ingredient records have an  inventory 
number of 5000 to 60000 or whatever range you have designated for ingredient items with 
the INCONFIG.EXE utility. 

 
• Vendor File and Vendor Worksheet:  Information about each supplier and the ingredient items 

usually purchased from them.  The Vendor Worksheet can be organized in any order (by 
order of a pre-printed invoice, alphabetically, etc.). 

 
• Inventory Worksheet: The Inventory Worksheet organizes the  ingredient items on printed grids in 

the same order as they are found in storage areas to facilitate taking physical inventory. 
 
• Purchase Orders: Purchase orders allow you to automatically generate orders for your ingredient 

items based on minimum order and minimum stock values that you enter for each 
ingredient item. 

 
• Menu Item Records with Recipes: The inventory file contains Menu Item Records used for the 

point-of-sale function.  Contained within these records are optional recipes that convert the 
sold menu item into raw goods.  Theoretical inventory depletion is computed based upon 
item sales information and these recipes. 

 
• Inventory Reports:  The building of your Inventory Database and its maintenance is an exercise that 

provides you with reports that give you information on your business.  It is important to 
know how these numbers are derived, what they are telling you about your business and 
how to work backwards to determine where the figures came from.  Proper implementation 
of the Inventory in your restaurant cannot take place without someone interpreting and 
analyzing Inventory Reports to hone and fine tune the process.  Someone has to mind the 
store, read the reports and make sure that things get fixed! 
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One last thought before we delve into the details; the most important resource you have in successfully 
implementing your inventory is your own staff.  Although the one-man-army approach is effective in moving 
a large amount of work in a small period of time, inventory needs to be understood by small, trained group 
of staff so that there is redundancy of duties and the staff is sensitized to the nuances of the numbers.  

 
This understanding of data and concern for its accuracy needs to filter down from owner and general 

manager to cooks and servers as well as everyone in between.  One person must take responsibility for 
analyzing the data  and calling the staff’s attention to unexplained variances that need to be tracked down.  
Others should be delegated duties that will help them get familiar with aspects of the inventory process.  
Staff meetings should be regularly held to interpret reports and go over the accuracy of recipes.  The goal 
is to establish your baseline figures for food cost, food usage, sales, etc. and constantly check for 
deviations, track them and either explain them or fix them.  This is your database, your business, and your 
money that is being saved by attention to detail. Your POSitouch Support Staff, this manual, consultants 
can all help you implement inventory, but ultimately your own staff will make it work for you. 
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GETTING STARTED                                 

Section  2       
 
 
As noted in the Introduction, getting useful information from the Inventory Module requires a 

commitment of time and resources.  Some customers believe that they are ready to take on this task, but 
unfortunately they discover quickly that for one reason or other, they cannot.  Therefore, a valuable 
approach for dealers and customers alike is to develop a strategy that provides an early and quick return 
on their investment of time.  One such approach would be to divide and conquer, that is, to select a small 
subset of ingredient items to inventory - critical items such as steaks, seafood, or fine wines. 

 
Below is a quick outline of steps necessary to help you get acquainted with the terminology and 

procedures of POSitouch Inventory. Remember, start small; quick victories are important and very 
revealing as to how POSitouch Inventory hangs together.  Each of the steps is explained separately in the 
sections that follow and in the context of more advanced inventory issues later in the manual.   

 
1. Setting up your Inventory - the flags and 

options that need to be set in inventory 
are minimal, but they do require some 
explanation. The real work follows in the 
actual building of your database.  
Attention should be paid at this point to 
the General Ledger and Accounts Payable 
information required if invoices  are to be 
entered into POSitouch for export to a 
third party Accounts Payable program, 
such as QuickBooks Pro.  
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Define the Inventory types (Enter 
Inventory Types) that you are going to be 
using for your inventory count sheets. (See 
below.) This is only relevant if you have 
the flag: Use Arbitrary Period Inventory flag 
checked in Inventory > Setup Options > 
Miscellaneous.  

 
 
After creating the Inventory Period Types, 
link the types to the appropriate pages of 
your inventory worksheets. (See example 
to right.) 
 

 
 

 
2. Build the Vendor File - this task requires collecting certain pieces of information from existing paper 

work.  Then fill in the blanks on the screen. It should result in an early triumph and is a good indicator 
of the commitment to the process. 

 
 Needed Information: 

 

   • Vendor code (six-letter/digit abbreviation) used to identify the vendor. 
  • Vendor name 
  • Vendor address 
  • Vendor telephone number 

 
3. Build Ingredient Categories and Category Groups - similar to menu item categories, these are 

logical collections of ingredients into categories (like Minor Categories) and groups (like Major 
Categories).  Steaks, Hamburger, Poultry are ingredient categories which would be fall under the 
Category Group of Meats. 

 
Needed Information: 

  • Identify up to 10 Ingredient Groups. 
  • Identify up to 99 Ingredient Categories. 

 
4. Identify the Breakpoint between Menu Items and Ingredient Items – Use the program 

INCONFIG.EXE, if necessary, to expand the number of records to 64,000 and determine the number 
of menu items and, as a result, the number ingredient items. From the RUN command, type: 

 L:\SC\INCONFIG.EXE. 
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 Breakpoint means the dividing line between menu items and ingredient items. The above example 

means that item 1 through 10000 are defined as menu items, 10001 through 60000 are ingredient 
items. 

 
 

 
 

 In the above example item 1 through 32000 are defined as menu items, 32001 through 60000 are 
ingredient items. 

 

 
 

 In the above example item 1 through 55000 are defined as menu items, 55001 through 60000 are 
ingredient items. 

 

 
 

 Finalize your decision as to the breakpoint between menu and ingredient items by clicking OK. 
 
5. Build Ingredient Item File - identify all the ingredients used in the restaurant that you wish to track.  

Someone can begin to collect this information while you are busy with the above chores.  The 
invoices can be one source to identify the Purchase Unit of Measure that we will need for our 
Ingredient records.  Also, unit prices can be culled from the invoices.  

 
Needed Information: 

• Ingredient description 
• Ingredient category 
• Unit of Measure used in Recipes, e.g., ounces of Mayonnaise. 
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• Inventory Unit of Measure (for counting), e.g., jars of Mayonnaise.  
• Inventory Unit Multiplier, how many Recipe Units of Measure equal an Inventory Unit of 

Measure - Ounces of Mayo in a Jar. 
• Purchase Unit of Measure, e.g. case of Mayo jars.  
• Purchase Multiplier, how many inventory Units of Measure equal a Purchase Unit of 

Measure 
  - Jars of Mayo in a Case. 
 • Purchase Price, e.g., price of case of Mayo jars. 
 • Starting Inventory  
 • Par Levels 
 • Minimum Order quantities 

• General Ledger Account Number if exporting invoices to an Accounts Payable program.  
 

6. Build the Vendor Worksheets - create an easy to use form for the entry of items purchased 
(invoices) from a vendor.   

 
Needed Information: 
 • Vendor code 
 • All ingredients purchased from vendor 
 • Sample invoices   (To create the vendor worksheets in:  pre-printed order, alphabetical, or 
  other logical order to make entering purchases easy) 

 
7. Build the Inventory Worksheet - create the inventory sheets that will be used by staff to conduct 

physical counts of inventory.  These should be organized according to the locations of the ingredients 
that are to be inventoried.  Consistency is key - work around the room from left to right, top to bottom, 
items should always be placed in exactly the same place.   

 
Needed Information: 

• Ingredient Categories - for the purposes of headers on the worksheets.  
 • Rooms and various locations where ingredients are stored 
 • Shelf order of ingredients within these locations 
 

 If you are using Arbitrary Inventory link the inventory types created earlier to the corresponding 
inventory pages. 
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8. Build the Recipes for all Menu Items under 5000 (or what ever figure that has been defined as 

number of menu items with the program INCONFIG.EXE) - in the Recipe section of the Menu Item 
record, enter the Ingredient number and  quantity of each ingredient used.  Note, recipe ingredient 
numbers can be menu items themselves, for instance, a recipe can be created for a side salad and 
that side salad menu item number can then be used as a sub-recipe for other menu items.  (Ex: side 
of salad comes with the hamburger plate.) 

 
Needed Information: 
  • Recipes/sub-recipes that make up the different menu items 
  • Corresponding inventory numbers for ingredients within the recipes  

 
Keep in mind substitutions such as the following: 

 
 Ex. Cole Slaw comes with an entree, so its recipe should be part of the recipe of the entree.  
However, a side salad substitution must subtract the recipe for the Cole Slaw (i.e., add it back 
into inventory by reversing the quantity sign from + (plus) to - (minus) as well as add its own 
depletion of ingredient items for the salad.  This is explained  in detail in later sections of the 
manual. 
 

9. Regular Inventory Maintenance & Reporting - Once you have built your Inventory database, you or 
your staff need to know the regular cycle of duties to maintain and update your database.  The order 
in which the tasks are listed is not critical, what is important is that the work is accomplished and that 
a knowledgeable person studies the resulting data.  It is understood that the work below is being 
done for the current/present (defined as the Inventory Period that one is working on) Inventory 
Period. 

 

a) Enter the Ending Inventory for an Inventory Period/Date- which becomes the Starting Inventory 
for the next inventory period/date. 

  
  ENTER INVENTORY – allows users to enter the quantity on hand by purchase units 

(cases) or by inventory units (lbs, each, etc.). Purchase unit pricing is also displayed for 
ease of use.  

 

 
 

 

b) Enter Purchase Orders or Generate PO’s for an Inventory Period (Units bought) or quantity 
added. 

 

c) Print Purchase Log to verify data entry.  Make corrections in the original invoices or in Edit 
Invoices. 

 

d) COLLECT ITEM SALES DATA Information for an Inventory Period. 
 

e) Print Food Usage Report for an Inventory Period (or Critical Item Food Usage Report) to check 
variances of ingredient items and verify data entry. If mistakes are found make corrections in 
ADJUST INVENTORY and reprint report.  

 

f)  Print Menu Item Food Cost Analysis Report and check on your menu items Contribution to 
Margin.  
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Keep in mind that the customer can accomplish the above steps for 30, 300 or 3000 items depending 
on the inventory detail desired. 

 
10. Inventory Cycle - (To Do List): 
  Decide the day you will be doing your physical inventory. 

 

  INW INVDATES and setup your inventory periods, minimally periods 7 and 8. 
 Period 8 should end on the day that you will take your first physical count. 

 

  Physical Count: 
  Print out your inventory worksheet. 

 

 Collect counts from each area and jot down on the worksheet the exact quantity of each item at 
each location. (Bar fridge, stock room, etc.) 

 

 Enter your counts into the appropriate inventory worksheet which may be defined as daily, weekly 
or monthly, when you have finished taking counts on inventory worksheets. 

 

 Advance the inventory period, the ending inventory for the last period is now the beginning 
inventory for your new period. (This procedure is NOT necessary when doing Arbitrary Period 
Inventory). 

 

 Generate and create purchase orders for any vendors that you need to order from.   
 

 Enter any invoices that came in during the current inventory period into the current inventory 
period. 

 

 Enter any In/Out Transfers, Waste, and Production into the current inventory period. 
 

 Print out your inventory worksheets for the period after your invoices are entered. 
 

 Go to each inventory location and enter your counts on your inventory worksheets. 
 

 Enter your inventory counts into the appropriate inventory worksheet. 
 

 Collect Item Sales Data - this runs your item sales data from the checkfile against your recipe file to 
give you counts of items depleted through sales. 

 

 Run your reports and check your figures for interesting and/or glaring mistakes, discrepancies, etc.  
 

 Fix any erroneous recipes, miscalculations, and data entry errors. Recollect Item Sales Data as 
needed. 

 

 Advance the period, once the reports are OK. 
 

 Enter a new daily, weekly or monthly inventory which is the ending count for comparative purposes 
for any other inventory count and it becomes the beginning inventory for your new period. 

 

 Go to start of Inventory Cycle to do list and repeat as necessary. 
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INVENTORY SETUP  
 
 
 
 
Section  3       

 
 
The Introduction and the Getting Started sections have introduced a lot of concepts and terms that may 

be unfamiliar to the reader.  Fear not, they will be repeated, defined and redefined throughout the hands-on 
sections that follow.  You will understand what they mean and you will begin to pick up the inventory jargon 
as you begin to build your own Inventory Database.   

 
The INVENTORY Menu shown below is accessed from the POSitouch for BackOffice Main Menu. 

Familiarity with the menu will come as we work through the options and selections to set up and create our 
inventory. The reference section outlines the function of each selection.  If your menu is different than the 
one shown below, contact your vendor and ask about an upgrade to software that provides the features 
and options shown. Note that many of the functions are available in earlier versions of Inventory software 
and should not prevent you from working through the hands-on sections. 

 

 
 
The INVENTORY > SETUP OPTONS menu has required flags, options and categories that need to be 

filled out before Inventory or Order Entry operations can begin. 
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Setup Options > Miscellaneous 
 

 
 
You should be looking at a screen similar to the one below.  The vendor that assisted in building your 

Order Entry Screens may have already filled out much of the information for you.  If the information is not 
completed, then take the time to fill in all the blanks or fields. 

 

 
 

Changing or adding information to one of the blanks requires you to move your mouse to the field and 
click once. As you move the mouse arrow over the field, an editing cursor appears.  Click once on the field 
you wish to change.  After you have typed the new information, use the TAB key to move to the next field 
or again mouse on over to the next field. SHIFT-TAB keys move you backward to the previous field. The 
TAB key moves you forward a field. Click the SAVE command button when you are finished to make 
permanent the changes just made. Remember, clicking on EXIT alone (without a SAVE) returns you to the 
Inventory Main menu without updating the changes just made. 
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      Company name: Your company name will appear as a header in all inventory reports.  
 Address Lines 1-3:  Enter the address of your establishment. 
 Shipping Address:  Enter the Shipping Address for your establishment. 
 Phone Number: Enter your company’s phone number. 
 

Create PL and PD log files when Advance the Period:  A check here allows the system to 
automatically create files that are used by the purchase log program to view and analyze 
your buying trends. 

 
Alternate Item description in purchase/pay log file:   The alternate description can be used as 

another way to identify ingredient items.  Your ingredient items may be named one thing in 
the invoice you receive from your vendor and named another way for purposes of 
inventory.  A check  to this flag will write out the alternate description in the transaction 
file. 

 
Daily/Monthly Inventory: This feature has been superseded by the functionality of Arbitrary 

Inventory, see below.  A check  at this option allows you to set a base inventory period in 
which daily inventory data will accumulate. The system will advance the inventory period 
one-day at a time. For instance, setting the base period as September 1 in inventory period 
1, results in the inventory data looking like this on September 15Th: 

 
  Inventory period 1:   Cumulative data from September 1 through September 8 
  Inventory period 2: Inventory data for September 9. 
  Inventory period 3: Inventory data for September 10. 
  Inventory period 4:  Inventory data for September 11. 
  Inventory period 5:  Inventory data for September 12. 
  Inventory period 6:  Inventory data for September 13. 
  Inventory period 7:  Inventory data for September 14. 
  Inventory period 8:  Inventory data for September 15. 
 
 POSitouch inventory reports can be run for consecutive inventory periods. Therefore, 

reports can be run for data in inventory periods 1 through 8, for month to date summaries. 
Last week’s inventory information can be gleaned from inventory periods 2 through 8.  
Data in inventory period 1 is cumulative and individual days in the period September 1 
through 8 are no longer singularly accessible, but can be adjusted for the 8-day period.  
Sometime before the end of the first week of October, you would make October 1 the new 
base after printing out your data for the month of September. 

 
Alt. Inventory worksheet format: A check  at this option results in inventory omitting purchase 

price information in the Inventory Worksheet. 
 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2002                                 REPORT TIME: 19
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
               INVENTORY WORKSHEET --- DATE: ___/___  Page:  1- 1 
ITEM                UNIT                ITEM                UNIT 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
BAGELS             |CAS |         |    |                  |    |      
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
BAGELS             |CAS |         |    |                   |    |      
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 
 

Leave the option box empty if you wish to see the cost of the ingredient item included on the 
Inventory worksheet. 
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2002                                 REPORT TIME: 20:00:17.59 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               INVENTORY WORKSHEET --- DATE: ___/___  Page:  1- 1 
ITEM                COST/UNIT           ITEM                 COST/UNIT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BAGELS              11.85/CAS |        |                         /    |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BAGELS              11.85/CAS |        |                         /    |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
Enter Inventory item quantities are additive:   A check  to this flag means that inventory 

quantities for the same item on different pages of the inventory worksheet are added 
together to build the Quantity On Hand figure in Adjust Inventory.  10 lbs of Hamburger 
Patties entered on page 1 of the inventory worksheet for the walk in and 15 lbs of Patties 
entered on page 2 of the worksheet for the kitchen fridge equals a quantity of 25 lbs.  

 
 When this flag is not checked, then 10 lbs of Hamburger Patties entered on page 1 of the 

inventory worksheet for the walk in and 15 lbs of Patties entered on page 2 of the 
worksheet for the kitchen fridge equals a quantity of 25 lbs. 

 
Enter Inventory: Use purch. and inv. units   A check  to this flag adds a column in Enter 

Inventory pages to tabulate your items by the way you purchase the item and/or the way 
you do your counts:  Purchase by the case, inventory by the inventory pound.  If you have 
1 case and 1 pound of butter which comes packed 36 pounds to case, i.e., purchase 
multiplier is 36.  Adjust inventory will reflect 37 pounds for the quantity on hand figure. 

 

 
 

Quantity added does not include WASTE A check  excludes waste transactions from being 
added to the total of entered transaction that total in the Quantity Added column.  Since the 
waste transaction is not included in the Quantity Added column in Adjust Inventory it is not 
included in the computation of all food usage and food vs. sales inventory reports. 

 
Use Arbitrary Period Inventory A check  means that you will be defining your periods by the 

business day, meaning whenever you do a count: daily, weekly, or monthly. See the setup 
of Inventory Type in Inventory > Setup Options > Miscellaneous. It is critical to remember 
that check this box means all previous counts are no longer valid.  You can reenter 
relevant period counts to carry over into Arbitrary Inventory, but unless this is done, no 
historical counts carry forward.  Invoice information does carry forward as well as vendors 
and inventory worksheets, but they must be linked to inventory types. 

  
Allow multiple inventory per day A check  means that the system tracks inventories 

not only by date, but also by time. You can now enter inventory counts per day.  
Use Arbitrary Period Inventory must also be checked.  

 
Advance period posts all worksheet pages  A check  automatically posts all worksheet pages 

that may have been left unposted when you advance the inventory period.  With a check 
for this option, the window box below will not display when the inventory period advances, 
rather the worksheets will be posted automatically.   
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Food Usage Report uses:  Select the pricing scheme for your ingredient items that best suits your 

Food Usage accounting practices.  
 

 
 
FIFO Unit Price:   This is our traditional scheme where the price for each period is used to 

compute the food usage for that period.  Therefore, a report for inventory periods 4 through 
7 means that we use the ingredient price for period 4 for the food usage for period 4, the 
ingredient price for period 5 for the food usage for period 5, the ingredient price for period 6 
for the food usage for period 6, the ingredient price for period 7 for the food usage for 
period 7,   in is the first price out… 

 
Ending Period Price  With this option selected, if you are doing a food usage for inventory periods 

4 through 7, the ingredient’s price for period 7 will be used to compute the food usage 
price.  

 
Last Unit Price With this option selected, if you are doing a food usage for inventory periods 4 

through 7, the ingredient’s price for period 8.  
 
Advance Inventory Period defaults to:  Select the default amount of time for your period when it 

is advanced.  Note that you still have the opportunity to override the default.  The options 
are a Week, Mid-Month and end of Month. 

 
ENTER INVENTORY  The product allows you to count your ingredient items in a number of 

different ways: by Inventory Units alone, for instance, if you just want to count sleeves of 
8 oz cups.  Another way to count your ingredient items is by Purchase and Inventory 
Units, for instance, by case, and then by sleeve of your 8 oz cups. Finally, we allow you to 
count your ingredient items by Purchase, Inventory and (alternate or recipe) units, 
meaning you can count by case, sleeve and individual cup in our example of 8 oz cups. 

 

.   
 
 Changes to the entries above will change the physical look of your inventory worksheets 

since counting by inventory units requires just a single column. Counting by Purchase and 
Inventory Units requires two columns and finally inventory worksheets with the third option 
selected need 3 columns to account for purchase, inventory and recipe units. 

 
 With the PURCHASE, INVENTORY and (Alt. Or Recipe) Units option checked, if  3 of the 

possible 4 units of measure are different, then we use the three unique units of measure.  
Also, if there is no alternate unit of measure and the ingredient and recipe units are the 
same, then we only use two units of measure.  
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 If purchase, inventory, and recipe  units of measure are unique and the alternative unit of 
measure exists, then in enter inventory you will be able to enter in purchase, inventory and 
alternative units of measure. 

   
 Here is a concrete example to show you the use of Alternate Unit of Measure. In the case 

below, we want to report our 8 oz. cups, by the cup, for reporting purposes.  However, we 
want to be able to count by Case, Cup or Sleeve.   

 
 We purchase 8 oz. cups by the case, 250 cups per sleeve with 4 sleeves per case.  Your 

purchase unit of measure is CASE, Inventory unit of measure is going to be CUP and  
recipe unit of measure is CUP.  The purchase multiplier is 1000 and the recipe multiplier is 
1.  Your Alternate Unit of Measure is Sleeve with a multiplier of 250.  Since the recipe and 
inventory units of measure are the same, for inventory purposes,  the system pulls in the 
alternate unit of measure as the third counting unit.  With the setup above you are counting 
by CASE, CUP and SLEEVE, but reporting by CUP! 

 
 

Setup Options > Category group names 
 
You need to plan on paper the organization of your Category Groups and Ingredient Categories because 
they will give you valuable sub-total information.  Actually building your structure in POSitouch does not 
take long if it is first thought through.  Setting up your Category Group Names allows you to be prepared to 
assign each Ingredient Category a Group Name. Group names can be changed and later reassigned 
without consequences, other than the loss of the ability to draw comparisons between earlier and current 
reports.  Read through the next two sections quickly, then begin to build your own Category Group Names 
and Ingredient Categories on paper. When you have decided on your structure, go over the sections again, 
and now fill in your categories. 
 

 
 

You may set up as may as 10 Category Group Names, see the diagram below to help you understand the 
relationship between Category Groups and Ingredient Categories. 
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S a m p l e   G r o u p s   C at e g o r i e s     
    

Sample Ingredient Catego r i e s     

Steak
Hamburger
Poultry

Lamb
Pork

Shell Fish
Frozen Fish
Fresh Fish

Whole F i s h     

Beer Imp.
Beer Dom.
Wine

Call Liq u o r   
Well Liq u o r   
Bar Liqu o r 

M E A T S   

S E A F O O D   

L I Q U O R 

 
Once you understand the relationship between category group names and ingredient categories you are 
ready to build the structure that you have designed on paper. 
 

 
 

Add/Change:  Highlight (click on) an existing Category Group Name or on a blank. Then select the  
Add/Change command button to add a Category Group Name or to change it. 

 

 
 
Click on the field box and enter a new Category Group Name or change an existing one. 
 
 
Delete: Highlight (click on) an existing Category Group Name. Then select the Delete command 

button to delete the Category Group Name. 
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 Confirm that you want to delete the Category Group Name by clicking on OK or do not 
delete the selected Category Group Name by selecting EXIT. 

 
Print:  To print your Category Group Names, select the Print command button.  
 

 
  
 Confirm that you want to print the Category Group Name by clicking on OK or do not print 

the Category Group Name listing by selecting CANCEL. 
 
Save:  Select the SAVE command button to update and make permanent the additions and 

changes made during the current session.   
 
Exit: Select the EXIT command button to cancel the changes and additions made during the 

current session. 
 
With the completion of the defining of Category Group Names and Ingredient Categories, legitimately we 
can jump to Section 5 and begin to build our Ingredient database.  Our suggestion is to go to the next 
section, Section 4 and enter your Vendors in order to have another smaller portion of the project behind us. 
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Setup Options > Ingredient Categories 
 

When your menu item categories were created, major and minor categories were assigned for the 
purpose of tracking and management reports. For similar purposes, Ingredient Items can be assigned 
Group Categories, e.g., Meat, Seafood, Liquor, etc., and Ingredient Categories, e.g., Steaks, Hamburger, 
Chicken, etc., The larger grouping is called the Category Group, the smaller is the Ingredient Category.   

 

 
 

Ingredient Categories need to be set up before building your ingredient database, since you will be 
prompted or asked for this information in each ingredient record.   These groupings require planning and 
discussion among your management team.  Our suggestion is to review some of the Inventory Reports and 
sample screens to get ideas on useful breakdowns. 

 
Entering the Ingredient Category Names is similar to the process just completed in building our 

Category Group Names. 
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Since each Ingredient Item requires an Ingredient Category, the assignment should be thought through 
before building the Categories.  Entering forty-eight categories takes only a few minutes, but changing tens 
or hundreds of items because they were improperly coded takes hours.  Take the time now to plan how you 
want data elements grouped and  sub-totaled in your reports. 

 

 
 

 Add/Change:  Highlight (click on) an existing Ingredient Category Name or on a blank. 
Then select the  Add/Change command button to add an Ingredient Category Name or to 
change it.  

  
 Name of Category:  Enter the name of the Ingredient Category Name to be added or 

changed. 
 
 Category Group: Link a Category Group Name to the Ingredient Category by using the 

pull down menu. 
 

Inventory Asset Acct.: Enter an Inventory Asset Account if you are using a third party 
Accounting Package for tracking assets in your General Ledger. 
 
Purchase Expense Acct.: Enter a Purchase Expense Account if you are using third party 
Accounting Software for tracking purchases in the General Ledger or Accounts Payable.   

 
 Delete: Highlight (click on) an existing Ingredient Category Name. Then select the Delete 

command button to delete the Ingredient Category Name.  
 

 
 
 Confirm that you want to delete the Ingredient Category Name by clicking on OK or do not 

delete the selected Ingredient Category Name by selecting CANCEL. 
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Print:   To print your Ingredient Category Names, select the Print command button.  
 

 
  
 Select from the options on the screen above:  
  Preview to view the file on the screen and print individual pages at a time.  
  Print  to get a hard copy of your document. 
  Send to File to save the report for prosperity in a file that you name. 
  Cancel to exit the report printing menu and return to the previous screen. 
 
Save:  Select the SAVE command button to update and make permanent the additions and 

changes made during the current session.   
 
Exit: Select the EXIT command button to cancel the changes and additions made during the 

current session.  
 

POSitouch Inventory Reports print and sub-total by Ingredient Category, therefore, the reason you are 
organizing your ingredients is that you want to know which category is contributing the most to your profit 
margin and which category needs attention to make it more productive. 

 

POSi-TIP:  
 NOTE: POSitouch does not track by location or cost center. Set up two separate item numbers 

and two separate menu item numbers for this type of detail. For instance, a menu item # 2450 
12 oz. Bud would be linked on the Bar Screen with an ingredient item # 5450 - 12 oz. Bud - Bar 
and a menu item # 2451 12 oz. Bud would be selected off the Banquet Room Liquor Screen 
with an item # 5451 12 oz. Bud Banquet Room.  
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Setup Options > Critical Items 
 

The system allows you to define as many as 100 items, which you wish to closely track.  These would 
include high priced ingredients, items requiring close control, such as liquor, or any item that merits your 
attention. Identifying the ingredient items that you feel are critical and adding them to the list below is easily 
done.  The steps are identified below.  

 

 
 
These critical items make or break your business.  You keep close track of these items because of their 

expense and their contribution to your margin.  Your task in the screen below is to simply identify the items 
that you wish to track in a separate Food Usage Report.  These items will still print in all other reports, but 
because they so closely determine the success of your business, you choose to keep them under tight 
supervision.  

 

 
 

Insert:  Highlight (click on) an existing Critical Item or a blank. Then select the Insert command 
button to add a Critical Item or to change it.  
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 Location to insert a critical item:  Enter the location in which to enter a critical item 

number. 
 
 Enter the critical item number: Enter ingredient item number of the critical item you wish 

to position in the location above. 
 

OK: Save and update the values entered in this window. 
 
LOOKUP:   Moves you to Menu Items and Recipes and allows you to SELECT an 
ingredient from your master file. 
 

 
 
Above we clicked on the LOOKUP command button and then SELECTED ingredient item 
#5007.  Remember, if you know the ingredient item number that you want to enter, you do 
not have to LOOKUP, just enter the value in …critical item number. 
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EXIT: Do not make permanent the changes made in this window during the current 
session. 

 
Delete: Highlight (click on) the existing Critical Item you wish to delete. Then select the Delete 

command button to delete the Critical Item. 
 

 
 

  Confirm that you want to delete the Critical Item by clicking on OK or do not delete the 
Critical Item by selecting EXIT. 

 
Print:  To print your Critical Item listing, select the Print command button.  

 

 
 

 Select from the options on the screen above:  
  Preview to view the file on the screen and print individual pages at a time.  
  Print  to get a hard copy of your document. 
  Send to File to save the report for prosperity in a file that you name. 
  Cancel to exit the report printing menu and return to the previous screen. 

 
  Confirm that you want to print the Critical Item listing by clicking on OK or opt not to print 

the Critical Item listing by selecting EXIT. 
 
 Save:  Select the SAVE command button to update and make permanent the additions 

and changes made during the current session.   
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Exit: Select the EXIT command button to cancel the changes and additions made during the 

current session. 
 
Setup Options > Inventory Periods 
 

An inventory period is simply a selected start date and end date, which contains actual inventory 
counts.  There is no longer a need for any utility for advancing periods, and no period selection is required 
for entering tranactions, worksheets, etc.  The inventory counts are now stored in the file: INVCOUNT.DBF.  
We have left the information below as to how the product handles “fixed” inventory periods because there 
is a large customer base still using this feature and it is still integrated into the product.  However, the 
concept is not necessary if you have elected to do Arbitrary Period Inventory. 

 
The POSitouch system allows you to define 8 inventory periods with an arbitrary length.  Remember, 

when starting POSitouch inventory, you start with inventory period 8 and advance forward.  That’s right, not 
inventory period 1, inventory period 8 and advance forward.  The process of advancing the periods forward 
back fills your database, you do not do the job, advancing the period makes the previous period’s ending 
inventory, the starting inventory for the advancing or succeeding period.   

 

 
 

Below is an example of Inventory Periods set up for weekly intervals.  After entering inventory, purchases 
and collecting item sales, you are ready to advance the period.   Click on the Advance command button,  
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then click on OK to advance the inventory period. 
 

 
 

Set Base: command button is used to set the base or collection period for the Daily/Monthly 
feature. Daily/Monthy allows you to pool or consolidate purchase, guest check (ingredient 
item depletion) and inventory information into a single, base period. For reporting purposes 
it is treated as a single, cumulative inventory period with multiple days worth of data. The 
example below demonstrates how a base functions and how it accumulates data.  

 
 Inventory data for the dates 7-1 (July 1) through 7-10 (July 10) is in inventory period one. 

As you advance the week, data gets accumulated in inventory period one, which is the 
base period.   After advancing the period, inventory period one holds data from 7-1 through 
7-11, inventory period 8 is now 7-18 through 7-18 and so on until you set a new base.  
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Setup Options > Purchase Order Options 
 

The setup option below relates to the look of purchase orders created based on minimum stock  and 
minimum order levels. 

 

 
 

 
 

PO Number Prefix: Allows you to enter your own prefix numbers.  This is useful to distinguish 
purchase orders from chain restaurants.    

 
Starting PO Number: Enter the starting digits for the purchase order number sequence for this 

restaurant. 
 
Default Notes:  Enter information that you wish to have appear on each PO. 
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Price Variance Warning: POSItouch allows users to set a value (percentage) that warns the user 
when an inventory item has increased/decreased in price by a defined percentage. 

 
Show Expected Price on Purchase Order:  Displays the last purchase price for the ingredient 

item on the purchase order.  
 
Example: A case of lettuce cost $23.00 when purchased last week. This week the lettuce is 
entered by the user and the price entered per case is $230.00. POSItouch will issue a 
warning that the value is inconsistent with the prior period’s pricing. 
 
Set the Percent Value as desired. Setting this value very low, will warn users whenever a 
increase occurs, which is tantamount to the value entered in Price variance warning %.  
Setting this value too high will keep warnings from appearing. 

 
Require entry of Transaction memo and User Name?  A check to this option requires that a 

memo and a user name be added to all transactions, including invoices, transfers in/out, 
waste, and production.   

 

 
 
All Enter Transaction items must be on Inventory Worksheet?  A check to this option requires 

that items that are entered in Transactions must be on an Inventory Worksheet.  If this 
option is checked and you try to add an item to a transaction that is not on an inventory 
worksheet, then the error message below will appear.   

 
Alert for invoice items missing from Inventory Worksheet?  With the option set, the system 

brings up the alert below when an ingredient item is missing from the Inventory Worksheet, 
but is on the vendor worksheet. 

 

 
 

 Save:  Update the changes and additions made to this window during the current session. 
 

Cancel:  Discard the changes and additions made to this window during the current 
session.    

 
PO Number Prefix: Allows you to enter your own prefix numbers.  This is useful to distinguish 

purchase orders from chain restaurants.    
 
Starting PO Number: Enter the starting digits for the purchase order number sequence for this 

restaurant. 
 
Default Notes:  Enter information that you wish to have appear on each PO. 
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EDIT VENDOR FILE 
                                 

 
 
Section  4       

 
 
 
This section is easy to complete and requires that you have the following pieces of information for each 

of your vendors: 
 

• Vendor Name. 
• Vendor Address. 
• Vendor Phone Number. 
• If appropriate, the Vendor Number or Code for the Vendor from the  
 General Ledger. 

 
The last piece of information, General Ledger Account Number for the Vendor, is important to those 

customers that export purchase information from POSitouch’s Inventory to a third party’s Accounts Payable 
software. If you have the GL information, it will only take a few seconds to enter and it may be a useful 
cross-reference, since it prints on reports generated from the purchase log (a log of invoices or purchases 
entered in the system).  Again, this last piece of information is optional, if you have it,  put it in, otherwise 
forget it. 

 

POSi-TIP:  
NOTE: organizationally speaking, since you are digging around for the vendor 
information, this is a good time to pull out the ingredient items purchased from 
vendors as they appear on the invoices. Identify as many invoices as possible 
that list the ingredient items that you normally purchase from a given vendor. 
You will need this information when you fill in the vendor worksheet, but this is 
a good time to prepare it and get it organized.  

 
Once you have your paper work, select INVENTORY > EDIT VENDOR FILE from the Inventory Menu, 

see below. 
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The screen below should look familiar to you and is simple to navigate. It resembles other screens in 
the POSitouch system that adds information to your data files, e.g., employees. Look closely at the 
commands.  You will frequently use them, so carefully read their function.  The Vendor File is like a series 
of index cards for your vendor information.  The commands below help you add, change, delete information 
and view the records in the file. 

 

 
 
Previous (Vendor Record) :  This command button moves you backwards (last record to first) 

through the Vendor File. 
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GoTo:  Allows you to go directly to a specific vendor record by entering the Vendor code for the 

record.  The Vendor code is an alphanumeric shorthand name for the vendor.  In the 
example above American Egg Company’s vendor code is AMEGG.  The vendor code can 
be as many as six characters in length.   

  

 
 
Next (Vendor Record) :  This command button moves you forward (first record to last) through the 

Vendor File.  
 
Add Vendor:  This command button allows you to add a new Vendor Record to your vendor file. It 

will bring up a blank Vendor Record for you to fill in. 
 
Delete Vendor:  This command button allows you to delete the Vendor Record which currently 

appears on the screen.  
 

 
 

OK:  Confirm the deletion of the current vendor record.  
 
EXIT:  Do not delete the current vendor record and return to the Edit Vendor Record 

window.  
 
SAVE:  Update the changes and additions made to this window during the current session. 
 
EDIT WORKSHEET: Allows you to link ingredient items to vendors to make the process of 

generating invoices easier.  This option is described in detail in the Section entitled Edit 
Vendor Worksheet. Topics are discussed in the order that you build your database; 
however, it is possible to lookup items and add them on the fly right from Edit Worksheet.  

 
EXIT:  Discard the changes and additions made to this window during the current session.    

 
At this point there probably are no records in your vendor file, so click on the Add Vendor command 

key to add a vendor record.  You are now ready to fill in the Code for the vendor record that you are 
creating.  As described above, the Code is nothing more than a shorthand name for the Vendor.  It needs 
to be unique, that is, each vendor has to have its own unique combination of characters (Maximum is 6).   
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Fields: 
Code: Each vendor has a unique (up to) 6 character alphanumeric code that you define, 

understand it like a nickname.  You can use this handle to quickly access a 
particular vendor.  Also, you will be using the Vendor Code when creating the 
Vendor Worksheet and when entering purchases.  

 
Name: Enter the Vendor name as you would want it to appear on a purchase order.  
 
Address(1), (2), (3) : You have up to three lines for the address information. 
 
Phone: Enter the your phone number of your vendor's business establishment. 
 
Alternate Number: Enter the alternate vendor number for this vendor.  This number is 

used to link POSitouch vendor information to third party accounts payable software 
- it is available in reports and file outputs. 

 
Order Type: This field allows you to send your purchase orders to this vendor via a variety 

of modes: phone, fax, EDI, PFG & Food-Trak and POSitouch format.  
 

  
 
Ship Via: This is a text field which provides delivery instructions to the this vendor on your 

purchase orders.  
 
Terms: Identifies this vendor’s purchase terms and they are displayed on the purchase 

order. 
 
Receive in:  Days by which you need to receive the orders purchased. 

 
After you have filled in all the fields, click on the SAVE command button to make permanent the 

changes you made in the current session. 
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EDIT MENU ITEMS   
INGREDIENTS and RECIPES                                 

Section  5       
 
 
Inventory, unfortunately, is not the place for creative, aspiring Julia Childs, but for tight fisted, 

standardization loving, bean counters. Basic math is indispensable in this section, so kindly sharpen your 
pencils or pull out your calculator and follow along by figuring the formulas on your own. One of your 
central tasks in successfully implementing inventory will be to determine if you have a data entry error or a 
control problem.  Recipes, especially,  batch recipes, e.g., a batch of mashed potatoes, guacamole, etc. 
should not be changed frequently.  Ideally, a  batch should be made with a constant quantity of ingredients. 
A 15-pound batch of mashed potatoes should always be made with the same ingredients; if you produce 1 
batch or 15, just make them all the same!  This is to prevent miscalculation errors and avoidable variances  
in your inventory.   

 
This does not mean that you should never change recipes, menu items, menus, etc.  On the contrary, 

information from your Inventory reports will suggest and dictate changes; menu items not contributing to 
margin eliminated, recipes scrutinized for fat, additions of menu items that are variations of winners. 
Change in recipes and ingredients also means data in flux and re-familiarization to new figures, it is a time 
for careful attention and fine tuning and represents a challenge similar in kind, if not in scope to that of your 
initial implementation of inventory. 

 
Your task in this section is to build the data elements or ingredients that will comprise your sub-recipes 

and recipes.  However, it will be difficult for you to properly fill out the ingredient records if you do not 
understand what a recipe is and how it can be constructed in POSitouch as well as the relationships 
between the numbers.   

 
You should already be familiar with an example of a Menu Item Record, which has a price, major 

category, discount and tax information for numbers below the value set with the INCONFIG program, for 
example, ITEM # 750, Budweiser.  Below, we introduce new fields to the Menu Item Record and will show 
their relationship to the Ingredient record. 
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If you click on the RECIPE command button with your mouse, the system brings you to the recipe 
screen.  From the screen visible below, you can add, edit and delete recipe items linked to this menu item.   
In the example below, the menu item Budweiser is linked to record with the ingredient number 7301, 
Budweiser bottle.   
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What this means is that every time Menu Item 750 is ordered (touched) (order sent to the bar) it 

eventually means the depletion of Ingredient Item #7301 from inventory. When an item is deleted from a 
guest check on the Order Entry Screen, it only gets added back into inventory, if the Deletion Reason is 
Prepared N.  Deletion of a prepared item depletes inventory.  For example, a bottle of beer is spilled on the 
way to the table, another order is sent to the bar and the first is deleted as prepared.  One bottle of Bud 
was sold, but two will be depleted from inventory for the period when guest checks are read into the 
inventory database. The first from the sold Budweiser on the guest check and the second from the deleted 
prepared (spilled bottle) written to the check file.  The number sold is multiplied by the Quantity in the 
recipe (1)  to arrive at the number of Ingredient Item #7301 to deplete (2).  

 
Food Cost from Recipe? A check in this box indicates that you wish to calculate the food cost of 

this Menu Item from the Ingredient Items linked using the RECIPE command button. The 
question Food cost from recipe? must be checked .  If you are not doing inventory, then 
you leave this box unchecked and enter a simple plate cost in the Food Cost field.  

 
Food Cost: Food Cost is the dollar amount it costs you to put a given menu item in front of your 

customer, it does not include labor dollars.  You purchase a case of 24 bottles of beer for 
$12.00, your food cost for a bottle is $.50.  You charge your customer $2.00 for the bottle 
of beer, then your Food Cost percent is 25%, simple! If you have more than one ingredient 
in a recipe, then you add the food cost for all the items and that is your food cost for the 
menu item.  This example has been rounded for ease in understanding; unfortunately, item 
prices and costs are not rounded to the nearest dollar, and our Budweiser example below 
reflects real  numbers.  

 
  The formula for food cost is based on the computation in the illustration on the page below. 

We have used the Budweiser example to demonstrate how the Food Cost of 0.5396 was 
derived.  
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Recipe Ingredient Quantity (1)st item* 
Inventory Unit Multiplier (1) x Purchase Multiplier (1)   X  Purchase Unit Price (1) = Food Cost(1) 

 
Recipe Ingredient Quantity (2)nd item* 
Inventory Unit Multiplier (2) x Purchase Multiplier (2)   X  Purchase Unit Price (2) = Food Cost(2) 

 

Food Cost (1)st item  + Food Cost (2)nd item + Food Cost(…) plus other items  = Food cost (TOTAL) 
 
Budweiser 
 
Food    1(**) 

Cost       ( 24    X     1)         
X     12.95   = 0.5396 

 
* This formula applies to the Food Cost of one recipe ingredient item, if there are more than one,  
  then the Food Cost of each is added together to give you a Total Food Cost. 
 
** The formula above has been applied to Budweiser to demonstrate how it works. 
 
 

Food Cost % :  The Food Cost Percent is the Food Cost/Price 1 (and only price one).   Therefore, 
our Budweiser has a Food Cost % of .5396/1.95 or 27.67%.  The formula below should be 
all you need to understand how the Food Cost Percent is derived.  

 
         FOOD COST 

           PRICE (1)          
= FOOD COST PER CENT 

 
         12 oz Bud Cost .5396 

           PRICE (1)    1.95         
= 27.67% FOOD COST PER CENT 
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ADD :  Click the ADD command button to link an ingredient item to a menu item as a recipe. 
 

 
 

FIELDS: 
ITEM#:  This is the Recipe portion of the Menu Item Record, in which we enter the Item 

Numbers of the sub-recipes (below 5000 or whichever number you designate as 
the breakpoint between menu items and ingredient items), Ingredient numbers or 
both that make up the plate.  NEVER enter the same Menu Item Number in the 
ITEM# field as the number of the Menu Item for which you are building a recipe. 
The menu item number and the Item # used in the recipe should NEVER be the 
same.  
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Quantity: Enter the quantity of the ingredient or sub-recipe that goes into the Menu Item.  
The value of Quantity in Menu Item #750 is 1.0000 Bot.  A Budweiser sold  equals 
1/24th (.04167) of a case of the BUD Purchase Unit - Item Number #7301.  This is 
computed in this fashion because Item #7301 the Ingredient Bud has an inventory 
multiplier value of 24.  

 
 Let’s see if you get the meaning of the numbers above.  If we changed the 

inventory multiplier from 24 to 1, what would the Recipe Ingredient Quantity need 
to be to properly represent the depletion of a Bottle of Bud #7301 every time a 
Budweiser #750 is sold at the Order Entry System?  The answer is in the 
paragraph above.  If you guessed the number in parentheses, then continue to 
read on. If you missed, then reread this page before you continue.  You have to 
get the relationships between these numbers to properly implement your Inventory 
package.  

 
Description:  This is the description field of the Ingredient Item Number entered in the 

recipe.  
 

OK:  Click on the OK command button to save and make permanent the changes made in 
the Add Ingredient Item window.  

 
CANCEL:  Click on the CANCEL command button to discard the changes made in the Add 

Ingredient Item window.  
 

 
 

EDIT:  Click the EDIT command button to change an existing ingredient item or sub-recipe. 
Highlight the ingredient item you wish to edit, then click on the EDIT command button.  
Make your changes, then click OK to save your changes. 

 
DELETE:  Click the DELETE command button to delete an existing ingredient item or sub-recipe. 

Highlight the ingredient item you wish to delete, then click on the DELETE command 
button.   

 
 EXIT:  Click the EXIT command button to return to the Menu Items and Recipes window.   
 

We have purposely left the concept of the Batch Multiplier for the next section, because we want you to 
become as familiar as possible with the basics before we start on new concepts.   Below, we will introduce 
the relevant numeric fields in the Ingredient Record and explain their relationship to recipes and Menu Item 
Records.   
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Building an Ingredient Record 
 
Building an Ingredient Record is similar to creating an Menu Item Record; the two reside in the same 

database.  Ingredient records are in the range that you defined them with the INCONFIG program.  These 
are the items you use to count your inventory, enter purchase information from invoices and deplete 
inventory through sales and deletions prepared - computed from Guest Checks. 

 

 
 

Category: Identify the ingredient category defined for this item. Food usage and other reports print 
by Ingredient Category.  Furthermore, ingredient categories are linked to Ingredient 
Category Groups, also for reporting purposes.  

 
Account Number: Enter a General Ledger account number that you wish to link to this ingredient 

item. This is useful if you are passing data to a third party accounts payable system.  
 

Recipe Unit of Measure:  This field has no mathematical significance other than providing a label 
for the unit of measured portions to be used in recipes for Menu Items.  Typically this label 
describes the manner in which Ingredient Items are measured when they are used in a 
recipe, such as: EACH, BOT (Bottle), OZ., LB., etc.   The Recipe Unit of Measure is usually 
the smallest unit.  The Purchase Unit of measure is the largest unit and it describes the 
measure of the Ingredient Item as it is received or invoiced.  

 
Inventory Unit of Measure:  This field has no mathematical significance other than providing a 

label for the Ingredient Unit that will be inventoried. The Inventory Unit of Measure is a 
description of the way the Ingredient Item sits on the shelf, such as: GAL. QTS., BOX, 
JAR, CASE, KEG, etc. Note, that the Inventory and Purchase Units of Measure may be 
identical.  

 
Inventory Unit Multiplier:  This is the mathematical relationship between the Recipe Unit of 

Measure (Bottle, in our Budweiser example) and the Inventory Unit of Measure (Case, 
that’s how we inventory our Budweiser), that is, Bottle/Case or a Bottle is 1/24th of a Case.  
Note that since we are doing inventory by the Case, we will need to express portions of 
cases in decimal, for example 6 cases and 10 bottles of Bud will be entered in this fashion  
6. 4167, i.e., 6 10/24.  
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 The Multiplier field of the ingredient record is extremely important. It ensures that the 

information entered in purchasing, physical inventory, etc. can be accurately compared to 
information about food usage from the Point-of-Sale. The value of the multiplier field is the 
number of recipe units in one Inventory unit. For example, if the unit used in the recipe is 
weight ounces and the item is purchases from the vendor in pounds, then the multiplier 
field is 16. Another example is bagels that are bought by the dozen but sold individually, 
the multiplier field in this case is equal to 12. In a situation where the ratio varies, such as 
the number of bacon slices in a case, enter an average figure.  
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                              Sample Ingredient Setup 
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Ingredient Name:   Steak
Depletion in recipe:  Each  
How are you counting them? Each  
Recipe vs. count:  1.0000 
Purchase Unit Price:  $126.72 
How do you buy it:  Case 
Count vs. Purchase:  24 

                                                                                 
Recipe Unit of Measure:Each                  Inventory Unit of Measure: Each                         Purchase Unit of Measure: Case 
                                                                 Inventory Multiplier: 1                                          Purchase Multiplier: 24 
                                                                                                                                  
Recipe Quantity for the 14oz. Steak is EACH, therefore, the food cost is: 
 
      1        
1  X  24         X        126.72    =    $5.24 
 
 

 
Ingredient Name:   Sutter Home 
Depletion in recipe:  Ounce  
How are you counting them? Liter  
Recipe vs. count:  33.8 
Purchase Unit Price:  $42.50 
How do you buy it:  Case 
Count vs. Purchase:  12 

                                                                                                 
Recipe Unit of Measure: Ounce       Inventory Unit of Measure: Each                         Purchase Unit of Measure: Case 
                                                         Inventory Multiplier: 1                                          Purchase Multiplier: 24 
                                                                                                                                  
Recipe Quantity for a Glass of Sutter Home is 5 oz., therefore, the food cost is: 
 
       5       
33.8 X12         X        42.50    =    $0.5239 
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Ingredient Name:   Bacon 
Depletion in recipe:  Slice  
How are you counting them? Package  
Recipe vs. count:  25.0000 
Purchase Unit Price:  $29.00 
How do you buy it:  Case 
Count vs. Purchase:  12 

                                                                             
Recipe Unit of Measure:  Slice                Inventory Unit of Measure: Pkg.                          Purchase Unit of Measure: Case 
                                                                Inventory Multiplier: 25                                         Purchase Multiplier: 12 
                                                                                                                                  
Recipe Quantity for a Bacon & Egg Sandwich calls for 3 slices of bacon, therefore, the food cost is: 
 
    3      
25 X 12         X        29.00    =    $0.2900 
 
 
Ingredient Name:   1000 Island Dressing 
Depletion in recipe:  Ounce  
How are you counting them? Gallon  
Recipe vs. count:  128.0000 
Purchase Unit Price:  $26.20 
How do you buy it:  Case 
Count vs. Purchase:  4 

                                                                                              
Recipe Unit of Measure:  Ounce             Inventory Unit of Measure: Gallon                       Purchase Unit of Measure: Case 
                                                                Inventory Multiplier: 25                                         Purchase Multiplier: 4 
                                                                                                                                  
Recipe Quantity for a side of dressing is 2 ounces, therefore, the food cost is: 
 
    2      
128 X 4         X        26.20    =    $0.1023 
 
 
 The four examples above are standard fare in restaurants and variations of their recipes 

account for a high percentage of ingredients handled by restaurants. Things you also need 
to keep in mind are that POSitouch inventory is based on raw goods and, therefore, yield 
must be calculated or averaged from the product as it is received.  The number of 
swordfish steaks  that can be cut from a whole fish is derived on the basis of the average 
yield for a set number of whole, raw swordfish received.  If the average yield is a 9 ounce 
steak for each pound of  raw fish purchased, then  the recipe  unit of measure should be 
each or (in our example) its equivalent lb., the inventory and purchase unit of measure also 
will be lb.  Every raw pound purchased, yields a 9-ounce swordfish steak.  The more time 
spent finding the average yield, the more confidence you will have in the data.  If a large 
variance appears in your swordfish ingredient item, you will immediately look at yield to see 
if steaks are being cut too big and not weighed, or is there excessive waste.  You will have 
confidence in your baseline numbers on yield because you did your homework.  
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Purchase Unit of Measure: This field has no mathematical significance other than providing a 
label for the Purchase Unit that will be purchased. The Purchase Unit of Measure is a 
description of the way the Ingredient Item is purchased from the vendor, such as: GAL. 
QTS., BOX, JAR, CASE, KEG, etc. Note, that the Inventory and Purchase Units of 
Measure may be identical.  

 
Purchase Multiplier: This is the mathematical relationship between the Inventory Unit of Measure 

and the Purchase Unit of Measure. Think of it this way, the 1.5 ounces of liquor in a scotch 
on the rocks defines the recipe unit of measure. The scotch is inventoried by the liter bottle, 
33.8 ounces/bottle (Inventory multiplier=33.8).  Finally, the scotch is purchased by the 
case, 12 bottles/case. When you sell the scotch on the rocks you are depleting 1.5 ounces 
divided by 33.8 ounces per bottle x 12 bottles per case. The formula for scotch depletion 
by the shot is: 

 
     1.5 ounces 
      
   33.8 ounces X 12 bottles = 405.6 ounces  
 
   or .0037 of a case or 1/270th of a case.    
 

   
 If you understand it this way, then you see the portion of scotch depletion with every shot.  
 
 Shrimp are purchased in 10 (purchase multiplier) pound purchase unit of measure) 

increments.  Since you sell a predetermined number of shrimp on each plate, the recipe 
unit of measure is each.  There are 28 shrimp per pound and, therefore, our inventory unit 
of measure is lb. and the multiplier is 28.  When a shrimp scampi plate is sold, 8/280ths 
(.0286) of a case of shrimp is depleted.  But what if we constantly get variances with 
shrimp, is it possible that we are not receiving 28 shrimp per pound?  You did count them 
out didn’t you, or was I supposed to do that?  Assumptions are dangerous.  

 
POSItouch will warn a user when there appears to be an error in the logic of the number of recipe 
units (oz, tsp, TBSP, lb, ect.) in an inventory unit (each, lb, box) or an error in the logic of an 
inventory unit to a purchase units (case). 
 
Our suggestion is to use our two examples above (swordfish and shrimp) and drop the values into 
the formulas (make up purchase prices) and calculate a food cost. 
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 Below is a typical screen where the units of measure are correct. 
 

 
  
Below is an example of an ingredient item where the UNIT OF MEASURE relationships are 
illogical: You cannot have 70 recipe units (EACH) in one inventory unit (EACH). There are 70 each 
in a case so that column is correct. The INVENTORY column should reflect a Unit Multiplier of 1.  

 

 
 

POSItouch looks to the UNIT OF MEASURE line and compares the text. That is, EACH is 
equal to EACH, however, EACH IS NOT EQUAL TO ea., Each or each, this section is case 
sensitive. 
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Starting Inventory:  It is not necessary to enter a value here.  Starting inventory is entered through 

the process of actually setting up an inventory worksheet and typing in your inventory on-
hand into a selected inventory period. 

 
Par Level:  This value is used to compare expected on hand figures of ingredients to minimum 

stock for the purpose of generating purchase orders.  
 
Minimum Order:  This value is used as the minimum order figure used by the system to generate 

PO’s when the above par level figure is reached.  
 
Alternative (recipe) Unit: This field allows you to enter a recipe or alternative unit of measure and 

multiplier. 
 

 
 
 You can now enter your inventory counts using three criteria, see Inventory > Setup 

Options > Miscellaneous 
 

 
 
Unit Price: This is the purchase price of the item - Unit Multiplier breaks it down for you. Notice 

that you are getting a bottle price of $.5395 or $12.95 divided by 24. 
 
Recipe Item #:  The recipe item number is used to turn a menu item (an item in the range 1 - 

4999) into an ingredient item.  This is done so that an recipe for a 5 lb. batch of guacamole 
can now be inventoried or counted, see Section 7 Production Batches, Work in Progress 
for more detailed information.  

 
Lock Price for Import/Export:  Chain or corporate establishments that negotiate a price deal on 

specific ingredients across all their stores use this feature. These prices are locked in; 
therefore, local stores cannot change it when they get an incorrect invoice. 

 
No price variance warning: With this flag checked, the ingredient item is not subject to the 

warning set in Purchase Order and Invoice Options defined in Price variance warning %.  
 
Not required on inventory worksheet: With this flag checked, the ingredient item is not subject to 

the requirement that it must be on the inventory worksheet before it can be Entered in a 
Transaction. This  latter flag is set in Purchase Order and Invoice Options > All Enter 
Transaction items must be on Inventory Worksheet.  

 
No variance on Food Usage Report: With this flag checked, the ingredient item is not subject to 

the warning set in Purchase Order and Invoice Options defined in Price variance warning 
%.  

 
Inactive: If an ingredient item is set to inactive, then the item is not displayed on any inventory 

report. 
 

The information covered in this section is essential to implementing inventory.   We are ready to gain 
more practice building recipes and testing their accuracy. 
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RECIPES, BATCHES and 
FOOD COST   

Section 6       
 
 
We are ready to turn your attention to recipes, their construction, checking their accuracy, and 

providing you with a number of examples to make your job of building recipes much easier.   
 
Recipes are a listing of items that go into making a menu item sold at the Order Entry Screens.  These 

items are a menu item, sub-recipe (item under 5000) or an ingredient item (over 5000).  The sub-recipe for 
a Side Salad #4001 consists of three ingredients: Lettuce, Tomato, and Red Onions.  Every entree at our 
restaurant comes with a complimentary Side of Salad.  With sub-recipes we do not need to enter Lettuce, 
Tomato, Red Onions for every entree, and then change each menu item recipe when we decide that Red 
Onions are too expensive and we want to switch to White Onions.  Swapping White for Red Onions in the 
Side Salad sub-recipe requires substituting the ingredient, the change then cascades into all the recipes 
that have #4001 as a sub-recipe. 

 
The Recipe Report includes sub-recipes and the Corn Beef/Pastrami Sandwich Menu Item below 

demonstrates how sub-recipes are integrated into a Menu Item’s food cost.  Menu Item #603 is a sub-
recipe for Cole Slaw.  You know from the Introduction that menu items can be included as a sub-recipe for 
other menu items (this menu item might not even appear on the order entry screen, but can be used solely 
as a sub-recipe).  The food cost of the items that make up Cole Slaw are added into the food cost for our 
Corned Beef/Pastrami sandwich: items #5031, Cole Slaw, and #6192, Cole Slaw Dressing.  SEE: PRINT 
REPORTS > RECIPES in Section 15 for more information. 

 
Recipes for LANE FOODS, Inc. 
 
 ID#  ------DESCRIPTION------ COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT  UNIT$ COST   COST % ---- 5% ----  --- 10% --- 
            INGREDIENTS  FLAG                                             PRICE  COST   PRICE  COST 
 150 CB/PASTRAMI    5.75              6.05      6.35 
6016    Corned Beef (RAW)  4.1500 OZ. 0.17 0.6848 11.91 
6023    Pastrami    2.5000 OZ. 0.22 0.5500 09.57 
 603    Cup of Cole Slaw F.C.  
5031      Cole Slaw    0.2000 LB. 0.38 0.0760 01.32 
6192      Cole Slaw Dressing  1.3000 OZ. 0.04 0.0578 01.01 
6082    French Fries   0.3800 LB. 0.39 0.1500 02.61              _____         _____ 
 TOTAL      1.5185 26.41              25.10    23.91

 
 
Sub-recipes are an important concept, and you should make sure that your recipe building takes it into 

consideration wherever possible. 
 

NO...   When you build the recipes for your menu items, you will include all the ingredients that 
make up the item.  In the operation of a restaurant, customers always will want to fashion 
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their own menu item;  ”Turkey club without the bacon”.  Your recipe for a Turkey Club 
sandwich has to include three slices of bacon as an ingredient. Your Order Entry Screens 
have to include the option of NO BACON. The way this works is that the wait staff orders 
the Turkey Club, and adds a NO BACON option to the order.   NO BACON, when selected 
from the touch screen, informs the kitchen that no bacon should be added to the order, but 
it also adds 3 slices of bacon back into inventory.  Why? A Turkey Club sandwich normally 
includes 3 slices of bacon, but the customer wants it without the bacon.  Therefore, the 
three slices have to be added back into inventory by creating a recipe that is negative, that 
is, instead of depleting inventory (which is accomplished by a positive number), it 
replenishes inventory.   Note, that this will also decrease your food cost and increase the 
contribution to margin for this one menu item ordered in the Menu Item Food Cost Analysis 
Report.  

 
Recipes for LANE FOODS, Inc. 
 
 ID#  ------DESCRIPTION------ COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT  UNIT$ COST   COST % ---- 5% ----  --- 10% --- 
            INGREDIENTS  FLAG                                             PRICE  COST   PRICE  COST 
  19      No Bacon  -0.23 (Calculated)  
6012      Bacon  -3.0000            SLC 0.08 -0.2326  100.00 
 TOTAL                   -0.2326  100.00 

 
 

SUB... The example of Mash, No Puff was selected because it shows how to handle a substitution.  
The customer wants to change the kind of potato that normally comes with certain entrees.  
What Menu Item #116 demonstrates is that the appropriate quantity of Potato Puffs are 
added back into inventory with the negative recipe entry and Mashed Potatoes are 
substituted.  The net effect of this substitution is that the food cost of the Main Menu Item 
has increased by $0.14, because 0.38 lbs. of Potato Puffs costs us $0.1459 and 6 oz. of 
Mashed Potatoes is 0.2906, leaving a net of $0.14.   This increases the food cost of the 
Main Menu Item and decreases its contribution to margin.  

 
Recipes for LANE FOODS, Inc. 
 
 ID#  ------DESCRIPTION------ COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT  UNIT$ COST   COST % ---- 5% ----  --- 10% --- 
            INGREDIENTS  FLAG                                             PRICE  COST   PRICE  COST 
 116 MASH NO PUFF   0.14 (Calculated)  
6087    Potato Puffs   -0.3800  LB. 0.38 -0.1459 -100.84 
6603    Mashed Potatoes    6.0000  OZ. 0.05  0.2906 -200.84 
 TOTAL                   0.1447  100.00 

 
 
Menu Items are linked to cells on Menu Screens.  Menu Screens are assigned to individual Terminals, 

for a given shift, on a given day (MENU SCREENS > MENU TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS) before they can 
appear on the Order Entry Touch Screens.  

 
Batch Multiplier:  This figure gives us the ability to create equal portions when preparing, for 

instance, a batch of guacamole which will be used in differing quantities for various entrees 
and appetizers.  A batch of guacamole has a menu item number of #4590, and has the 
following ingredients in its recipe:  

 
  15 Avocados 
   5  Lemons (squeezed) 
   1  oz Salt 
   2  oz Pepper 

 
 The above ingredients produce 45 oz. of guacamole.  A batch multiplier of 45 entered for 

this item allows us to distribute portions of this batch by the ounce into our recipes.  If you 
choose not to use a batch multiplier, then the quantity for a portion of guacamole in a menu 
item would be represented by this decimal, .0222 or 1/45th of the recipe.  Entering a 1 or a 
2 for a quantity is much easier, than .0222 or .0444.  The food cost for a batch without a 
multiplier is the cost of producing the entire batch.   The food cost for a batch with a 
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multiplier is the cost of producing one portion of the batch.  In our example, that means 
1/45th of the batch or .0222.  
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POSi-TIP:  
NOTE: Do not forget the importance of standardizing on a batch. If you make 45 oz. of 
guacamole, the batch multiplier should be 45 or the appropriate multiplier depending 
on portion size.  If you change your batch recipe so that it now makes 90 ounces, you 
must change your multiplier to 90.  Ignoring the multiplier and leaving it at 45 will result 
in mathematically depleting twice the quantity of guacamole every time your 
Guacamole Burger is sold.  

 
Therefore, when building a Guacamole Burger, we can have an ingredient of #4590 with a Quantity of 

2.   This means 2/45ths (.0444) of our batch is being used in this recipe or, since we know our batch 
produces 45 ounces, 2 ounces are depleted when a Guacamole Burger is sold from the Order Entry 
System. 

 
Prove to yourself that you understand the concept of Batch Multiplier by determining the food cost of 

the two ounces of Guacamole that goes on top of our Burger.  If the food cost for the entire batch of 
Guacamole is $10.25, what is the Food Cost of the quantity of Guacamole on the Burger?  If your trusty 
calculator or pencil told you $.4555, then jump to the next section.  Else, review how we derived the answer 
and go over some more examples.   

 
Our famous mashed potatoes have the following ingredients: 
 
 80   EACH  Potatoes, Whole 
 1   LB.  Butter 
 5 OZS  Salt 
 2  OZS  Pepper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above recipe produces 240 ounces of mashed potatoes.  All our entrees come with a 2-ounce 

dollop of mashed.   We will use a batch multiplier of 120, so that the quantity entered in the recipe for 
mashed potatoes will be one.  It costs us $9.50 to produce our 240-ounce batch, what is the food cost of a 
dollop of mashed potatoes? If you said .07916 cents, then you may go on to the next section.  If you are 
still having a problem with these concepts, then reread the section and review the numbers. 

 
Below, we have included the formula used to calculate the food cost for a batch portion. It depends on 

the food cost calculation formula introduced in Section 5 for each ingredient item, adds their food cost, then 
divides by the batch multiplier.  This gives us our food cost for each portion.    

 
In the diagram above, the Batch Multiplier is used as a divisor, then, why do we call it a multiplier?  

Because, the batch multiplier value multiplied by the ingredient quantity gives you the food cost for the 
Ingredient Item. The default value is 1, but often it is more convenient to have a value greater than one, in 
order to deal with ingredient quantities that are whole numbers.   

 
You now have all the information you need to begin building your recipes. With the appearance of your 

first food cost and food cost percent, you will feel that you are beginning to conquer this process.  So do not 
hesitate to build a few recipes and experience the sweet sensation of success.  The Food Cost value in an 
ingredient record is calculated automatically after you return from changing your ingredients and their 

    Food Cost(total) 
Food Cost(1) + Food Cost(2) + Food Cost(…) = _______________  = Food Cost(batch Portion) 

    Batch Multiplier 
 
 
               $9.50 

$7.86(80lbs potatoes) + .99 (1lb. butter) + .40 (5 oz. salt) + .25 (2 oz. pepper) = _________   = .07916 = Food Cost 
                120             (batch portion) 
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quantities in the RECIPE section of a menu item record. The Food Cost is instantly calculated after you 
EXIT the recipe screen. 

    
 

How do you know your food cost is correct?  Certain indicators are almost too obvious to 
mention, yet...  A food cost figure percent greater than 100% indicates that we are paying 
more for the item than we are charging our customers, bad business! This is probably a 
incorrect recipe or multiplier, fix it!  Food cost percentages range from 10% to 50%, 
although there may be legitimate items above and below these figures, they merit scrutiny 
to make sure that they are accurate.  

 
Look at the ingredients and menu items in different formats, do not trust your eyes to pick up all errors 

on the screen.  Print a hard copy of an INGREDIENTS and a MENU ITEMS MASTER LIST (INVENTORY 
> PRINT REPORTS > PRINT INGREDIENTS - ALPHABETICAL OR NUMERICAL). Double and triple 
check everything in order to build confidence in your numbers.  Add up the food cost manually on your 
calculator, check and recheck the recipes.  Set up procedures to have work double-checked by different 
members of your staff.  Data verification has to be built into your inventory procedures. The data has to be 
correct in order to be valuable.  Accuracy at this stage can save you hours tracking down variances when 
you get into the inventory cycle.  

 
Pay special attention to batches, and batch multipliers.  They are a tricky, but extremely useful aspect 

of POSitouch inventory.  Make sure you understand the concept. 
 
What you are developing during this entire process is an internalized sense for the base line food cost 

numbers of your business.  You are acquiring inventory literacy, which will be invaluable in spotting errors 
and problems in your reports.  It may not be the most exciting part of your week, but it will be the most 
rewarding.
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PRODUCTION BATCHES, 
WORK IN PROGRESS 

Section  7       
 
 
 
If your restaurant produces a number of ingredient items in-house; then, it requires that your on-hand 

totals be depleted as these items are made. Also, you need the ability to inventory (count) and link the new 
products to menu items. POSitouch can handle these chores, the steps require a thorough understanding 
of the concepts in Sections 5 and 6.  Therefore, if the concepts of batches and batch multipliers are still a 
little fuzzy, spend this time to review them.  This section builds on the information from those two sections. 

 
Let us make the concept of production and work in progress a little more concrete for you.  Our 

restaurant sells a fair amount of guacamole, which is made in-house and served with a number of dishes.  
Our guacamole is made from ripened avocados, lemon, etc.  Daily we make a 10-pound batch of 
guacamole, on Friday and Saturday we make 2 10-pound batches each day, for a total of 9 batches per 
week.   

 
When we produce a 10-pound batch, the system immediately depletes 40 avocados and 4 lemons from 

inventory.  In POSitouch, one way to deplete inventory is to sell a product, another way is to enter 
production transactions or waste transactions. 

 
The diagram on the below illustrates the steps taken to create a production inventory item to be 

included in menu item recipes.  The diagram serves as shorthand notes to go along with the longhand 
description that follows. 

 
We start with a batch recipe, which is nothing more than the recipe item, which will be linked to the 

inventory item that we will be putting into our menu item recipes for the depletion of the batch, and for 
counting.  For the moment let us put quantities aside and just conceptually understand the process. 

 
 
  Menu Item    Recipe Item 

 10lb. Batch Guacamole #9 Guacamole 10lb Production batch #49999 
      Production Recipe Item #9  
 Recipe Items 
 Avocados #40287   Menu Item 
      ID.           Qnty.  Ingredient 
 Lemons    #40440   #22 GuacBurger   1 oz Guac. 10lb  
          prod. batch 
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The notion to remember is that when we produce a batch, we essentially are purchasing it; that is, we 
are adding it into inventory since we are increasing our quantity on hand of the item.  Also, our cost of 
goods is reflected as the food cost of the ingredients that make up the produced batch.  The purchase price 
of item #49999 is the food cost of producing item  #9.   The cost of goods on hand of item #6025 is the food 
cost times the number of batches we have produced and not depleted through sales. 

 
We are making a 10lb batch of Guacamole (item #9) that has Avocados (#40287) and Lemons 

(#40440) in the recipe.  Instead of linking that batch directly to menu items, the way we normally do; we are 
linking it to a production inventory item as its recipe item.  Attaching a batch to an inventory item in this 
fashion has the following advantages: 

 
1) Allows us to produce quantities of the batch for any inventory period, adding it to quantity on 

hand for that period in ADJUST INVENTORY (See Section 13 for more information about  
ADJUST INVENTORY). This item can be counted or inventoried.  

 
2) Immediately depletes on-hand stock of ingredients (avocados and lemons) when the batch is 

produced, subtracting it from quantity on-hand for that period in ADJUST INVENTORY 
(See Section 13 for more information about ADJUST INVENTORY).  

 
3) Appends the food cost of the menu item batch (#9) as the purchase price of the production 

inventory item (#49999). 
 This is for the purpose of your Cost of Goods On Hand report so that it accurately reflects 

goods that have changed from raw  to finished goods.  
 

4) We use the production inventory item (#49999) in our recipes as normal.  
 
 5)  The production inventory item (#49999) allows us to count the quantity on hand portion of the 

produced batch. 
 
 6)  Tracks all production entries in a production log, quantities produced, inventory periods and  

  ingredients depleted. 
 
 
 
 
 

#9         #49999  
 
 
 
 
 
#40287       #22   
     
 
 
#40440          49999    1oz.    Guac. 10lb Prod-Batch 
    #6025   1 oz.            
 
 

 
 

Once we have established this production ingredient item  - recipe item link, we can then use it in 
recipes for our menu items, (see #49999).  The food cost of the production ingredient item will be 
dependent on the quantity used in the recipe and the food cost of the menu item batch.  In the diagram 

10 lb Batch Guacamole Guacamole 10lb Prod-Batch 

Production Recipe              #9 
Recipe Inv. #             

Avocadoes Guacamole Burger 

  Id.       Qnty    Ingredient 

Lemons 
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below, can you figure out how we derived a food cost of $0.1562 for the quantity of guacamole we use in 
our Guac Burger?   

 
We link a menu item batch to an production inventory item by assigning it an item number (#9) as the 

Recipe Item of the Ingredient Item  (#49999).  When a number is defined in this field, the menu item can be 
produced.  Entering a Production transaction  simply means that we are telling the system that we have 
taken 40 avocados, peeled them, pitted them, mashed them,  added the juice of 4 lemons, etc. and made a 
10lb batch of guacamole.  When we enter a production transaction, we may make more than one of these 
10lb batches in a given inventory period, therefore, we need to tell the system how many we produced and 
for which inventory period.  

 

 

POSi-TIP:  
NOTE: If you enter one batch produced on Monday of an inventory period and three batches on 
Friday of the same period, you now have four batches.  The system does not overwrite the original 
value of one.   

 
After you have linked the menu item batch to the production ingredient with the recipe item number of 

the former, you enter Production Transactions through the Enter Transactions option. Enter the inventory 
period number to which you want to add production usage. Look in Section 12: Enter Transactions, where 
entering production transactions are described in detail. 

 
If using Period Inventory you get    If using Arbitrary Period Inventory, you get 
Screen to select an period.        the screen below to enter the date. 
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By entering production transactions in an inventory period/date,  you are depleting your on-hand 

quantities of avocados, lemons, etc, for the given inventory period.  Also, the production batch is added to 
the Quantity Added figure in Adjust Inventory and linked to menu items for normal depletion through sales. 
The implications of production have been outlined above, here you are entering the number of batches of 
guacamole produced during the inventory period and the inventory period during which they were 
produced.  

 
The numbers in your production batches have to make sense to you in order to make production work 

for you.  Follow along with the Production diagrams on the following page and let us go through the figures 
with you.  

 
We start with our two ingredient items: Avocados and Lemons.  Avocados are purchased by the case 

at a purchase price of $48.00 - we get an  average of 80 per case.  The avocados are inventoried by the 
pound and used in our recipes by the ounce.  A case of avocados yields 1280 ounces  (80 avcds x 16oz.).  
Half a case or 640 ounces are required to make a 10lb batch of Guacamole.  The food cost for a half a 
case of avocados is $24.00.    

 

 
 
Lemons are also purchased by the case.  The case contains 48 lemons and costs $12.00.   We count 

the lemons by the each and use them in recipes by the each.  Our Guacamole 10lb Batch requires 4 
lemons, 4/48 or 1/12th of  a case costs 1.0000.   
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Our Menu Item #49999 Guacamole Batch - 10lb has a food cost of $25.00 based on the $24.00 of 

avocados and $1.00 of lemons.  

 
 

Item #9 is the production menu item that has a recipe for the avocados and lemons linked to it.    
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In order to produce and count the batch, we make an inventory ingredient item #49999 (see above) - 

the Guacamole 10lb Batch is linked to item  #9 as the recipe item.   We will use the batch in our recipes by 
the ounce and inventory it by the lb.  The purchase price of the batch is $25.00, which is the food cost of 
#49999.  The batch, when made, yields 160 ounces of Guacamole.   

 

 
 
When you enter production transactions,  we are making one batch for inventory period 8.  Therefore, a 

half a case of avocados and 4 lemons are depleted.  160 ounces or 10 lbs.  of Guacamole are added into 
quantity added. 
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We use Guacamole (#49999) in our Guacamole Burger, the quantity is 1 ounce, the food cost of an 
ounce of guacamole is $25.00 divided by 160 ounces per batch, or $0.1562.  Whenever a Guacamole 
Burger is sold, one ounce of the Guacamole Batch is depleted.  

 
 
How do you know all of this is working?  Look in Adjust Inventory for the Ingredient Item number of the 

recipe you just produced.  You will note that the quantity on hand  for #49999 has increased.  You will also 
note that the ingredient items in the actual recipe item  have been depleted by the amount in the recipe 
multiplied by the number of batches produced.  
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Hopefully, the explanation above will make the diagram on the next page clearer.  The Production 
diagram serves as a review for the detail just covered.   If you have not read the section on Adjust 
Inventory, please take a few minutes out to understand the view to your data that it provides.  Just a few 
more sections to complete before you can begin to take over this project, hang on! 
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Production Sample Setups 
 
Ingredient Item #40287  Avocados  
Recipe Unit of Measure:     OZ 
Inventory Unit of Measure:  LB 
Inventory Multiplier:   16 
Purchase Unit of Measure: CASE 
Purchase Price:  $48.00 
Purchase Multiplier:  80 
 
 

  

 
 
Ingredient Item #40440  Lemons 
Recipe Unit of Measure:     EACH 
Inventory Unit of Measure:  EACH 
Inventory Multiplier:   48 
Purchase Unit of Measure: CASE 
Purchase Price:  $12.00 
Purchase Multiplier:  1 
 
 

                                                           
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
. 

 
 
Menu Item #9  Guacamole Batch 10 LB 
Price1:  $0.00  Food Cost: $25.00 
RECIPE:  QTY: 
5025 Avocados  640  OZ = Food Cost $24.00 
5065 Lemons  4 EACH = Food Cost $ 1.00 
 
    

   
 

 
Ingredient Item #49999 Guacamole Batch 10 lb 
Recipe Unit of Measure:     OZ 
Inventory Unit of Measure:  LB 
Inventory Multiplier:   16 
Purchase Unit of Measure: BATCH 
Purchase Price:  $25.00 
Purchase Multiplier:  1 
 

              
   

 
 
Menu Item #22  Guacamole Burger 
Price1:  $5.95  Food Cost: $0.7482 
RECIPE:   QTY: 
6025 Guac Batch  1  OZ = Food Cost $0.1562 
7899 Burger Patty 1 EACH = Food Cost $ 0.5920
 
 

 
 
 

 
The food cost of one ounce of Guacamole batch is 25/160 or $25.00 divided by 160 ounces per 
batch is $0.1562.  Every time a Guacamole Burger is sold, one oz. of the 10-lb. Guacamole 
batch (#49999) will be depleted from inventory in the Guest Checks. 

Purchase price is the food co
production batch. 
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To Summarize: 

 
1) Create a recipe for a batch that is regularly made and used as an ingredient in menu items (under 

5000), e.g., #9 Guacamole 10lb batch. 
 
2) Create an ingredient item #49999 which produces the batch and will be used to inventory the batch. 
 
3) Link the Recipe Item (#9) to it.  When producing the batch, you determine how many batches and for 

which inventory period they are produced. 
 
4) Link the production ingredient item (#49999) to menu item recipes in the same fashion as with regular 

ingredient items. 
 
5) As Production transactions are entered the quantity added for the ingredient item #49999 increases, 

while the Quantity on Added for Avocados and Lemons decreases. The production of a 10 lb. 
batch of Guacamole takes 40 avocados and 4 lemons to make (See recipe for item #9). 

  
6) Print an audit trail of all production items by creating PL & PD files. Then review the Production Log 

report to verify data and/or look for production errors. 
 
 
To Review: 

 
 Menu items can be made into an ingredient item, which then can be inventoried (counted) and 

properly depletes the ingredients that its recipe. 
 

A Production Ingredient is an Ingredient Item, which is linked to a Menu Item through the 
Recipe Item field.  

 
You enter production transactions through the Enter Transactions option from the main 
Inventory Menu. 
 
As you enter Production Transactions, check adjust inventory to see your finished goods 
increment and the ingredients that go into making it deplete.  By producing an item, you 
are adding to the number 10lb batches of Guacamole you have in the fridge, while 
subtracting the number of raw lemons and avocados that are on hand.  
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EDIT VENDOR 
WORKSHEET  
 

Section  8       
 
There are a number of chores that have to be completed at this stage of your implementation of 

inventory.  For the most part, they are done once, and then forgotten unless they need to be updated or 
changed.   

 
 
The next two sections, Edit Vendor Worksheet and Edit Inventory Worksheet, are dependent on the 

completion of your ingredients records.  Setting up these worksheets does not require completed recipes, 
but ingredient records should be set up with appropriate names and numbers.   

 
You learn in an earlier chapter how to negotiate through the Vendor file, now you need to attach the 

ingredient items that you created and link them to Vendors.  Find the Vendor that you want to begin 
building a worksheet. Then select the EDIT WORKSHEET command button.  

 
A Vendor Worksheet is a list of ingredients purchased from a particular vendor.  It facilitates entering 

purchases since the 300 of the most common items ordered from this vendor can be listed and retrieved for 
the purpose of building invoices.  In creating the worksheet, try to determine the most common items 
ordered from the vendor and keep them on the first screen page of the worksheet.  
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As per earlier instructions, you should have in your possession invoices from this vendor, which you 

used to build your ingredient database.  Now you will use the invoice to enter the ingredient items in the 
order that they appear on the invoice.   

 

 
 
 

ADD - This allows you to add items to the vendor worksheet. The information you need to fill in is 
described below: 
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LOOKUP: If you do not have the inventory number of the ingredient item in front of you, 
you can click on the LOOKUP command button to browse through your ingredient 
file and SELECT the ingredient you wish to include on your Vendor Worksheet.  

 

 
 
ENTER INGREDIENT: After browsing the ingredient database, use the command button to 

SELECT the ingredient record you wish to include.  The item number of the 
ingredient will appear in the Add ingredient record to Vendor Worksheet window.  
Otherwise, just enter the value of the ingredient record you wish to append to the 
Vendor Worksheet.   
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EDIT ITEMS: This button drops you into the ingredient database for you to find and 
SELECT the item you want to add to your vendor worksheet. 

 
 

 
 

ENTER VENDOR ITEM #: If you wish to include a Vendor Item# with the ingredient record, 
enter it in the field.  This information is not required. 

 
LOOKUP: Ingredient lookup allows you to look at a listing of all your ingredient items and 

select the one that you want to add to the vendor worksheet. 
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ADD BEFORE SELECTED ITEM: Select the check box if you want this ingredient item to 

appear before the selected item in the list.  This helps you arrange the ingredient 
items on the list the way you want them. 

 
DELETE: - Select the Ingredient item you want to delete off the Vendor Worksheet and click the 

DELETE command button.  The option box below will appear. If that is the ingredient item 
you want to delete, click OK to confirm the deletion.  Click EXIT to cancel the operation and 
return to the EDIT WORKSHEET window. 

 

 
 
CHANGE:  - This command button allows you to change an ingredient item entry on the Vendor 

Worksheet.  Click on the ingredient item you want to change, then click on the CHANGE 
command button.  The screen below will appear, similar to the ADD ingredient item to the 
Vendor Worksheet window.  Enter ingredient number that you want to appear in the 
position of the existing item or click on LOOKUP and SELECT the new ingredient.  If you 
need to enter a VENDOR ITEM # for the new ingredient item, do so, then click the OK 
command button to save your changes.  
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ADD MULTIPLE ITEMS: - This functionality lets you select item purchased from a vendor by  

ingredient category.  Select the ingredient category from the pull down menu. Then click on 
the SELECT ALL button.  Finally, just deselect the items that you do not order from the 
vendor.  If you make a mistake, simply hit the deselect button and start again.  This quickly 
populates your vendor worksheet. 
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Select the  
ingredient  
category for  
the vendor. 

Select All,  
then Deselect 
the items that  
are not purchased 
from this vendor. 
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SORT BY: - This button lets the user sort and view the ingredient items in a number of different 

ways: by POSitouch ingredient number, ingredient name or vendor item number. 
 

 
 
MOVE UP: - Flexibility in the arrangement of items on the list is critical to make it resemble the 

typical invoice from the vendor. This command button allows you to move the selected item 
UP the Vendor Worksheet list. Click this button a few times once you have a number of 
items in your list to understand how to change the arrangement of ingredient items. 
   

MOVE DOWN: - This command button allows you to move the selected item DOWN the Vendor 
Worksheet list. Click this button a few times once you have a number of items in your list to 
understand how to change the arrangement of ingredient items. 
 

PRINT WORKSHEET: - Hard copy of a particular vendor’s worksheet is produced by selecting the 
Vendor, the clicking the PRINT WORKSHEET command button. 

GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1
REPORT D ATE: 07/06/2002                                 REPORT TIME: 14 :35:51.44
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                Vendor Wo rsheet
AUTOCR   AUTOCRAT INC.
Inv#     Description      Units    Vendor I tem#
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7402 NACHO CHEESE DIP      CAN
6190 PC, JE LLY             CAS
6381 COFFEE 2 .5OZ          LB
6382 COFFEE, DECAF         LB
6166 SUGAR, P C             CAS
6386 TEA, INDIVIDUAL       BOX
6387 TEA, ICED             CAS
6177 COFFEE S YRUP          GAL
7423 APPLE CIDER M IX       BOX
6383 COCO SUPREME          BAG
6150 HOLLANDAISE S AUCE     EAC
7506 KITCHEN SUPPLY

 
COPY WORKSHEET: - This function lets you copy the worksheet from another vendor’s 

worksheet.  When you click on Copy Worksheet, a window opens that asks: Select Vendor 
to Copy from.  From the pull down menu, select the vendor whose worksheet you want to 
copy, then click OK. 
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 .  
 
EDIT VENDOR:  - Returns you to the EDIT VENDOR window. 
 
EXIT: - Returns you to the Main Inventory Menu. 

 
The complement to this section is Enter Purchases. You may wish to jump to that section and to get an 

uninterrupted account of the way invoices are handled in POSitouch.   However, our approach is functional 
and we still need to create our Inventory Worksheets.  Let’s move on! 

 

To Review: 
 

The Vendor Worksheet is an automated form, which facilitates the entering of invoices or 
purchases into the Inventory System.  

 
 Vendor Worksheets must be created before entering purchases. 
 
 Note, that ingredient items not noted on Vendor Worksheets can be entered, but you need to know 

 their Item Number. 
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EDIT INVENTORY  
WORKSHEET  
 

Section  9       
 
 
 
The Inventory Worksheet is nothing more than a hard copy form, listing items to be inventoried with a 

place (box) for your figures.  Producing this form requires little more than studying the cause and effect 
relationship between what was entered below on the Inventory Worksheet screen and the output of the 
sheet itself.  Remember that  once it is completed, you will not  have to touch it, unless you are moving or 
deleting inventory ingredients.   
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The first thing you should note when you access the Edit Inventory Worksheet window is the page 
number in the upper right corner.   
 

 
 
A page of inventory items can have as many as 500 entries.  One moves from page to page by hitting 

the Prev or Next buttons or selecting the Goto button and selecting the page desired. This will display the 
entries on that page.  To move up and down the page use the command button Pg Up and Pg Dn from the 
list.   

 

 
 
A Page Descr. or page description allows you to describe the groupings of inventory items on the page, 

this description becomes visible in the GOTO select page function button.  See example below. 
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Another use for the page description is to simply provide additional information as to the purpose of the 

Inventory Worksheet.  The page description below identifies that page as the Daily Count Sheet for the 
store’s managers. 

 

 
 

Now that you know how to move around the Pages of the Inventory Worksheet, adding items to the 
worksheet is just as easy.   

 
ENTER KEY:  - Move your mouse to any blank box in Column 1 or Column 2 and hit the enter key, 

this brings you to the ingredient database.  With all the records in front of you find the 
ingredient record you want to appear on the inventory worksheet, then hit the SELECT 
button. 

 

 
 

 TITLE:  - Enter 1 in a column to get a title dialogue box. Enter the title of the entries that follow. 
 

. 
 

LOOKUP: - An ENTER in an empty cell results in you going to the menu items and recipe 
database. There you can browse and identify the ingredient items that you want to add to 
the Inventory Worksheet. 
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GO TOP: - The GO to TOP command button moves you quickly to the top of a selected page. 
 
GO END: - The GO to END command button moves you quickly to the bottom of a selected page. 
 

  
 
PG UP: - The PAGE UP command button moves you up the page 20 rows at time. 
 
PG DN:  - The PAGE DOWN command button moves you down the page 20 rows at time. 
 
INS LINE: - To insert a blank line on your page, click INS LINE command button. Enter the line 

number and the column number location of the blank line you wish to add.  In our example, 
we are adding a blank line at line 8, column 1.  

 

 
 
DEL LINE: - To delete a line on your page, click the DEL LINE command button. Enter the line 

number and the column number location of the line you wish to delete.  In our example, we 
are deleting line 8, column 1. 

 
FIND on PGS: - Most customers have inventory worksheets that are multiple pages. This feature 

allows you to find the page that contains the item in question.   
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 In the Enter Item# field either enter the ingredient item number you are looking for or 

select the Search button.  
 

 
 

 You can enter the description of the item you are searching and hit Find.  The system sorts 
your ingredient records in numerical or alphabetical order.  Highlight the item you want to 
Search and hit OK. 

 
 
 Then select the Find Page(s) button. This will bring up a list of all the inventory pages that 

have CREAM, HALF & HALF on it. 
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 Highlight  the page you want to go to, then select the Go to Page button. 
 

 
 

 The system will goto the page in question and highlight the item you are looking for. 
 
FIND NEXT: - After you have gone to the page for the first ingredient item selected, the Find Next 

button allows you to move to the next ingredient item in your list. Using the Find Next 
button we moved from page 14 selected above, to the next entry of Cream, Half & Half on 
inventory worksheet on page 5 below. 

 

 
 
NEW PAGE:  - The NEW PAGE command button brings up a pull down menu for you to select the 

new page you want to add to your inventory worksheets. 
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DELETE: - The DELETE command button allows you to delete a page. Be sure that you want to 
delete a page and not a line on the page. 

 

 
 
SAVE: - To make permanent the changes, deletions, and additions in the inventory worksheet. 
 
EXIT: - To return to the main inventory menu, click EXIT, but be sure to SAVE if you want to make 

permanent your changes, deletions or additions. 
 

There is a sample inventory worksheet below that allows you to view the relationship between the 
values you enter on the worksheet and the finished product. The Worksheet below is not printed in its 
entirety, we suggest that you start entering your own values and review the resulting output in order to 
master the process.  It is not difficult, and doing it yourself teaches you faster than reading about it.  
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                 REPORT TIME: 17:13:50.49 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               INVENTORY WORKSHEET --- DATE: ___/___  Page:  1- 1 
ITEM                COST/UNIT           ITEM                 COST/UNIT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             BREADS      /    |        |BAGELS              11.85/CAS |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HAMBURG ROLLS        0.80/6/BG|        |DINNER ROLLS        13.76/CAS |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ONION ROLLS          0.00/6/BG|        |12" SPLIT ROLL       0.86/4/BG|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BULKY ROLLS          1.80/DOZ |        |DELI MARBLE          1.90/LOAF|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PUMPERNICKEL         1.39/LOAF|        |RYE BREAD            2.42/LOAF|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DELI RYE             1.90/LOAF|        |DELI PUMP            1.90/LOAF|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SYRIAN BREAD         0.62/4/BG|        |BOULE - WHITE       13.02/CS  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TORPEDO ROLLS        0.86/6/BG|        |WHEAT BREAD          1.55/LOAF|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE BREAD          1.30/LOAF|        |BREAD                0.00/    |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                         /    |        |                         /    |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                         /    |        |                         /    |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The order of items on the Inventory Worksheet is the order in which the items appear when 

entering inventory information in Enter Inventory.   
 

At this point in the process of building our inventory database, the following tasks should be completed: 
 
1) Ingredient record database completed (items designated as such by the INCONFIG utility). 
 
2) Recipes completed for all menu items. 
 
3) Food Cost analyzed and verified for each menu item. 
 
4) Vendor Worksheets prepared for entering of purchases. 
 
5) Inventory Worksheets prepared for entering inventory. 
 
You are now ready to enter inventory and purchases for a given inventory period as well as collect item 

sales data for the same period. This will give you the information you need to begin to examine our 
variance and contribution to margin.  You need a few counts of your ingredient items in your database in 
order to establish some baseline figures for analysis.   

 

To Review: 
• Inventory Worksheets are forms that facilitate the collection and entering of ingredient counts into 
  the Inventory system.  

 
• Inventory Worksheets must be completed before entering Inventory. 
 
• Changes made to Ingredient Items such as Inventory Unit of measure, also need to be made in the 

 Inventory Worksheet.  
 
• The order of items on the Inventory Worksheet is the order in which you will be entering their 

 inventory. 
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ENTER INVENTORY   

Section  10       
 

 
You count your inventory in order to provide yourself with actual starting points in your inventory data to 

which purchases are added and sales (more precisely, the depletion of ingredient items) are subtracted.  
The result is your theoretical food (or liquor) usage.  This theoretical usage gets compared to your ending 
inventory count to give you variance information about each ingredient item.  This information has to be 
correct! Counts have to be accurate, data entry has to be right.    

 
The inventory entered for a given period/date is the Quantity On Hand figure in Adjust Inventory.  The 

ending inventory count for the last period/date selected is the starting inventory count for the period/date for 
future counts.  The information that follows is only related to inventory as it relates to non Arbitrary Period 
Inventory.  Therefore we have change the shade of the font to deemphasize this section.  If your are doing 
Fixed Period Inventory, then the section is relevant, else skip over it. 

 
Before we get into the process of actually entering inventory, we must talk about setting up our 

inventory periods.  POSitouch inventory is entirely dependent on the process of starting a new inventory 
period to properly zero out and initialize a new period. When you look at ENTER INVENTORY, ENTER 
PURCHASES or ADJUST INVENTORY you note that there are eight inventory periods.  These periods are 
not the ones that you need, therefore, you need to change the dates.  

 
Inventory periods can be an arbitrary period of time, therefore, a day, a week or a month are all valid 

periods. Changing the dates in your database simply means giving the system a start and end date for 
period 8.  The process of starting a new inventory period, erases the data in inventory period 1 and copies 
the data from inventory period 2 to 1, 3 to 2, 4 to 3, 5 to 4, 6 to 5, 7 to 6, 8 to 7, and a blank inventory 
period moves to 8.   Purchase Unit Price is entered in inventory period 8, by default.  Let us say that we 
want to have our first inventory period extend from September 10 through September 17.  Our inventory 
periods in our database now look like the following:   
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Your inventory dates will almost always be out of synch with the current date, so how do you start your 
own inventory periods?  You begin by making the new period the date for which you have a counted 
inventory, enter inventory and purchases, if you have them, enter it and move on.  What you need to do is 
to begin to build your database, do not try to back fill the database.  Move forward!  

 

 
 
Inventory period 8 ends on 7/07, but today is July  8 and you want to get on with your inventory.  Step 

one, advance the period and make it July 8.  Step 2, enter your inventory for the period ending July 8. 
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When entering the ending date for a new period the following things happen to your data: 
1) Inventory period 1 gets deleted. 
 
2) Inventory period  2 moves to 1 
         3 moves to 2 
                   4 moves to 3 
                   5 moves to 4 
                   6 moves to 5 
                   7 moves to 6 
                   8 moves to 7 
 
3) Inventory period 9 moves to 8 and the ending inventory of old eight (now 7) becomes the starting 

inventory of 9 - now the new  inventory period 8. 
 
4)  Purchase Unit Price information gets copied from period 8 to 9. 
 
5) Purchases and Ending Inventory information for the new period are zeroed. 
  
 If you have entered an incorrect end date for the new inventory period, you can use the procedure 

 outlined above (INW INVDATES) to make the correction.  
 

 
 

POSi-TIP:  
NOTE: Do NOT set up all your 8 inventory periods and then expect to enter data into them.  The 
system just does not work that way! The process of moving to a new inventory period is essential 
and for the reasons outlined above.  You build your inventory database by moving forward to a new 
period, the period completed moves backward and becomes part of your inventory history. 

 
ENTER INVENTORY: 
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You are now ready to proceed to enter your first inventory. Inventory has to be entered for an inventory 

period/date.  In our example, it is to be entered for period 8, our current period.  It is possible to enter 
inventory for only inventory periods 7 or 8.   If the flag in Backoffice Setup > Edit Controls > Enter Inventory/ 
Transactions for period 8 only is checked, then the period will default to 8 and you cannot edit inventory 
period 8. 
 
The example below illustrates Fixed Inventory Period   The example below illustrates Arbitrary Inventory Period 
selection.      selection. 
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However, if the flag in Setup Options > Miscellaneous> Allow multiple inventory per day is set along 
with Use Arbitrary Period Inventory, then the time enter appears in the file.  Remember POSitouch uses 
this information for the purpose of collecting item sales data in order to compare sales or guest check 
usage with actual usage in the Food Usage Inventory Reports.  

 

 

When the Allow multiple inventory per day is set, then when entering inventory the system prompts for a 
time of the count. 
 

 
 
 

Since we are entering data for period 8 or inventory date 09/09/2007 (again, depending on Fixed or 
Arbitrary Period Inventory, the week ending date of 09/09 appears for Fixed Period Inventory, no date in 
the header appears in Arbitrary Period Inventory.  After you have entered the inventory period/date for 
which you will be entering inventory counts, the system needs to know which page of the inventory 
worksheet that you are going to be entering data. Enter the appropriate page number and the ENTER key.  
 

 
 
This is the sixth page of our worksheet. The data entry form follows the inventory sheet built above.  

Therefore, the first item is the bag of BBQ sauce.  You enter your inventory value. Since it takes very little 
time to enter a page of inventory, you should always try to complete an entire page.  POST allows you to 
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save the values in the inventory period when you began the session.  REPRINT the page so that you can 
verify  the values entered with your hand written inventory sheets.   

 
GO TOP: - Select this command button to display the top of the current page. 
 
GO END:  - Select this command button to display the end or bottom of the current page. 

Remember a page has 250 rows. 
 
PG UP: - Select this command button to move up 20 rows at a time. 
 
PG DN: - Select this command button to move down 20 rows at a time. 
 
REPRINT: - Allows you to print the page to verify your data entry against the hand written original. 

See the sample report on the next page.  
 
POST: - This command button saves the inventory entries in the selected inventory period. 
 
EXIT: - To return to the main inventory menu, click EXIT, but be sure to POST if you want to make 

permanent your changes, deletions or additions. 
 
What if I make a mistake?  There are two ways to make corrections with the Fixed Period Inventory 

option and current inventory periods (7 and/or 8), the first is to re-enter the information for the appropriate 
inventory page, just the ingredient whose quantity was erroneously typed.  Another approach would be to 
make a change in ADJUST INVENTORY.  A complete explanation of this feature appears in Section 13.  If 
you know the correct value for an inventory quantity, you can simply look up the inventory data record for 
that ingredient in Adjust Inventory and correct the on-hand figure for the inventory period. 

  
With the Arbitrary Period Inventory option selected, there are also two methods to adjust or change 

your numbers.  The first is to re-enter the information for the appropriate inventory page for the given date 
for which the inventory was entered. 
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The second way to change you inventory count numbers is to edit the values in Adjust Inventory.  
 

 
 

Find the record you wish to change, the click on the VIEW HISTORY button. 
 

 
 

Highlight the inventory date whose count you want to change and select ADJUST COUNTS. Then 
select EDIT. 
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Make the appropriate changes and Hit OK. 
 

 
 

Below we have included a sample worksheet with counts for Purchase, Inventory and Recipe/Alternate 
units.   

 
  
The sample worksheet below has counts for Purchase and Inventory units. It would be taken the the 

store room, dated and entered when preparing inventory data for reporting and review purposes. 
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REPORT DATE: 09/17/2007                                                               REPORT TIME: 12:40:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                         INVENTORY WORKSHEET --- DATE: ___/___  Page:  1- 1 
ITEM                   COST/UNIT                                          ITEM                   COST/UNI
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
            BREADS         /                                        VEGETAB        /                
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BISCUIT               21.70/C175       3.00             BABY CARROTS           1.50/LB         0.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BULKY ROLLS            1.16/BG06      10.00             BEAN SPROUTS           1.80/BUNC       2.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CARB ACTION WHEAT      2.08/LOAF       0.00             BROCCOLI               2.00/LB        29.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DINNER ROLLS          15.50/C150      19.00             CUKE, WHOLE           18.95/CS75       1.25 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOCACCIA ROLLS        34.67/CS72       0.83             DILL, FRESH            1.13/BUNC       1.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GARLIC BREAD STICKS   30.50/C180       2.50             FIELD GREENS-MESCUL    4.32/LB        16.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FINGER ROLLS           1.34/ DOZ      16.00             GREEN BEANS,SNIP FR    1.80/LB         0.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HAMBURG ROLLS          0.95/6/BG      14.00             KALE                  22.95/CS24       1.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MULTI-GRAIN            2.07/LOAF       6.00             LETTUCE, ICEBURG      16.95/CS24       2.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WRAP-TOMATO           33.61/C120       2.55             LETTUCE, GR LEAF      24.95/CS24       1.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TORPEDO ROLLS          1.00/6/BG      16.00             LETTUCE SALAD MIX      0.70/LB        65.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WEINER ROLLS           1.17/ DOZ       2.50             MUSHROOMS, FRESH/SL    1.49/LB        44.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WHITE BREAD            1.56/LOAF      31.00             ONIONS, RED            0.52/LB        35.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             ~FRUIT        /                            ONION, PEELED          1.30/LB        25.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LEMONS SMALL          27.95/C140       0.75             PEPPERS, GREEN         0.84/LB         5.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LIMES                  0.40/EACH      25.00             PORTOBELLO MUSHROOM   10.50/CS12       2.00 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ORANGES                0.29/EACH      20.00                                        /                
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STRAWBERRIES          20.95/C150       0.00                                        /                
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The hardcopy example of an inventory worksheet listed above would be used to double-check your 
data entry against your handwritten inventory figures. 

 
To Review:  
 
  Inventory is entered from previously prepared Inventory Worksheets. 
 
  Inventory is entered for a given Inventory Period. 
 
  If the Inventory Date for period 8 is not accurate, correct it by using 
  the INW INVDATES utility explained below. (Use only for initializing the inventory periods).  
 
  Enter from Inventory Worksheets, reprint worksheet to check values. 
 

Ad hoc changes can be made in Adjust Inventory in the Quantity on hand column.  
 
The process of changing period 8’s end date is accomplished with a utility program from the DOS 

prompt.  From the BackOffice menu, EXIT to DOS and from the DOS command line enter the following:  
 
INW INVDATES 

 
After you enter, INW INVDATES in the run command window, the system will ask you for an end date 

for period 1.  Just hit ENTER  for the first seven periods and accept the default dates, because the only one 
that matters for us is period eight. DO NOT CHANGE ANY DATES IN PERIODS 1 – 7,  they really do not 
matter.  Only inventory period 8, the date of your starting inventory count and going forward matters. 

 

 
 

NOTE: You will only need to do this process once to initialize the starting date of your inventory period. 
Henceforward, starting a new period will do all the necessary work with zeroing sales and purchases, 
copying ending inventory from period 8 to the new period and then moving the inventory periods back an 
inventory period. 

 
Reset Inventory Counts: - This check box will clear all Quantity On Hand values in all inventory 

periods. 
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Reset All Prices: - This check box will clear all price values in the ingredient price field for all 
inventory periods.  This change will be visible in Adjust Inventory. 
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PURCHASE ORDER   

Section  11       
 
 
This section begins your introduction to purchase orders and purchases and how they function in the 

POSitouch inventory system. Purchase Orders are invoices that tell a vendor which items you need to 
order and the quantity of the items. The POSitouch Inventory system allows you to enter your own 
purchase orders or have the system generate purchase orders for you.  The system looks at your on hand 
figures, the minimum order and par level, and compares the  figures that you entered for your ingredient 
counts, it then calculates a purchase order list. You then edit the automatically generated POs and delete 
the items you do not want ordered, add or subtract from the quantities of the items that you do want 
ordered.  When the order is received, the Purchase Order number can then be used to call up the original 
purchase order and amend it based on the goods actually received. With the invoice from the Vendor and 
the goods counted to match the invoice, you are ready to enter purchases, a process which simply entails 
calling up the existing PO, then editing the differences between the invoice and the PO. These ingredients 
increment your quantity on hand count, while goods still on-order remain on the re-order report. 
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ENTER PURCHASE ORDERS: 
 
The process we describe below is the manually produced purchase order.  This procedure is similar in 

a number of other Inventory Operations, if you do not understand it at the first reading, the routine is 
repeated throughout the manual, you will get it!   

 

 
 
Purchases have to be entered for an inventory period.  In our example, it has to be entered for period 

8, our current period.  However, it is possible to enter purchases for any of the eight periods.    
 

 
 
After you have typed the inventory period for which you will be entering purchases the system needs to 

know  for which vendor you will be entering purchases.  Enter the vendor code of the vendor for whom you 
will be entering purchases.   

 
In some restaurants, invoices are entered into POSitouch and exported to third party Accounts Payable 

software package like Quick Books Pro, for tracking and eventual payment.  A prompt for invoice 
information appears if you set the Purch/pay log file  flag to Y in INVENTORY > SETUP > 
MISCELLANEOUS. We will outline this process in Section 16.  

 
Enter at least a few characters of the vendor you wish to find, then click on the Search button. 

 

 
 

 
After a successful search the Vendor: field information gets filled in. 
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Below is a sample invoice which we will enter using our newly created Vendor Worksheet.  Below we 

describe each field on the Purchase Order entry window. 
 

 
 

VENDOR: - The Search button allows you to quickly find and select the vendor for whom you want 
to produce a purchase order.  The vendor code of all your vendors is listed in alphabetical 
order. 

 
PO NUMBER: - If you select NEW, the system will automatically generate a purchase order 

number for you. Remember that we set up PO Number Prefix in SETUP > Purchase 
Order Options with a value of 01-.  Also, we entered the figure 1235 as the starting PO 
number. 

 

 
 

TERMS: - Enter any special terms of purchase for the PO in this field.   
 
DAYS: - Number of days for the terms of payment.   
 
DUE DATE: - This is the current date plus the number of DAYS added together gives you the due 

date.  In the case below, the 10-31-07 date is the current date 11-30-07 + 30 days. 
 

 
 
ORDER TYPE: - This is the type of purchase order. Check with your local dealer to see if your 

inventory software version has these capabilities.   
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SHIP VIA: - Include special shipping instructions.   
 
ORDERED BY: - Enter the name or initials of the person generating this purchase order.  This is 

strictly for reference purposes. 
 
BILL ADDRESS: - The default content of this command button is taken from SETUP OPTIONS  > 

MISCELLANEOUS > Company Name.  If no information is filled in this field in 
MISCELLANEOUS, then the data lines will be blank.  Enter the appropriate Billing Address 
for this purchase order.  

 

 
 
SHIPPING ADDRESS: - The default content of this command button is taken from SETUP 

OPTIONS  > MISCELLANEOUS > Shipping  Address.  If no information is filled in this field 
in MISCELLANEOUS, then the data lines will be blank. Enter the appropriate Shipping 
Address for this purchase order.  

 

 
 
NOTES: - This area is for additional information regarding the PO.   
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OK: - Make permanent the changes made in this purchase order.   
 
If the Purchase Order is already on file, you will get the message below asking if you wish to edit 

the transaction.  You can also change the invoice date of the invoice by changing the value 
in the Duplicate Transaction Notice. 

 

 
 
EXIT: - Return to the Purchase Order menu and do not save the changes made to the purchase 

order form.   
 

Once you have completed the information on the purchase order form and clicked the OK command 
button, you are ready to build your purchase order.  The design of the purchase order form is similar to 
entering purchases and automatically generating purchase orders.  Therefore, the skills and techniques 
you pick up in this section are identical to those you will learn in other sections of the Inventory manual. 
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INVENTORY#: - If you click on an ingredient item on the left from the Vendor’s ingredient list, then 
the ingredient’s number will appear in this field.  Another method to select an ingredient 
item for purchase is to simply enter an item number.  If there is no match in your database, 
the error message below appears.  It indicates that you have entered an ingredient number 
that does not exist in your ingredient database. 

 

 
 
 If you want to LOOKUP an ingredient item, then SELECT if for purchase, use the LOOKUP 

function.  See below for details on its use. 
 
QUANTITY: -Enter the quantity or number you wish to order.    
 

 
 

LAST PRICE: - This is the last price for the ingredient item purchased from this Vendor.   
 

These are the ingredient items from 
 the Vendor’s Worksheet.  Move up  
and down the list and select the ingre-
dients you need ordered. 
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UNIT PRICE: - This is the price you expect to pay for a single unit of this ingredient item on this 
purchase order.   

 
EXTENDED: - The EXTENDED PRICE is the QUANTITY multiplied by the UNIT PRICE.   
 
ADD ITEM: - The ADD ITEM command button gives you the opportunity to add an item on the fly 

to your vendor worksheet.  
 

 
 

ADD BEFORE SELECTED ITEM: - A check in this option box indicates you want to insert 
this ingredient item before the highlighted item in the vendor worksheet. 

 
VENDOR CODE: - This is the Vendor Code of the Vendor that is getting the ingredient 

added to its worksheet. 
 
INVENTORY (#):This field contains the Inventory number you wish to add to the Vendor’s 

Worksheet. 
 
VENDOR NUM.: Enter the vendor’s item number for this item. This allows you to retrieve 

or link this item using either the POSitouch ingredient inventory number or the 
vendor’s own number which appears on the vendor’s invoices. 

 
OK: - This command button saves the values as entered above and makes permanent the 

changes. 
 
LOOKUP: - This command button allows you to browse the ingredient database (items 

with a number above 5000) and SELECT the ingredient item you want to add to 
your Vendor Worksheet. 

 
 The steps are as follows:  
 * Click on the LOOKUP command button.  
 * Use the SEARCH by Name or # command buttons to find the item you want to 

 add to your Vendor’s Worksheet.  
 * Click on SELECT once you have found the ingredient item you want to add to 

your  Vendor’s Worksheet.  
   
CANCEL: - Click the cancel button if you do not wish to save or update the work done in 

this session.. 
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As you enter inventory numbers, quantity and unit price information for each purchase order, the final 
ENTER at extended price moves that purchase to the Purchase Order section below. Enter inventory 
numbers, quantity and unit price information for each purchase order. This window lists the Ordered items 
with their Inventory Number, Description, Quantity (ordered), Price, Extended (Price).  If you do not enter a 
Unit Price and enter an extended price, then the Unit Price will be computed automatically.  

 
EDIT: Highlight the ingredient and click on the EDIT command button to adjust the quantity 

or price fields. 
 

 
 

QUANTITY: Change the quantity value that you have entered for this ingredient 
item. 

 
PRICE: Change the Unit Price that you have entered for this ingredient item. 
 
OK: OK makes permanent the changes made to the Quantity and/or Price fields 

and returns you to the Purchase Order Entry form. 
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CANCEL: CANCEL does not update the changes made to the Quantity and/or 
Price fields and returns you to the Purchase Order Entry form.  

 
LOOKUP:  LOOKUP command button allows you to SELECT ingredients items for 

purchase from your ingredient database. This command button allows you to 
browse the ingredient database (items with a number above 5000) and SELECT 
the ingredient item you want to add to your Purchase Order window.   

 
DELETE: Highlight a purchase order entry that you wish to delete.  Then click on the 

DELETE command button. 
 

 
 
SAVE: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for this Purchase Order.  
 

 
 

CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 
editing session for this Purchase Order.  The CANCEL returns you to the Purchase 
Order Entry window to add a new Purchase Order for a Vendor.  
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GENERATE PURCHASE ORDERS:  

 
 

In the explanation of manually produced purchase orders that we completed above, the person 
creating the P.O. knew the par level and the amount of a minimum order and with the on-hand quantity 
determined the number of individual ingredients to order from a vendor.  However, if you have entered 
values for the minimum order and par level fields in the ingredient record, and you enter inventory 
information, the system has all the values to generate its own PO for you.  Your job then becomes to 
deselect the items, lower or raise the quantities that need to be ordered.   Also, as with manually selected 
purchase orders, when you receive the order from the vendor you can edit the purchase order and 
compare it to the invoice received from the vendor. This later process is described in the next section, 
Enter Purchases.    

 
After selecting the Generate POs option, you are asked to select the inventory period for the 

purchases. Click on the appropriate inventory period and then select the OK command button. 
 

 
 
The software then runs through your ingredient list and compares the par level number with the 

quantity on hand figure and determines which items need to be ordered.  When the processing is 
completed you are provided with a list of vendors, like the one below, to select the Vendor for which to 
automatically create a purchase order.    
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The quantity of the item ordered depends on the quantity on hand and the minimum order figure. In the 
example below, coffee automatically appears on the purchase order when the par level gets below 5 
pounds.  Therefore, when we look at the purchase order generated, we see a quantity of 10 lbs. ordered 
because that is the amount of the minimum order. 

 

 
 

The generated invoice appears below. Your job is to simply edit the created ingredient entries if the 
quantities are not correct.  Also, you can add other entries, which you know you need, but do not appear on 
the system-generated PO. (Why, because you normally do not purchase the ingredient item from this 
Vendor or because the ingredient items do not have neither par level nor minimum order values filled in.)   

 
Note that the Due Date, PO Number, and Date are not completed in the middle box of the Purchase 

Order Entry form. When you manually produce a Purchase Order, you first create the Vendor header 
information order form portion of the PO.  With automatically generated POs, you produce the Vendor 
header information portion of the order form by selecting the MAKE PO command button. 
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POSItouch allows users to enter purchases via PURCHASE UNITS (cases) or by 
INVENTORY UNITS (each, boxes, gal.). Below note the fields : 
CASE: 
And/or EACH: 

 Either filed may be used for the entering of a purchase. 
 

 
 
This is a detailed purchase transaction with  some items already on the invoice below. 
 

 
 

MAKE PO: Brings up the Vendor header information for a purchase order form.  Follow the 
instructions at the beginning of this section and fill out the appropriate information.   
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OK: Saves the Purchase Order information. 
 

 
 
Transfer allows you to move an ingredient purchase order entry to another Vendor. Select the 
ingredient to transfer. Then click on the transfer command button.  
 

TRANSFER: Will move an Ingredient Purchase Order Entry created by Generate 
Purchase Orders and TRANSFER it to the Vendor you select.  The process is as 
follows: 
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• Select on the Ingredient Purchase Order Entry you want to transfer. 
• Click the TRANSFER command button. 
• Select on the Vendor to which you want to transfer the Ingredient Purchase 

Order entry. 
• Click on the OK command button to complete the transfer. 

 

 
  
 
 If you were to look at Morgan Bakery’s Purchase Order Entry form, you would see 

the Ingredient Item 5017, White Bread, has been transferred. 
 

All the other command buttons in Generate Purchase Orders are identical to their manual counterparts 
as described in the earlier part of this section.  
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EDIT PURCHASE ORDERS:  
 

 
 
The Edit Purchase Orders option allow you easily view your list of purchase orders or quickly delete a 

purchase order.  The purchase orders are ordered by Vendor Code then by Date.   
 
To delete an purchase order, highlight the purchase order you want to remove, then click on the delete 

button. 
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We give you an opportunity to change your mind on a purchase order and not delete the invoice after 
chicking on the delete button.  

 

 
 

If you want to delete the purchase order, click on YES.  If you click on NO, the invoice remains and it 
will not be deleted.  
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To Review: 
 
Purchases Orders are one or more ingredient items requested from a Vendor. These orders can be 

faxed, printed or sent electronically. Purchase orders are requested from a Vendor for a selected 
Inventory Period.  Purchase Orders created in this fashion require that the Vendor header page be 
created before the ingredient items are ordered.  Please discuss this latter feature with your dealer.   

 
Purchases Orders can be manually entered from the list of ingredient items linked to the Vendor’s 

Worksheet.  Also, ingredient items can be added either to the Vendor Worksheet or just to the 
Purchase Order from the Purchase Order Entry window.  

 
Purchase Orders can be generated automatically if quantity information about par level and minimum 

order are completed in the item record.  The Vendor header page is created after the PO is 
complete. The system uses quantity on-hand figures to calculate the orders based on the values in 
the par level and minimum order fields of the ingredient record.  

 

 
 
Purchase Orders can be easily viewed or deleted using the Edit Purchase Order option. 
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ENTER TRANSACTIONS    

Section  12       
 
 
Entering invoices or purchases into POSitouch increments your quantity of ingredients on-hand. This 

section covers various ways in which the figures in the quantity added column of the Food Usage report 
increase or decrease.  Purchases are entered into the system to give you a quantity added number that 
gets added to the on-hand number from the ending inventory from the previous inventory period. 
Purchased ingredient items are added to the starting inventory of a given period to provide the figure that is 
the theoretical starting point for stock for an inventory period.   

 

 
 
When you Collect Item Sales Data, you derive a usage figure based on ingredient items depleted from 

the recipes of menu items sold on guest checks. It is subtracted from the starting inventory + quantity 
added number to give you your theoretical usage figure.   This theoretical figure then gets compared to the 
actual, ending inventory count to provide you with a variance figure. This review  is to make sure that we 
are all on the same page.   

 
This sections covers the five functions that change the quantity added values in your ingredient 

database for your raw goods, they are: 
 Enter Purchases:  Enter your invoices from your Vendors to add product to your database. 

Enter In Transfers:  Increase your quantity added figure of product transferred in from Vendors 
(could be another restaurant in your chain of restaurants or commissary) to keep track of 
raw goods  from non-invoicing Vendors.  
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Enter Out Transfers: Decrease your quantity added figure of product transferred out from Vendors 
(could be another restaurant in your chain of restaurants or your commissary) to keep track 
of raw goods  from non-invoicing Vendors. 

Enter Waste: Decrease your quantity added figure by subtracting product that needs to be 
deducted from inventory because of accident, spoilage or otherwise that cannot be 
counted for use in your recipes. 

Enter Production: Decrease your raw ingredient quantities and increase your count of finished 
goods produced for a given inventory period.  
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ENTER PURCHASES: 
 

 
 

Purchase information, meaning the ingredient item purchased its quantity and unit or extended price, is 
entered directly from invoices for a selected inventory period.  The principles we reviewed in the previous 
section on Purchase Orders are the same set of skills and knowledge you need to enter your purchases or 
invoices. 

   
After selecting the Enter Purchases option from the menu, you are asked to select the inventory 

period to enter the purchases. Purchases have to be entered for an inventory period.  In our example, it 
has to be entered for period 8, our current period.  However, it is possible to enter purchases for any of the 
eight periods.    

 

 
 
In some restaurants, invoices are entered into POSitouch and exported to third party Accounts Payable 

software package like Quick Books Pro for tracking and eventual payment.  A prompt for invoice 
information appears if you set the Purch/pay log file  flag to Y in INVENTORY > SETUP > 
MISCELLANEOUS. This process is described in Section 16.  
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Below is a sample invoice, which we will enter. 
 

Coastal Foods 
 
Invoice # 12345     79 Almond Drive 

Wesport, Mass 
Invoice date: November 12, 2007       02775 
Please pay 30 days from Invoice Date: (508) 737-3939 
Delivered: November 11, 2007   Fax  (508) 737-0993    
 

         Item……………………………………………………….... Pkg Item Price   Qnty  Ext. Price 
#64646 Beef Liver  Lb $  1.14   10    $  11.40 
#88899 Chicken Fingers Case $ 25.68    6    $ 154.08 
#34344 Corned Beef  Lb $  2.679   20    $  53.60 
#12121 Dinner Rolls Case $ 15.50    2    $  31.00 
#66665 Pastrami  Lb $  2.64   10    $  26.40 
#75435 Hamburg Patties Lb $  1.79   29.89  $  53.80 
           
 Please pay 30 days after invoice date:          $ 330.28 
      

 
 
After selecting the inventory period, click on the pull down menu and select the Vendor Code for the 

Vendor’s invoice you are about to enter.   After selecting the Vendor Code, the full name of the vendor will 
appear from the Vendor File.  You select COAST and the system comes back with COASTAL.  Enter the 
invoice number off the Invoice or select the NEW command button and an invoice number will be 
generated for you. Invoice Date is extremely relevant, if you are exporting these invoices to a third party.   

 
The Control Total is the bottom line on the invoice.  This is the number that your  purchases need to 

equal.  Unless there is a reason to override the control figure (for instance, they did not send us the Potato 
Skins) use it to keep you honest.  

 
Enter a discount amount, if applicable. 
 

VENDOR: - This pull down menu allows you to select the vendor for whom you want to produce a 
purchase order. The vendor codes of all your vendors are listed in alphabetical order. 

 

 
 
INVOICE NUMBER: - If you select NEW, the system will automatically generate an invoice number 

for you. Normally you are entering the invoice number straight off the Vendor’s Invoice, in 
our example: 123456. 
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DATE: - This is the date on the Invoice.  Enter the date that appears on the Vendor’s invoice in this 
field.   

 
MEMO: - This flag and the one below is activated on the invoice by the Flag in Inventory > Setup 

Options > Setup Purchase Order > Require Entry of Transaction Memo and User name? 
Enter a free form memo and attach it to this invoice, this memo will appear on Purchase 
Log reports. 

 
USER NAME: -  This flag is activated on the invoice by the Flag in Inventory > Setup Options > 

Setup Purchase Order > Require Entry of Transaction Memo and User name?  This option 
is useful if multiple hands are handling  invoice entry to track responsibility.   

 
PURCHASE ORDER: - If you have entered a purchase order, and your invoice reflects the items of 

from your purchase order, then enter the Purchase Order Number or select the Purchase 
Order using the pull down list.  The purchase order number will by default fill in the Invoice 
Number field. 

 

 
 
DUE DATE: - This is the due date as it appears on the Vendor’s Invoice. 

 
CONTROL TOTAL: - This is the Invoice Total from the Vendor’s Invoice.  
 
DISCOUNT: - Enter any discount amount associated with this Invoice.   
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PAYMENT: - Enter your own payment information for your account payables. This is exclusively for 

your own records.  
 

 
 
OK: - Save the changes and information entered in this window during this session. 

 
EXIT: - Do not update the information made in this window.  
 

Choosing your ingredient item: 
When you click on the OK command button, the screen changes, your vendor worksheet appears and 

you are ready to enter the items off the invoices. At this point you have a few choices, you can select the 
ingredient item from the Vendor’s Ingredient List to the left. The ingredient number will then appear in the 
Inv# field.  This is not the most efficient way to find a ingredient item on an vendor worksheet, but it works.  
Use the elevator bar to move up or down, find the item, then click on it. 
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Point and click: 
 

 
 

You can also enter the ingredient number in the INV# field.  Another way to pull out an ingredient record is 
to simply enter the item’s ingredient number.  
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Enter Ingredient’s Inventory Number: 
  

 
 

You can enter the ingredient item’s vendor number.  This is a very efficient way to enter invoices since you 
can set the vendor number on the verdor worksheet and then just enter the vendor’s number as it appears 
on the invoice.  This makes  process of entering invoices that much more faster. 
 

 
Enter Ingredient’s Vendor Number: 
 

 
 

You can also find the ingredient item you wish to ener on the invoice by simply entering  the first few letters 
of the Ingredient Desription.  Below we found Dinner Rolls by just entering “Din”. 
 
Enter Ingredient’s Description Name: 

 

 
 
Finally we can use the ADD ITEM command button to add an ingredient item to the current Vendor’s 

Worksheet, because certain items were on the invoice but not on the vendor worksheet. 
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Add Item: 

 

 
 

INVENTORY#: - If you click on an ingredient item on the left, which is the ingredient from this 
Vendor’s ingredient list, then the ingredient’s number will appear in this field.  Another 
method to select an ingredient item for purchase is to simply enter an item number.  If 
there is no match in your database, the error message below appears.  It indicates that you 
have entered an ingredient number that does not exist in your ingredient database. 

 

 
 
 If you want to LOOKUP an ingredient item, then SELECT it for the your purchase, use the 

LOOKUP function.  See below for details on its use. 
 
 
PURCHASE vs. INVENTORY UNITS: - Enter the quantity either in the purchase or inventory unit 

of measure that is on the invoice.  In the case below we are entering an invoice for a (one) 
case of Hot Dogs. We also could enter 10 lbs in the and/or LB : Since there are 10 lbs to a 
case (see arrow).  
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When entering invoices, an alert appears whenever an inventory item’s price fluctuates greater 
than 2.5% which is the price variance warning defined in Setup PO and Invoices. 
 

 
 

 
Note in the above screen, that while entering an invoice the price of white bread was entered and 
the variance compared to the prior entry is greater than 2.5 %. In the above example, a case of 
bread was entered as $300.00 on the last invoice and now is being entered as $70.00 per case. 
The user has the option to CONTINUE, and the new price will be used or choose NO and return to 
the item to edit the price. 
 
A user can return to the prior screen (when entering invoices) and change the count per case if 
needed, as well as pricing. 
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How the VARIANCE WARNING is compared: 
  
POSItouch warns a user when there appears to be an error in the logic of the number of recipe 
units (oz, tsp, TBSP, lb, ect.) in an inventory unit (each, lb, box) or an error in the logic of an 
inventory unit to a purchase units (case). 
 
Below is a typical screen where the units of measure are correct.  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next is an item where the UNIT OF MEASURE relationships are illogical: You can not have 70 
recipe units (EACH) in one inventory unit (EACH). There ARE 70 each in a case so that column is 
correct. The INVENTORY column should reflect a Unit Multiplier of 1.  

 

 
Fig. 11 An incorrectly set item 

 
POSItouch looks to the UNIT OF MEASURE line and compares the text. That is, EACH is equal to 
EACH, however, EACH IS NOT EQUAL TO ea., Each or each, this section is case sensitive. 
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 QUANTITY: - Enter the quantity on the invoice or the corrected count after counting the received 
order.    

 
LAST PRICE: - This is the last price for the ingredient item purchased from this Vendor.   
 
UNIT PRICE: - This is the price you expect to pay for a single unit of this ingredient item from the 

Invoice.   
 
EXTENDED: - The EXTENDED PRICE is the QUANTITY multiplied by the UNIT PRICE.   
 
ADD ITEM: - The ADD ITEM command button gives you the opportunity to add an item on the fly 

to your vendor worksheet.  
 

 
 

ADD BEFORE SELECTED ITEM: - A check in this option box indicates you want to insert 
this ingredient item before the highlighted item in the vendor worksheet. 

 
VENDOR CODE: - This is the Vendor Code of the Vendor that is getting the ingredient 

added to its worksheet. 
 
INVENTORY (#):This field contains the Inventory number you wish to add to the Vendor’s 

Worksheet. 
 
VENDOR NUM.:  Enter the Vendor’s invoice number which can be used as well as the 

POSitouch ingredient item number to retrieve the ingredient items. 
 
OK: - This command button saves the values as entered above and makes permanent the 

changes. 
 
LOOKUP: - This command button allows you to browse the ingredient database (items 

with a number above 5000) and SELECT the ingredient item you want to add to 
your Vendor Worksheet. 

  
The steps are as follows:  

 Click on the LOOKUP command button.  
 Use the SEARCH by Name or # command buttons to find the item you 

want to  add to your Vendor’s Worksheet.  
 Click on SELECT once you have found the ingredient item you want to 

add to your Vendor’s Worksheet.  
   
CANCEL: - Click on the cancel button to not save the work of this session and exit. 

 
When you enter the Ingredient Number for Hamburger Patties, the Ingredient Record is looked up and 

the last price appears.  Enter the quantity of Hamburger Patties purchased, 29.89 lbs in our sample 
invoice.  When five is entered, you either confirm that the Last Price is the new Unit Price by hitting enter 
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or type the new Unit Price.  At times you may only have an Extended Price, in that instance type it and the 
Unit Price will be derived - Extended Price divided by Quantity equals the new Unit Price.  

 
The Quantity of  29.89 cases was purchased, if you enter the value of the Unit Price as 1.80, then the 

extended price will be calculated as 53.80.  However, if the Last Price was 1.80, then you simply hit enter 
at the Unit Price field and let it default to 20.50. If you enter the extended price from the invoice of 53.80.  
What happens is that the new Unit Price will be calculated by dividing the Extended Price by the Quantity. 
Try it!  

 
Notice that the Unit Price has changed, you can hit enter to duplicate the Last Price and then type the 

Extended Price and the system will give you the new Unit Price.   
 

  As items are added, the Posting Total increases and the Difference decrease. 
 
 

 
 

As you enter the line items of your invoice, the posted total subtracts from your Control Total to give 
you the Difference.  Once you have entered all your invoices, the Posted Total and the Control Total 
should be equal.  If they are equal, you have finished with the invoice. Note the date posted in pencil on the 
invoice, select the POST command button and continue with your next invoice.  
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If there remains a Difference after you try to POST, you will get a message Control Total does not 

match... Do you want to continue?   If the Difference is intentional, respond with a YES. Otherwise, verify 
that your  figures have been entered  correctly. 

 

 
 
 
Your final step should be to print a Purchase Log (as entered) INVENTORY > PRINT REPORTS in 

order to verify that the invoices have been accurately recorded. 
 
As with Inventory and Guest Check information, Purchases for each ingredient item can be viewed in 

Adjust Inventory.  Also, ad hoc changes can be made there if necessary to make last minute corrections for 
reporting purposes.  If a change is made to unit price of an ingredient item, then you must re-Collect Item 
Sales Data, since item costs are calculated in the process of Collecting Item Sales Data.  However, this 
method of changing data is not encouraged, since there is no audit trail for these category of changes.  The 
preferred way to change an invoice entry is to call up the invoice, make the change (edit it), then re-POST. 
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EDIT: Select the ingredient item you wish to change, then click on the EDIT command 

button. 
 

 
 

QUANTITY: Change the quantity value that you have entered for this ingredient 
item. 

 
PRICE: Change the Unit Price that you have entered for this ingredient item. 
 
OK:  OK makes permanent the changes made to the Quantity and/or Price fields 

and returns you to the Invoice Entry window. 
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CANCEL:  CANCEL does not update the changes made to the Quantity and/or 
Price fields and returns you to the Invoice Entry window. 

 
LOOKUP: LOOKUP allows you to SELECT ingredient items for your Invoice Entry from 

your Ingredient Database. This command button allows you to browse the 
ingredient database (items with a number above 5000) and SELECT the ingredient 
item you want to add to your Invoice Entry window.   

 
DELETE:  Highlight a purchase order entry that you wish to delete.  Then click on the 

DELETE command button. 
 

 
 
POST: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for this Vendor.  
 
 If you are posting a invoice that was created via a Purchase Order and you do not 

have the option Always Close PO when posting invoice? > INVENTORY > SETUP 
OPTIONS > SETUP PO & INVOICES, and you did not receive all the items on the 
purchase order or received a partial case,  then you will get the screen below 
asking you how to handle the PO used to create the invoice. 

 

 
 

Leave PO open – Receive remaining items later: - This option will create an invoice for 
the ingredient items or partial orders received.  It also writes out the full PO with 
the changes made for partial orders.  When the remaining order comes in, you call 
up the invoice; the original PO items and the earlier invoiced items display for you 
to complete the invoice. 

 
Back order open items: - This option saves ingredient items not received (did not come in 

on the order) or partial orders as a new PO with open items. Note the system will 
automatically add an “a” to the end of the PO number. The received items update 
the invoice and the remaining items that are on back order get written out to a PO 
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with a new PO number.  When the back ordered items arrive, the new PO number 
can be used to create a new invoice or added to the existing invoice. 

 
Close PO – Will not receive remaining items: - This option will close the PO and ignore 

items not received or partial orders.  The assumption is that the items on the PO 
are not wanted and therefore there is no reason to save them in a PO.   

 
PRINT: - This command button prints your Invoice.  

 
CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 

editing session for this Invoice.  The CANCEL returns you to the Invoice Entry 
window to add a new Invoice for a Vendor.  

 

POSi-TIP:  
 DO NOT delete an entire invoice!  If you have entered an invoice incorrectly and you want to back 

out the line items and delete all the priced line items, leave a non-priced item on the invoice, then 
POST.  Create an ingredient item with a zero dollar price and use it to add to invoices that you 
must delete.  Again, to delete invoices, remove all the line items on the invoice, but leave an item 
with no dollar value, then POST.  This will delete all the items on the original invoice and zero out 
the dollar balance on the invoice.  
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ENTER IN TRANSFERS: 
 

 
 

 
In Transfers are ingredient items that are not purchased, but rather moved from an external source 

designated as a Vendor. This transfer is maintained with a audit trail created by identifying the Vendor 
providing the ingredient items, a transaction number and date of the transaction.  You are increasing the 
quantity-added figure when you Enter In Transfers.  

   

 
 
After selecting the Enter In Transfers option from the menu, you are asked to select the inventory 

period to enter the In Transfers. The quantities added from the In Transfers have to be entered for an 
inventory period.  In our example, it is to be entered for period 8, our current period.  However, it is possible 
to enter purchases for any of the eight periods.    

 
Enter the first few characters of the vendor name and click on Search button.  In the example below we 

entered “gr”, but we could have just as easily enter “gr” and found and selected the correct vendor. 
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VENDOR: - Use the pull down list to select the Vendor providing the In Transfers.  You can 

also enter the vendor’s (partial) name in the search field to select the vendor.  You 
assign an external source for In Transfers as a Vendor in order to track movement 
of product from this source to your restaurant.  

 

 
 
TRANS#: - Assign a transaction number to provide an audit trail of the ingredient items 

transferred in from this Vendor. Use the NEW command button to have the system 
assign a transaction number for you, based on the current date. 

 
DATE: - The default date is the current date. Enter the date of the In Transfer. This date 

should be within the date range of the inventory period selected. 
 
MEMO: - This flag and the one below is activated on the invoice by the Flag in Inventory > 

Setup Options > Setup Purchase Order > Require Entry of Transaction Memo and 
User name? Enter a free form memo and attach it to this invoice, this memo will 
appear on Purchase Log reports.  

 
USER NAME: -  This flag is activated on the invoice by the Flag in Inventory > Setup 

Options > Setup Purchase Order > Require Entry of Transaction Memo and User 
name?  This option is useful if multiple hands are handling  invoice entry to track 
responsibility.  

 
The screen below should now look pretty familiar. The difference is that it requires less information to 

accomplish an In Transfer because no dollars are involved.    
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DES/INV#/VEN#: - Select the ingredient item from the Vendor Worksheet list to the left by 

clicking on the item. If you do not find the ingredient in the list, you can enter the 
item number of the ingredient. You can also enter the Vendor number (see 
example below) for the item entered when the item was added to this Vendor’s 
worksheet. (See LOOKUP below if you do not know the ingredient number of the 
item you wish to Transfer In.)  

 

 
 
QUANTITY: - Enter the number or quantity of the ingredient item that is transferred into 

your restaurant. 
 

LOOKUP: LOOKUP allows you to SELECT ingredient items for your IN TRANSFERS from 
your Ingredient Database. This command button allows you to browse the 
ingredient database (items with a number above 5000 or the ingredient number 
range you have defined with INCONFIG.EXE) and SELECT the ingredient item 
you want to add to your Transaction Information window.   

 
DELETE:  Highlight a Transfer In entry that you wish to delete.  Then click on the DELETE 

command button. 
 

 
 
POST: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for this Vendor.  
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PRINT: - This command button prints your Transaction Information window.  

 
CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 

editing session for this Vendor.  The CANCEL returns you to the Transaction 
window to select another Vendor for In Transfers.  
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ENTER OUT TRANSFERS: 

 
 

Out Transfers are ingredient items that are not purchased, but rather moved from your restaurant to an 
external source designated as a Vendor. This transfer is maintained with an audit trail created by identifying 
the Vendor receiving the ingredient items, a transaction number and a date of the transaction.  Remember, 
you are decreasing the quantity-added figure when you enter an Out Transfers.  

 

 
 
After selecting the Enter Out Transfers option from the menu, you are asked to select the inventory 

period to enter the Out Transfers.  The quantities added from the Out Transfers have to be entered for an 
inventory period.  In our example, it is to be entered for period 8, our current period.  However, it is possible 
to enter purchases for any of the eight periods.    
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VENDOR: - Use the pull down list to select the Vendor providing the Out Transfers.  You 
assign an external source for Out Transfers as a Vendor in order to track 
movement of product from your restaurant to this source.  

 
TRANS#: - Assign a transaction number to provide an audit trail of the ingredient items 

transferred out to this Vendor. Use the NEW command button to have the system 
assign a transaction number for you based on the current date. 

 
DATE: - The default date is the current date. Enter the date of the Out Transfer. This date 

should be within the date range of the inventory period selected. 
 
The screen below should now look pretty familiar. The difference is that it requires less information to 

accomplish an Out Transfer because no dollars are involved.    
 

 
 

DES/INV#/VEN#: - Select the ingredient item from the Vendor Worksheet list to the left by 
clicking on the item. If you do not find the ingredient in the list, you can enter the 
item number or the vendor number of the ingredient. Lastly, you can also enter a 
few alpha characters of the description and the system will look through your items 
on the worksheet to find the closest match. (See LOOKUP below if you do not 
know the ingredient number of the item you wish to Transfer Out.)  

 
QUANTITY: - Enter the number or quantity of the ingredient item that is transferred out of 

your restaurant. 
 

LOOKUP: LOOKUP allows you to SELECT ingredients items for your OUT TRANSFERS 
from your Ingredient Database. This command button allows you to browse the 
ingredient database (items with a number above 5000) and SELECT the ingredient 
item you want to add to your Transaction Information window.  

 
DELETE: Highlight a Transfer Out entry that you wish to delete.  Then click on the 

DELETE command button. 
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POST: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for this Vendor.  
 
PRINT: - This command button prints your Transaction Information window.  

 
CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 

editing session for this Vendor.  The CANCEL returns you to the Transaction 
window to select another Vendor for Out Transfers.  
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ENTER WASTE: 

 
 

Waste is simply defined as the depletion of ingredient items due to spoilage, accident or other means. 
The waste is tracked through an audit trail created by entering the ingredient items and the quantity that 
was wasted. These transactions are not purchases, but rather moved from your restaurant to a Vendor, of 
sorts, called Waste. The transaction is similar in operation and function to an Out Transfer. Remember, you 
are decreasing the quantity-added figure when you enter Waste transactions.  

 

 
 
After selecting the Enter Waste option from the menu, you are asked to select the inventory period to 

enter the Waste. The quantities for the Waste transactions have to be entered for an inventory period.  In 
our example, it is to be entered for period 8, our current period.  However, it is possible to enter purchases 
for any of the eight periods.    
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Transaction Type: WASTE – Waste is an internally maintained Vendor, which 
accumulates transactions that will deplete ingredient transactions from the 
quantity-added figure.  

 
TRANS#: - Assign a transaction number to provide an audit trail of the ingredient items 

transferred out to Waste. Use the NEW command button to have the system 
assign a transaction number for you based on the current date. 

 
DATE: - The default date is the current date. Enter the date of the Waste transactions 

about to be entered, this date should be within the date range of the inventory 
period selected. 

 
The screen below should now look pretty familiar, the difference is that it requires less information to 

accomplish a Waste transaction because no dollars are involved.  POSItouch handles waste of both 
ingredient and menu items.   You can use the ingredient pull down menu to select an ingredient item to 
waste.   

 

 
 
Or, if you wish to waste menu items, then select the appropriate menu, enter the number you wish to 

deplete.  The system knows the ingredient items associated with the menu items and will deplete the 
appropriate number. 
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DES/INV#/VEN#: - Enter the ingredient item that you want to enter as a Waste transaction. 
If you do not find the ingredient in the list, you can enter the item number or the 
vendor number of the ingredient. Lastly, you can also enter a few alpha characters 
of the description and the system will look through your items on the worksheet to 
find the closest match. If you do know the ingredient number of the item you want 
to delete, use the LOOKUP command button. (See LOOKUP below.)  

 
QUANTITY: - Enter the number or quantity of the ingredient item that is Wasted. 

 
LOOKUP: LOOKUP allows you to SELECT ingredient items for your WASTE transactions 

from your Ingredient Database. This command button allows you to browse the 
ingredient database (items with a number above 5000 or whatever range you have 
defined for ingredient items with the INCONFIG.EXE utility) and SELECT the 
ingredient item you want to add to your Transaction Information window.   

 
DELETE:  Highlight a Waste transaction entry that you wish to delete. Then click on the 

DELETE command button. 
 

                         
 
POST: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for your Waste transactions.  
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PRINT: - This command button prints your Transaction Information window.  

 
CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 

editing session for Waste.  The CANCEL returns you to the Transaction window to 
make another Waste transaction.  
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ENTER PRODUCTION: 

 
 

Production batches allow you to keep track of both raw goods and the finished goods they get made 
into, e.g., potatoes into potato salad.  The raw potatoes boiled and made into your potato salad decrease 
your inventory of raw potatoes – amount is dependant on the recipe and number of batches made.  The 
finished product Potato Salad increases as a quantity added after you enter your production transaction. 
The purpose of a production batch and its importance to your inventory is described in detail in Section 7. If 
you have not read that section, then you are here prematurely; go back and read Section 7 and set up your 
production batches.  

 
We use the examples in Section 7 to illustrate the entry of production batches.     
 

 
 
Production Transactions decrease raw goods and increase the quantity on hand of finished goods. This 

transaction is tracked with an audit trail created by entering the quantity of finished goods produced with 
the transaction number and date they were produced. Remember, you are decreasing the quantity-added 
figure for your raw ingredient items and increasing finished goods.  
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Transaction Type: PRODUCTION – Production is an internally maintained Vendor which 
accumulates production transactions that will deplete raw ingredient items from the 
quantity added figure and increase finished goods.  

 
TRANS#: - Assign a transaction number to provide an audit trail of the finished goods 

produced. Use the NEW command button to have the system assign a transaction 
number for you based on the current date. 

 
DATE: - The default date is the current date. Enter the date of the Production transactions 

about to be entered. This date should be within the date range of the inventory 
period selected. 

 

 
 
The screen below is a production ingredient item #49999 linked to the recipe item #9, which holds the 

recipe for the raw ingredients necessary to produce a 10lb batch of guacamole.  As you enter production 
transactions for this ingredient item, you are increasing the quantity of #49999 on hand and decreasing the 
quantity on hand for recipe items linked to #9, the lemons and avocados. 
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The screen below displays the recipe item #9 linked to the ingredient item #49999.  Note that  the 

recipe ingredient items 40287 avocado and 40440 lemons, which deplete from inventory when the 
production batch #49999 is produced.  Again, as you enter production transactions for this ingredient item 
#49999, you are increasing the quantity of #49999 on hand and decreasing the quantity on hand for recipe 
items linked to #9, the lemons and avocados. 
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The screen below should now look pretty familiar. The difference is that it requires less information to 

accomplish a Production transaction  because no dollars are involved.   Note that only one finished good 
appears for production because in our database only one item has a recipe item#.  All ingredient items with 
a recipe item number will appear available for your selection for production. 

 
 

 
 

DES/INV#/VEN#: - Enter the ingredient item that you want to enter a Production 
transaction. If you do know the ingredient number of the item you want to add, use 
the LOOKUP command button. (See LOOKUP below.)  

 
QUANTITY: - Enter the number or quantity of the ingredient item that is to be produced. 

 
LOOKUP: LOOKUP allows you to SELECT ingredient items for your Production 

transactions from your Ingredient Database. This command button allows you to 
browse the ingredient database (the range of ingredient items you have defined 
with the INCONFIG.EXE utility – the start of the default range is ingredient nmber 
5000) and SELECT the ingredient item you want to add to your Transaction 
Information window.   

 
DELETE:  Highlight a Production transaction entry that you wish to delete. Then click on 

the DELETE command button. 
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POST: - This command button updates and makes permanent the changes made during 

the current editing session for your Production transactions.  
 
PRINT: - This command button prints your Transaction Information window.  

 
CANCEL: - This command button cancels the changes and updates you made during this 

editing session for Production transactions.  The CANCEL button returns you to 
the Transaction window to make another Production transaction.  
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EDIT INVOICES: 
 

 
 
Edit invoices is a utility that lists all your invoices in order by Vendor code and posting date.  It allows you to 
quickly find an invoice, adjust it, or delete it.  Use the elevator the invoice you want to adjust or delete.  
Select the invoice line by highlighting it.  To adjust the invoice, click the adjust invoice button.  The purpose 
of this screen is for quickly finding an invoice that you may have entered incorrectly.  An invoice that may 
have been entered in the wrong period or given an incorrect invoice date.   Other corrections that can 
quickly and easily made are that the vendor, memo, user name or check number can be changed.  
 

 
 
The example below is Invoice number #51818845 as it looks after the adjust button is clicked.  One can 
make the following changes to this invoice from this screen.  To adjust the invoice, click the adjust invoice 
button.  
 

Current Period: The pull down for current period lets you change the inventory period of the invoice.  
 
Date Posted: The posted date can likewise be changed by entering a new posted date (date the 

invoice was posted).  
 

Invoice Date: The invoice date is the date entered as the invoice date in the invoice itself.  
 

Current Vendor:  The current vendor can be changed by using the pull down menu to select another 
vendor.  
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Memo: Memos can be added or changed from the Memo: field.  
 
User Name: If you forget to enter a user name for an invoice or want to change it, this is one place to 

change it.  
 
Check Number:  Enter a check number if you neglected to when initially entering the invoice.  
 
Post:  Select the Post button to update the invoice with your changes.  
 
Exit:  Select Exit the not update the invoice with your changes   
 

 

 
 

Another useful feature of the Edit Invoice screen it the ability to quickly delete and invoice that is beyond 
saving.  Highlight the invoice you want to delete, then click on the Delete button. 
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Change your mind?  No problem, if you do NOT want to delete an invoice, click on NO to the response “Are 
you sure you want to delete this invoice?”  If its delete the invoice you want, the click on YES. 
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EXIT TRANSACTIONS: 

 
 
 
 

Exit Transactions returns you to the Main Inventory menu.  
 

 
 
By entering production transactions in an inventory period, you are depleting your on-hand of 

avocados, lemons etc, for the given inventory period.  Also, the production batch is added into inventory for 
normal depletion through sales. The implications of production have been outlined above. Here you are 
entering the number of batches of guacamole produced during the inventory period and the inventory 
period during which they were produced.  

 
The numbers of production have to make sense to you in order to make production work for you.  

Follow along with the Production diagram on the following page and let us go through the figures with you. 
 

We start with our two ingredient items: Avocados and Lemons.  Avocados are purchased by the case 
at a purchase price of $48.00 - we get an  average of 80 per case.  The avocados are inventoried by the 
pound and used in our recipes by the ounce.  A case of avocados yields 1280 ounces  (80 avcds x 16oz.).  
Half a case or 640 ounces are required to make a 10lb batch of Guacamole.  The food cost for a half a 
case of avocados is $24.00.    
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Lemons are also purchased by the case.  The case contains 48 lemons and costs $12.00.   We count 

the lemons by the each and use them in recipes by the each.  Our Guacamole 10lb Batch requires 4 
lemons, 4/48 or 1/12th of  a case costs $1.00.   

 

 
 
Our Menu Item #9 Guacamole Batch - 10lb has a food cost of $25.00 based on the $24.00 of avocados 

and $1.00 of lemons.  
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In order to produce and count the batch, we make an inventory ingredient item #49999 - the 

Guacamole 10lb Batch is linked to item  #9 as the recipe item.   We will use the batch in our recipes by the 
ounce and inventory it by the lb.  The purchase price of the batch is $25.00, which is the food cost of #9.  
The batch when made, yields 160 ounces of Guacamole.   

 

 
 
When you enter production transactions,  we are making one batch for inventory period 8.  Therefore, a 

half a case of avocados and 4 lemons are depleted.  A 160 ounces or 10 lbs.  of Guacamole are added into 
quantity added. 

 
We use Guacamole (#22) in our Guacamole Burger, the quantity is 1 ounce. The food cost of an ounce 

of guacamole is $25.00 divided by 160 ounces per batch, or $1. 6083.  Whenever a Guacamole Burger is 
sold, one ounce of the Guacamole Batch is depleted.  
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To Review: 
 

Menu items can be made into an ingredient, which then can be inventoried (counted), and properly 
depletes the ingredients that go into it. 

 
A Production Ingredient is an Ingredient Item which has a Menu Item linked to it as a 

Recipe Item.  
 
You enter production transactions through the Enter Transactions option from the main 

Inventory Menu.  
 
Check Adjust Inventory to see your production transactions of finished goods increment 

and the ingredients that go into making it deplete.  
 
Purchases can be entered for any inventory period.  

 
Invoice number and date information are optional unless data is exported to a 3rd party 

Accounts Payable System.  
  

Control Total is the bottom line or amount to be paid on the invoice to which you need to 
balance.  

 
Ingredients can be added by their Vendor Invoice number or their Ingredient Item number.  

 
As an item is added to the invoice, the quantity purchased needs to be entered, and either 

a new unit price or the extended price.  If the latter is entered, a new unit price will 
be automatically calculated.  

 
Enter Purchases puts figures in the Quantity Added column of Adjust Inventory and Food 

Usage Reports.  
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Ad hoc changes of purchase values can be made in Adjust Inventory. This requires re-
collecting Item Sales Data for reports to be accurate.  

 
If the there is a difference between the Control Total and the Posted Total, you will be 

notified:  Control Total doesn’t match... Are you sure? Respond Yes, if you are 
purposely leaving a difference between the Control and Posted Totals.  
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ADJUST INVENTORY: 
For Arbitrary and Fixed Periods   

Section  13       
 
FIXED PERIOD ADJUST INVENTORY: 
 
Adjust Inventory is your picture window into the values in your Inventory database. If a value is 

incorrect in Adjust Inventory, there is no use trying to see if it is right in a report  - it will be wrong. If the 
numbers are correct in Adjust Inventory, then they will be correct in the reports.   There are four columns  of 
numbers for each ingredient item  for each inventory period.  The columns are: Cost per Unit, Quantity 
Added, Guest Checks, and Quantity on Hand.  These columns need to be precisely defined because they 
must be clearly understood - this is the result of your work, it has to be right.  The screen below describes 
the look of fixed period inventory.   

 

 
 

1. Price Variance % - Users can enter a price variance amount an then choose NEXT. Any item with 
a price variance greater than that entered will appear on screen allowing users to edit the item. 

2. Max Inventory Unit Price - Users can enter a Maximum Inventory price, and any item with a price 
equal to greater than the price entered will be displayed by clicking on NEXT; Allows users to edit 
the item. 

3. Recipe - Allows users to edit the RECIPE unit label. 
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4. Inventory - Allows users to edit the INVENTORY unit label. 
5. Purchase - Allows users to edit the PURCAHSE unit label. 
6. Multiplier - Allows users to edit the # of recipe units per inventory unit. 
7. Multiplier - Allows users to edit the # of inventory units per purchase unit. 
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Cost per Unit is the last price of this ingredient item entered for that Inventory Period.  In 
the case of Inventory Period 8, the Purchase Price is the Unit price until an invoice 
is entered.  

 
Quantity Added is the total number of items added (through posted invoices in Enter 

Purchases, see the previous Enter Transactions section to see other transactions 
that increase or decrease this column) in the Inventory Period.  

 
The Guest Checks column is the total number of items depleted from stock through sales 

on Guest Checks through the Order Entry system.  Also, added to this number are 
items that are Deleted Prepared.  

 
Quantity on Hand is the counted Ending Inventory figure for that Inventory Period.  This 

figure becomes the Starting Inventory figure for the succeeding period.  
 

Expected On Hand is the starting inventory count plus purchases, minus the items sold to 
date on guest checks.  This figure is your theoretical or  expected on hand, which 
can be compared to your actual count for the purposes of daily keeping track of  
critical items.  

 
First Record – This command button brings you to the first record in the file. To move 

through the records in the file, click on First Record, then click on the Next Record 
command button to move forward and click on the Previous Record command 
button to move backwards in the file.  Of course, you need a few records in the file 
to test this feature.  

 
Next Record command button is used to move forward in the file.  As you hit the Next 

Record command button you see the next record in the file. Of course, you need a 
few records in the file to test this feature.  

 
Previous Record command button is used to move backwards in the file.  As you hit the 

Previous Record command button you see the previous record in the file. Of 
course, you need a few records in the file to test this feature.  

 
Search by #: (Number) – The Search by # command button allows you to search your 

inventory database by item number.  
 

 
 

Search by Name: – The Search by Name command button allows you to search your 
inventory database by ingredient name.  
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Save - The Save command button makes permanent the changes made to the current 
ingredient record.  

 
Exit – The Exit command button allows you to leave this screen and return to the Main 

Inventory Menu.  
 

Bagels are purchased by the case; each case has 4 - dozen bags, The purchase multiplier is 4.  The  
recipe unit of measure is EACH.  The inventory unit of measure is 12, since you count by the dozen.  Every 
time you  sell a menu item with a Bagel in the recipe, you are depleting inventory 1/48th (.02083) of a case 
of bagels.   

 

 
 
The Unit Cost reveals the cost per unit for the inventory period ending 10/17/97.  During that period,  

Adjust Inventory shows that 2 cases ( 8 dozen or 96) bagels were added to Inventory through Enter 
Transactions, therefore, they appear as Quantity Added.  Collect Item Sales data or Guest Checks  
depleted 1.25 cases or 5 dozen through Order Entry Sales. Our ending inventory count or Quantity On 
Hand, as typed in Enter Inventory, was two dozen or .5 of a case for the period.   
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The Expected On Hand figure is based on Starting Inventory plus Purchases, minus the number of 

items sold through Guest Checks.  
 
The figures in Adjust Inventory are raw numbers. You need a food usage or inventory report to see how 

they convert to figures that you can understand. If you get an out-of-this-world variance on your food 
usage, because of a high number in Quantity Added. The first place you should look is Adjust Inventory to 
check on the number of purchases for the inventory period.  If both numbers are wrong, then you change 
Quantity Added value in Adjust Inventory for the inventory period and rerun the report.    

 
Keep in mind that adjustments in adjust inventory are not tracked, therefore you do not know who, why 

or when the adjustment was made.   
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ARBITRARY PERIOD ADJUST INVENTORY: 

 
Adjust Inventory with the Arbitrary Period flag checked allows you to view and change values in your 

inventory database.   
 

 
As you see below,  the layout of information is different than the fixed period adjust inventory. There 

are four  numbers for each ingredient item from the date of the last count date and a view history button to 
see detail for all counts.   

 
Quantity on Hand: is the last inventory count of French Bread Loaf on July 27,2008.  columns are: 

Cost per Unit, Quantity Added, Guest Checks, and Quantity on Hand.   
 
Quantity on Added: is the sum of any invoices, transfers in, transfers out, production and waste for 

this item on that day.   
 
Guest Checks: is sum of inventory depletion for the ingredient item based on recipes inclusive of  

invoices, transfers in, transfers out, production and waste.    
 
Expected on Hand: is based on  the formula (Quantity On Hand) + (Quantity Added) – (Guest Check 

usage) = Expected on Hand for the last count date.    
 

 
 
1 Price Variance % - Users can enter a price variance amount an then choose NEXT. Any item with 

a price variance greater than that entered will appear on screen allowing users to edit the item. 
2 Max Inventory Unit Price - Users can enter a Maximum Inventory price, and any item 

with a price equal to greater than the price entered will be displayed by clicking on NEXT; Allows 
users to edit the item. 

3 Unit Exception – Checks for logical inconsistencies.  If Recipe and Inventory Unit s of measure are  
same,then the multiplier must be a one.  If the Inventory and Purchase units of measure are the 
same, then the multiplier must be a one.   
If the inventory multiplier is 1, then the recipe and inventory units of measure must be the same. 
If the purchase multiplier is 1, then the purchase and inventory units of measure must be the  
same. 

4 Recipe - Allows users to edit the RECIPE unit label. 
5 Inventory - Allows users to edit the INVENTORY unit label. 

1 2

3

4 5 6

7 8
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6 Purchase - Allows users to edit the PURCHASE unit label. 
7 Multiplier - Allows users to edit the # of recipe units per inventory unit. 
8 Multiplier - Allows users to edit the # of inventory units per purchase unit. 
 

 

The View History button in  Adjust Inventory provides you with detailed information of invoices and 
counts for the purpose of editing those numbers.  The rows  shown correspond to the days for which 
inventory counts occurred.  Highlight the row /count or invoice date you which to edit then select either the 
Adjust Invoices or the Adjust Counts button. Remember these figures are for the end of your business day. 

   

 
 
If you select the Adjust Invoices button, you see a row for each invoice entered for the date selected 

and a few dates prior to the date selected; see image below.  Again, highlight the invoice you wish to 
change and hit the EDIT button.  In the example below we are editing the invoice record for French Bread 
Loaf , the price was $.174/loaf and we purchased 20.  The purchase unit multiplier is 1 when the invoice 
was posted.   

 

 
 
You cannot change the extended price from this point, you would have to return to the invoice from 

ENTER TRANSACTIONS > ENTER PURCHASES, enter the vendor and invoice number and hit OK to 
bring up the invoice.  If you change the purchase price, then the quantity changes to reflect the same 
extended price.  If you change the quantity, then the  purchase price changes to reflect the same extended 
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price.  You may change the purchase multiplier from this point, it will only change for this record in the 
invoice.  If you realize that your purchase multiplier is incorrect for a number of items in your invoice, your 
strategy should be to correct the multiplier in the ingredient record and repost in the invoices. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Highlight the date of the count you wish to edit, then select ADJUST COUNTS.  You need to look at the 
Quantity on Hand column, it displays a value for any date that an inventory count was entered 
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Hit Edit to make changes in the values for Price, Inventory Count,  Purchase count or Purchase 
multiplier fields.  This data is saved in the file INVCOUNT.DBF,  which is used to please the quantity on 
hand figure for ingredient items.  The price and purchase multiplier information is pulled from the ingredient 
record. 
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COLLECT ITEM SALES DATA   

Section  14       
 
Collect Item Sales Data is the process which depletes ingredients linked to menu items sold through 

guest check sales from the Order Entry System.  It is this process that gets values into the Guest Check 
column in Adjust Inventory data window and Food Usage Reports.   This is one of the last functions that 
need to be performed at the end of each inventory period, prior to running reports for the last inventory 
period.   After purchases and inventory have been entered, run this procedure and start analyzing your 
data. 

 
The Steak sold as a menu item from the Order Screen is written to the check file. The counts of items 

sold from the POSitouch transaction file, USMMDDYY.INV, are read into the Inventory System. The item 
counts are run through your recipe file in order to give you the ingredient depletion numbers displayed in 
the Guest Check column.  For example, 2.4028 1.75 liters of Absolute Vodka drinks were sold for period 
ending 6/09/02.  Each drink that uses Absolute Vodka in its recipe pads the guest check depletion.  

 
The guest check depletion numbers from recipes are collected from the actual binary checkfiles.  The 

executable that does the work is INCOLLCT.EXE.  It reads the check files for the inventory period in 
question and collects item sales data, which is run against the recipe data to produce depletion figures in 
the Guest Checks column of Adjust Inventory. 
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The actual process of collecting item sales data is quite simple.  Select the inventory period for which 

you need to collect items sales information.  Let  the system collect the sales data and run it against the 
recipes in your inventory database.  As soon as it is completed, you can see the results in Guest Check 
column in Adjust Inventory.   Collect Item Sales Data can be run as often as needed, since it overwrites 
existing sales data in the period.   

 
Errors need to be noted, since they indicate mistakes in your recipes or ingredient items deleted that 

are still represented in the recipe portion of a menu item.  
 

 
 
As mentioned above, this  should be one of the last procedures performed at the end of an inventory 

period.  However, if Unit Cost has been changed, that will also require re-running this procedure since the 
unit cost effects the food cost. Accurate extensions cannot be had without the system going through the 
processing of re-calculating its price extensions with the proper unit cost and recipes. 
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To Review: 
 

Collect Item Sales Data is read into Inventory from the POSitouch transaction file, 
USMMDDYY.INV, which produces the Guest Check Item Sold counts from the Order Entry 
System. 

 
Typos, mathematical errors, incorrect recipes should become obvious in the food usage report as 

variances. Collect Item Sales Data can be run multiple times for the same period as recipe 
errors are discovered and corrected.  

 
 





 

 

CREATE PL AND PD FILES   

Section  15       
 
Create PL and PD files is a procedure that takes your transactions entered for such operations as: 

purchases, transfers in and out, waste, and production and exports them to a file for transfer to third party 
accounts payable software products and purchase reports. The files produced are two ascii files: 
PURCHASE.LOG and PRODUCT.LOG. Purchase.log contains invoice information including vendor code, 
invoice number, invoice date, posting date and invoice detail.  The product.log file holds transaction detail 
from your production transactions.  The creation of these files can be run automatically for you, if you select 
the option Create PL and PD files when you Advance the Period in SETUP OPTIONS > 
MISCELLANEOUS. Your also can create the files using the window below.  

 

 
 

 
Specify date range from:  _________  To:  _________ A check here allows you to create 

a purchase log file for an arbitrary period. Since the Purchase Log report uses the 
Purchase Log file as input, if a specific date range is selected the reports will only 
reflect data in the selected date range.  

 
Select Period Start: _7_  End: _8_ Enter the starting and ending inventory periods that 

will be exported for the purpose of external reports and imported into 3rd party 
accounts payable software. Start of 7 and end of 8 indicates that you want the 
selected transactions from Inventory Period 7 or June 3 to be exported to the 
purchase and product logs.  
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Select Transactions: Click on the transaction type(s) you wish to create for export to a file 
for the purpose of external reports and import into 3rd party accounts payable 
software. 

 
Normally after a batch of invoices is entered, create pl and pd files is run (automatically, if the option in 

Setup Options > Miscellaneous > Create PL & PD files with Advance period) to produce an ASCII 
purchase.log file which serves as an input file for Purchase Log reports.  Reports are printed to compare 
data entered with the original invoices. They also can identify price changes for individual menu items.  See 
Section 17 for details and samples of Purchase Log Reports. 
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To Review: 
 

Create PL and PD files exports purchase, transfers in and out, waste and production 
transactions to files that are available for 3rd party accounts payable software and purchase 
log reports. 

 
Select the inventory period or a specific date range and the transaction types that you want to 

export. 
 
The purchase log report uses these files to produce reports that verify data entry and show 

trends in purchases and price movement of ingredient items. 
 





 

 

ADVANCE THE INVENTORY PERIOD   

Section  16  
 
The concept of advancing inventory periods is essential to the fixed period inventory system, it is not at 

all relevant if you have the Arbitrary Inventory flag on in SETUP OPTIONS. As you advance the inventory 
period or push the inventory date forward, the ending inventory from the previous inventory period 
becomes the starting inventory for the new period.  The preceding sections related to topics such as 
entering inventory, entering transactions, purchases, transfers in and out, waste and production, collecting 
item sales data have discussed the importance of first selecting the correct inventory period.  If the data 
you wish to enter is not represented in the inventory periods displayed, you must Advance the Inventory 
Period appropriately in order have the period covered.  

 

 
 

Advance: Click on the Advance command button to move the inventory period forward. 
The exact date for the next period is set on the Enter New Period window. 

 
Exit: Click on the Exit command button to return to the main Inventory menu. 
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New period starts on: This is the very next day following the end date of period 8.  In our 
example, Inventory period 8 ends on 11/20/2007, therefore, the new period starts 
on 11/26/2007. 

 
New period ends on: Since we are doing daily inventory, our end date is 11/21/2007.  
 

 
 

 If we decided to do weekly inventory, then the end date would be 11/26/2007.   
 

 
 
OK: If the information you entered for the end date of the inventory period is correct, then 

click on the OK command button.  
 

Exit: If you wish to return to the main inventory menu without advancing the Inventory 
Period, then click on the Exit command button.  

To Review: 
Advance Inventory Period allows you to create a time range in which to enter data from 

Inventory, transactions such as Purchases, Transfers In and Out, Waste, Production or 
Collect Item Sales Data.  All data entered into POSitouch Inventory require the selection of 
an Inventory Period.



 

 

 

INVENTORY REPORTS   

Section  17       
 
 
We have already introduced some of the Inventory listings and reports in the earlier parts of the 

manual. This section will cover all the reports in detail.  Emphasis is placed on presenting a variety of data 
in the reports, rather than displaying exactly how an alphabetical or numeric sort looks.  These reports 
serve a number of purposes, from management tools in controlling food cost to aids for data verification 
and accuracy.   

 
There is no substitute for just trying to click on the reports and print them to screen to get to know the 

way your data looks in the inventory reports. 
 

 
 
The last report covered by this section, though not listed below, is the Food Cost Analysis Report, 

which is accessed through the REPORTS option on the Main Back Office Menu.  Although this report does 
not require full Inventory, but can use a plate cost, in order to determine a theoretical contribution to 
margin. Its value is increased for those taking advantage of Inventory, since your figures will be closer to 
the actual  numbers and not a good guesstimate. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

MASTER LIST REPORT 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The MASTER LIST is a print out of all the data values of your menu items (below 5000) and ingredient 

items (above 5000)  in your inventory database (or what ever figure you have defined as the dividing line 
between menu and ingredient items with the INCONFIG.EXE utility).  The report can be sorted either 
numerically or alphabetically.  This report is very useful when you are beginning to build your ingredient 
records to ensure consistency among similar ingredients and recipes.  The master list is useful to have in 
hand when building your Vendor Worksheets - obviously the Ingredients in alphabetical order will help you 
easily locate the item and its number for the purposes of the worksheet. 

 
We will provide samples of the alphabetical reports, the look and format of numerical reports is 

identical, the difference being is that items are sorted in numerical order by their Menu Item number. Try 
out the latter on your own data. 

 

 
 

Master List for Menu Items - Alphabetical Sort 
 
After you click on the selection of the type of report you need and the sort order, you then need to 

determine how much information you wish to print.   
 

 
 

Print All - Prints all menu items in the sort order selected – in the case above alphabetically.  All 
POSitouch inventory reports can be directed to the printer or to the screen for perusal.  
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You may select certain portions of the report to screen to highlight and print.  If you are not 
sure of the quantity and nature of the report you want to print, it is recommended that you 
first print to screen to make sure that contents of the report are what you desire.  

 

 
 

 Select from the options on the screen above:  
  Preview to view the file on the screen and print individual pages at a time.  
  Print  to get a hard copy of your document. 
  Send to File to save the report for prosperity in a file that you name. 
  Cancel to exit the report printing menu and return to the previous screen. 

 
Print Major Category selected menu items by their designated Major Category (Note that, if you 

select an Ingredient listing, you will not see a Major and Major/Minor Category break down, 
but an option for a listing by Ingredient Categories. SEE: section, 3 - INVENTORY SETUP, 
for more information about Ingredient Categories and how they differ from Menu 
Categories.). For instance, if you are interested in seeing a listing of your appetizer items, 
then you would click on the appetizer from the options below.  
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME:  
0:48:00.07 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                       Inventory edit listing 
                                           of Menu Items alphabetically by Major category        
 NO.|       DESCRIPTION       | MJ MN | PRICE 1 | PRICE 2 | PRICE 3 | TAXES |  COST   |            MADE FROM           
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
4508 *APPETIZER COMBO            1  6     3.73      3.73      3.73     YNNN    1.3284  6089-MOZZ. STICKS     , 6070-CHICKEN FINGERS   
                                                                                       5099-ZUCCINI STICKS   , 5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
4505 *BUFFALO WINGS              1  6     2.48      2.48      2.48     YNNN    1.7323  6081-WING DINGS       , 6143-HOT SAUCE         
                                                                                       5049-LEAF LETTUCE     , 5029-CELERY            
                                                                                       6196-BLU CHEESE DR.    
4501 *CHICKEN FINGERS            1  6     1.98      1.98      1.98     YNNN    0.9001  6070-CHICKEN FINGERS  , 5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
4500 *CHICKEN WINGS              1  6     1.98      1.98      1.98     YNNN    1.5416  6081-WING DINGS       , 5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
4511 *CHILI                      1  6     2.13      2.13      2.13     YNNN    1.6617  5120-CHILI            , 5071-CHEESE, CHEDDAR   
                                                                                       5040-ONION, PEELED    , 5014-BOULE - WHITE     
4507 *FRIES                      1  6     0.94      0.94      0.94     YNNN    0.2007  6082-FRENCH FRIES      
4502 *MOZZ STICKS                1  6     1.98      1.98      1.98     YNNN    0.7766  6089-MOZZ. STICKS     , 5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
4509 *NACHO                      1  6     1.98      1.98      1.98     YNNN    2.0099  7403-NACHO CHIPS      , 7402-NACHO CHEESE 
DIP  
                                                                                       7441-NACHO SALSA SAUCE, 5076-CREAM, SOUR       
4510 *NACHO SUPREME              1  6     2.73      2.73      2.73     YNNN    2.5783  7403-NACHO CHIPS      , 7402-NACHO CHEESE 
DIP  
                                                                                       7441-NACHO SALSA SAUCE, 5076-CREAM, SOUR       
                                                                                       5038-LETTUCE          , 5052-TOMATOES          
                                                                                       5120-CHILI             
4506 *ONION RINGS                1  6     1.25      1.25      1.25     YNNN    1.2078  6084-ONION RINGS       
4503 *POTATO SKINS               1  6     2.22      2.22      2.22     YNNN    2.6767  5097-POTATO SKINS     , 5071-CHEESE, CHEDDAR   
                                                                                       6013-BACON BITS       , 5076-CREAM, SOUR       
                                                                                       6156-CHOPPED CHIVES    
4504 *ZUCC SLICES                1  6     1.98      1.98      1.98     YNNN    0.6985  5099-ZUCCINI STICKS   , 5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
1176 APPETIZER COMBO PLATTER     1  2     7.45      7.45      7.45     YNNN    2.3991  1127-POTATO SKINS     , 6089-MOZZ. STICKS      
                                                                                       6070-CHICKEN FINGERS  , 5099-ZUCCINI STICKS    
                                                                                       5049-LEAF LETTUCE      
… 

Print by (Major/)Minor Category  Allows you to print the selected menu items by their designated 
Major Category and Minor Category.  For instance, if you are interested in seeing a listing 
of your Daily Specials from the Major category Entrees.  You would first click on the entree 
major category, then the Daily Special minor category.  The format and look of the report is 
identical to the Major Category.  

 

 
 

Print by Ranges of inventory numbers Allows you to print the selected ingredient items by their 
item number, that is, print all the ingredient items from number 40,001 to 50,000.  If you are 
interested in reviewing your menu items a grouping at a time, then this is the option to 
select.  
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Remember that when printing out reports in alphabetical order, numbers precede letters.  Therefore items 
that being ½ Chicken, will come before Apple Crisp. The COST field is the Food Cost from the Menu Item 
Record.  Made From are the ingredients in the recipe section of the Menu Item Record: their Ingredient 
Number and Name. 
 

Exit to Master List Menu -  Returns you to the Master List menu. 
 

Master List for Menu Items - Numerical Sort 
 

We covered only samples of alphabetical reports, the look and format of numerical reports is identical, see 
below, the difference being is that items are sorted in numerical order by their  Menu Item number. 
 

 
 
 

Master List for Ingredient Items - Alphabetical Sort 
 
The Master List report for ingredient items allows you to get a hard copy or view on the screen items 

with a number 5000 to 9999 (or whatever range you have defined for your ingredient items).  These items 
are ingredient items, which are linked as recipe items to your menu items, with numbers below 5000 (or 
whatever range you have defined for your menu items).  On the next page is a sample alphabetical report 
of ingredient items and their data values.  
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Print All - Prints all ingredient items in the sort order selected – in the case above alphabetically.  
All POSitouch inventory reports can be directed to the printer or to the screen for perusal.  
You may select certain portions of the report to screen to highlight and print.  If you are not 
sure of the quantity and nature of the report you want to print, it is recommended that you 
first print to screen to make sure that contents of the report are what you desire.  

 

 
 

 Select from the options on the screen above:  
  Preview to view the file on the screen and print individual pages at a time.  
  Print  to get a hard copy of your document. 
  Send to File to save the report for prosperity in a file that you name. 
  Cancel to exit the report printing menu and return to the previous screen. 

 
Print by Ingredient Category - Prints all ingredient items in the sort order selected – in the case 

above alphabetically. This report allows you to select an ingredient category and print all 
the items with that ingredient category in alphabetical order.   

 
 All POSitouch inventory reports can be directed to the printer or to the screen for perusal.  

You may select certain portions of the report to screen to highlight and print.  If you are not 
sure of the quantity and nature of the report you want to print, it is recommended that you 
first print to screen to make sure that contents of the report are what you desire.  
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Print by Ranges of inventory numbers Allows you to print the selected ingredient items by their 

item number, that is, print all the ingredient items from number 6000 to 6999.  If you are 
interested in reviewing your ingredient items a grouping at a time, then this is the option to 
select.  

 

 
 
The format and columns of the reports are identical both for alphabetical and numerical sorts of 

ingredient items.  The range and sort order are the only differences.  Below we explain each header to help 
you understand the information in the report. 
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
20:19:13.45 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                       Inventory edit listing 
                                    of Ingredients alphabetically by Ranges of inventory numbers 
 NO.|      DESCRIPTION       |    CATEGORY NAME    | PURCH |PURCH| PURCH | INV |RECIPE |RECIPE| RECIPE|ALT REC|ALT REC|ALT REC  
    |                        |                     | PRICE |UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS | COST  |MULTIPL| UNITS | COST    
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
6049 10 OZ FRESH CUTLETS      Poultry                 49.91 CA32    32.00 EA32     1.00 EACH      1.56    1.00 EAC        1.56  
6040 10 OZ FROZEN CHIC CUTLE  Poultry                 21.68 CA24    24.00 EA24     1.00 EACH      0.90    1.00 EAC        0.90  
6472 10" CHOC LAYER           C Unfinished Bakery      2.67 LAYR     1.00 LAYR     1.00 LAY       2.67    1.00 LAY        2.67  
6453 10"CHOC SET UPS          Bakery Ingredients       7.70 EACH     1.00 EACH     1.00 EACH      7.70    1.00 EAC        7.70  
6471 10"PRECUT CHEESE         C Finished Bakery       12.21 PIE      1.00 PIE     14.00 SLC       0.87    1.00 SLC       12.21  
6173 1000 ISLAND              Dressing                27.30 CA04     4.00 GAL    128.00 OZ        0.05    1.00 OZ         6.83  
6021 4OZ. HAMBURG             Meats                    1.60 LB.      1.00 LB.      4.00 EAC       0.40    1.00 EAC        1.60  
6042 5OZ CUTLET FR            Poultry                 97.20 C120   120.00 EACH     1.00 EAC       0.81    1.00 EAC        0.81  
6046 5OZ CUTLET FZ            Poultry                 24.50 CA32    32.00 EA32     1.00 EAC       0.77    1.00 EAC        0.77  
6153 A-1 SAUCE, SMALL         Stock Room              37.89 CA24     1.00 CA24    24.00 BOT       1.58    1.00 BOT       37.89  
6128 ACCENT                   Stock Room               2.53 LB       1.00 LB      16.00 OZ        0.16    1.00 OZ         2.53  
6343 ALMOND EXTRACT           Bakery Ingredients       4.70 BOT      1.00 BOT     96.00 TBL       0.05    1.00 TBL        4.70  
6350 ALMONDS, SLICED          Stock Room              11.71 CAN      1.00 CAN     48.00 OZ        0.24    1.00 OZ        11.71  
6524 APPLE BREAD PUDDING      C Finished Bakery        9.65 PAN      1.00 PAN      9.00 EAC       1.07    1.00 EAC        9.65  
6526 APPLE CHEESE             C Unfinished Bakery      7.24 EAC      1.00 EAC      1.00 EAC       7.24    1.00 EAC        7.24  
6447 APPLE CRISP              C Finished Bakery        7.22 TRAY     1.00 TRAY    64.00 oz        0.11    1.00 oz         7.22  
6531 APPLE CRUMB COBBLER      C Finished Bakery        5.85 PAN      1.00 PAN     54.00 OZ        0.11    1.00 OZ         5.85  
6532 APPLE DUMPLING           C Finished Bakery        1.09 EACH     1.00 EACH     1.00 EACH      1.09    1.00 EAC        1.09  
6491 APPLE PIE                C Finished Bakery        8.44 PIE      1.00 PIE      8.00 SLC       1.06    1.00 SLC        8.44  
6226 APPLE SAUCE              Stock Room               0.00 CASE    24.00 CAN     12.00 OZ        0.00    1.00 OZ         0.00  
6012 BACON                    Meats                   25.90 C300     1.00 C300   300.00 slc       0.09    1.00 slc       25.90  
6013 BACON BITS               Meats                   79.00 CA20    20.00 LB      16.00 OZ        0.25    1.00 OZ         3.95  
6498 BACON QUICHE             C Miscellaneous         10.74 EAC      1.00 PIE      8.00 SLC       1.34    1.00 SLC       10.74  
6320 BASIL                    Stock Room               0.34 OZ.      1.00 OZ.      1.00 OZ.       0.34    1.00 OZ.        0.34  
6197 BEEF AU JUS              Stock Room              40.85 CA12    12.00 JAR     16.00 OZ        0.21    1.00 OZ         3.40  
6014 BEEF LIVER               Meats                    1.14 LB       1.00 LB      16.00 OZ        0.07    1.00 OZ         1.14  
6144 BEETS                    Stock Room              14.28 CA06     6.00 CAN     93.60 OZ        0.03    1.00 OZ         2.38  
6459 BEST WISHES CHOC         C Finished Bakery       28.20 CA06     1.00 CA06     6.00 CAKE      4.70    1.00 CAK       28.20  
6460 BEST WISHES GOLD         C Finished Bakery       24.70 CA06     1.00 CA06     6.00 CAKE      4.12    1.00 CAK       24.70  
6441 BLACK FOREST LAYER       C Unfinished Bakery      2.70 LYR      1.00 LYR      1.00 LYR       2.70    1.00 LYR        2.70  
6605 BLACK HAT (GREGG'S)      Gregg's Stuff            7.75 EAC      1.00 EAC      1.00 EAC       7.75    1.00 EAC        7.75  
6331 BLACK PEPPER             Stock Room              38.81 CA03     3.00 2#BG    32.00 OZ        0.40    1.00 OZ        12.94  

 
 

No. is the Ingredient Item number of the record.  Since it is an Ingredient Item Number, it will always 
be above 5000 or whatever range that you have defined as the start for your ingredient items 
with the INCONFIG.EXE utiltiy. 

 
Description is the Name of the Ingredient Item. 
 
Category Name refers to the Ingredient Category assigned to the item. SEE: Section 3 - 

INVENTORY SETUP for more information.  
 
Purch Price is the latest purchase price of an Ingredient Item.  This means the purchase price from 

Inventory Period 8.  If you enter a value in the Purchase Price field of the Inventory Record, this 
value is superseded when you enter an invoice or ENTER PURCHASE for the item. 

 
Purch Units is the purchase unit of measure as entered in the Ingredient Item Record.  This is an 

alphabetical field and has no mathematical significance, other than describing the unit of 
measure when receiving this ingredient item.   

 
Purch Multpl is the purchase multiplier as entered in the Ingredient Item Record.  The purchase 

multiplier mathematically describes the relationship between an item as it is purchased as 
distinguished from the way it is counted during inventory.  For example, we buy cases of 
Mayonnaise, 4 gallons to a case, but we want to inventory it by the Gallon.  Our purchase 
multiplier then is 4.  

 
Inv Units is the inventory unit of measure as entered in the Ingredient Item Record.  This is an 

alphabetical field and has no mathematical significance, other than describing the unit of 
measure when counting this ingredient item during inventory.   
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Recipe Multpl is what we have been calling Inventory multiplier throughout our document and it is 
the value entered in the Ingredient Item Record.  The inventory or recipe multiplier 
mathematically describes the relationship between an item as it is counted during inventory 
versus the way it is sold in the Order Entry System.  For example, we inventory our Mayonnaise 
by the gallon, but we include it in recipes by the ounce.  Therefore, our inventory or recipe 
multiplier is 128, because there are 128 ounces to a gallon.   

 
Recipe Units is the recipe unit of measure as entered in the Ingredient Item Record.  This is an 

alphabetical field and has no mathematical significance, other than describing the unit of 
measure when the ingredient item is sold in the Order Entry System .  This is the field that will 
appear in the recipe section of the Menu Item Record.  

 
Alt Rec Mult.  This feature is useful if you wish to see inventory figures for a third unit of measure 

for ingredient items. The Alternate Recipe Multiplier expresses a mathematical relation between 
the alternate recipe unit of measure and the inventory unit of measure.  This feature allows items 
to have values in alternate unit and multiplier fields and cost data from both measurement 
approaches will be printed in this report.  

 
Alt Rec Units The Alternate Recipe Unit of Measure field has not mathematical significance, it 

simply describes another way of measuring an ingredient item. This feature will allow items to 
have values in alternate unit and multiplier fields and cost data from  both measurement 
approaches will be printed in this report.  

 
Alt Rec Cost The Alternate Recipe Cost  computes in the Alternate Inventory Number Menu Item 

Record.   This feature will allow items to have values in alternate unit and multiplier fields and 
cost data from  both measurement approaches will be printed in this report.   

 
Print Inactive Only  This option prints out a listing of inactive ingredient items in alphabetical order.   

 

 
 
OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE #1088                                                                                                   PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 09/27/2004                                                                                     REPORT TIME:  
8:49:03.25 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                       Inventory edit listing 
                                                     Inactive Ingredients only 
 NO.|      DESCRIPTION       |    CATEGORY NAME    | PURCH |PURCH| PURCH | INV |RECIPE |RECIPE| RECIPE|ALT REC|ALT REC|ALT REC  
    |                        |                     | PRICE |UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS | COST  |MULTIPL| UNITS | COST    
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
40001 BACON                   MEAT                    75.56 CASE    30.00 LB       1.00           2.52    1.00            2.52  
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Print Unit Exception  This option prints out a listing of ingredient items whose Purchase Unit of 
Measure and Inventory Unit of Measure have a logical exception.   We are checking to 
make sure that if the Purchase Multiplier is one, that means that the Purchase Unit of 
Measure label  has to be the same as the Inventory Unit of Measure label.  If the labels are 
different, then the Purchase Multiplier cannot be 1.   The listing prints out all the ingredient 
items that has a break in this logic. 

 
  We are also looking into logical exceptions between Inventory Unit of Measure and Recipe 

Unit of Measure.   We are checking to make sure that if the Recipe Multiplier is one, that 
means that the Recipe Unit of Measure label has to be the same as the Inventory Unit of 
Measure label.  If the labels are different, then the Recipe Multiplier cannot be 1.   The 
listing prints out all the ingredient items that has a break in this logic. 

 

 
 
 

 
OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE #1088                                                                                               PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 09/27/2004                                                                                   REPORT TIME:  9:20:10.54 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                       Inventory edit listing 
                                                           Unit Exception 
 NO.|      DESCRIPTION       |    CATEGORY NAME    | PURCH |PURCH| PURCH | INV |RECIPE |RECIPE| RECIPE|ALT REC|ALT REC|ALT REC  
    |                        |                     | PRICE |UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS|MULTIPL|UNITS | COST  |MULTIPL| UNITS | COST    
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
40401 A-1 SAUCE BOLD          FOOD OTHER              34.25 CASE    12.00 EACH     1.00           2.85    1.00            2.85  
* A-1 is on the list because there is no Recipe Unit of Measure 
41001 ABSOLUT CITRON          LIQUOR                  23.08 BTL      1.00 BTL      1.00 OZ       23.08    1.00           23.08 
* Absolut Citron is on the list because the Recipe Multiplier is 1, but the Inventory Units and Recipe units are the different. 
41120 ABSOLUT KURANT          LIQUOR                  15.26 CASE     1.00 BTL      1.00 OZ       15.26    1.00           15.26 
* Absolut Kurant is on the list because the purchase multiplier is 1, but the purchase and inventory labels are different.  
41003 ABSOLUT MANDARIN        LIQUOR                  15.26 BTL      2.00 BTL      1.00 OZ       15.26    1.00           15.26 
* Absolut Mandarin is on the list because the purchase multiplier is 2, but the purchase and inventory labels are the same.  
 

 
Exit to Master List Menu -  Returns you to the Master List menu. 
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Master List for Ingredient Items - Numerical Sort 
 

Above we covered only samples of alphabetical reports, the look and format of numerical reports is 
identical, see below, the difference being is that items are sorted in numerical order by their Menu Item 
number. Take the time to print samples of your own ingredient items, some reports in alphabetical order, 
other reports in numerical order to see the similarities and differences.  
 
Look at the alphabetical samples above to see report examples for Print Inactive and Print Unit Exception 
reports. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VENDOR LIST REPORT 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The VENDOR LIST is a print out of all the data values for your Vendors. Below are excerpts of 
sample reports. 

 
 

Full Report – Prints your vendor list in alphabetical order by vendor.  It is always useful to have a hard 
copy of this listing.  

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
20:44:06.82 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                            Vendor Data 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 AMEGG     AMERICAN EGG 
 P.O. BOXC 308,  WEST WARWICK, RI. 02893,   
 Items purchased: 
 6161 6162 6301 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 AUTOCR    AUTOCRAT INC. 
 P.O. BOX 6168,  PROVIDENCE, RI. 02940,   
 Items purchased: 
 6166 7402 6190 6381 6382 6386 6387 6177 6383 7423 6150 7506 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 CALISE    CALISE 
 10 ROSARIO DRIVE,  PROVIDENCE, RI 02909,   
 (401)943-1110 
 Items purchased: 
 5015 5005 5006 5013 5002 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 CENBEV    CENTRAL BEVERAGE 
 ,  ,   
 Items purchased: 
 7114 7054 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 COAST     COASTAL 
 P.O. BOX 9267,  ,   
 Items purchased: 
 6043 6046 6012 6032 6026 6016 6023 6021 6014 6003 6005 7403 5069 6081 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 COKE      COCA-COLA 
 ,  ,   
 Items purchased: 
 6390 6391 6393 6399 6392 6394 6395 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 COPLY     COPLEY DISTRIBUTORS INC. 
 158 NARRAGANSETT AVE.,  PROVIDENCE, RI. 02907,   
 Items purchased: 
 7016 7002 7026 7142 7127 7132 7140 7107 7126 7322 7305 7131 7125 7104 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 DEROB     M. DE ROBBIO & SONS, INC. 
 2 AMHERST STREET,  PROVIDENCE, RI 02909,   
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 (401)831-3801 
 Items purchased: 
 6131 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 

Vendor Code – Prints your vendor list in alphabetical order by the vendor code you have assigned to 
each vendor. 

 
The first piece of data printed is the Vendor Code, the other values are name of Vendor, address, and 

phone number information and items purchased from the vendor. 
 

The Vendor Code list is a report that you will need to access while entering invoices to make sure you 
know the Code of the Vendor to access the Vendor worksheet.  Look back at Section 8 for additional 
information on Vendor Worksheets and how to create and edit them. 
 
 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                 REPORT TIME: 20:55:18.34 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                Vendor Code List 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  AMEGG    AMERICAN EGG 
  AUTOCR   AUTOCRAT INC. 
  CALISE   CALISE 
  CENBEV   CENTRAL BEVERAGE 
  COAST    COASTAL 
  COKE     COCA-COLA 
  COPLY    COPLEY DISTRIBUTORS INC. 
  DEROB    M. DE ROBBIO & SONS, INC. 
  DILANA   DILANNA EGG FARMS 
  FRADIN   CHARLES FRADIN INC. 
  HALLS    HALLSMITH SYSCO FOOD INC. 
  JAR      JAR BAKERS SUPPLY 
  JPFOOD   JP FOODSERVICE,  INC. 
  KORB     KORB BAKING COMPANY 
  KRAFT    KRAFT FOODSERVICE 
  LANCE    LANCE INC. 
  LINC     LINCOLN PACKING CO. 
  MARTIN   A.J. MARTIN 
  MCMOR    MCLAUGHLIN & MORAN INC. 
  MORG B   MORGAN BAKERY 
  MORG F   MORGAN FROZEN 
  MORG L   MORGAN LIQUOR 
  MORG P   MORGAN-PREP 
  N.VERM   NEW VERMONT CREAMERY 
  NATURE   NATURES BEST 
  NISSEN   JOHN NISSEN BAKING COMPANY 
  OCEDAR   OCEAN STATE DAIRY 
  PAULWM   PAUL W. MARKS CO., INC. 
  PORINO   PORINO'S 
  PRBEV    PROVIDENCE BEVERAGE CO. 
  PRNEWP   PROVIDENCE NEWPORT DIST. CO. 
  ROCH     ROCH'S PRODUCE 
  SIRAVO   A. T. SIRAVO 
  TARPY    TARPY'S INC. 
  TONY     TONY'S SEAFOOD INC. 
  VIRGN    VIRGINIA & SPANISH PEANUT CO. 
  WAYNE    WAYNE DISTRIBUTING CO. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

INVENTORY WORKSHEET 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The INVENTORY WORKSHEET is a form that is created for the purpose of entering inventory counts.  

Information on making the form is included in Section 9, EDIT INVENTORY WORKSHEET.   This form is 
also used to enter inventory into the POSitouch System.  The order of ingredient items on the Inventory 
Worksheet is the same order that items will appear when Entering Inventory. 

 
When changes are made to Ingredient Items in the Inventory database, these changes are not 

reflected in the Inventory Worksheet.  Therefore, be sure to make changes in your Inventory Worksheet 
whenever the changes in ingredient items involve the way they are counted.  

 

 
 

Print All Pages – Prints the inventory worksheet pages that you have created. 
 

The Inventory Worksheet is usually printed in columns.  The left most column is the description of the 
Ingredient Item.  The second column is the purchase price and inventory unit of measure for the Ingredient 
Item.  The third column is space for the actual inventory count.  This same order is repeated for columns 
four - description, five - purchase price / inventory unit of measure and six,- space for actual inventory 
count. 

 

 
 

Print Selected Pages – Allows you to select the first and last page to print to printer or to screen. 
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/06/2007                                 REPORT TIME: 21:12:54.22 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               INVENTORY WORKSHEET --- DATE: ___/___  Page:  1- 1 
ITEM                COST/UNIT           ITEM                 COST/UNIT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       BREADS            /    |        |CUKE, WHOLE         16.00/CA75|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
12" SPLIT ROLL       0.92/4/BG|        |FIELD GREENS-MESCUL  3.50/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7IN SPLIT ROLLS      1.07/6/BG|        |KALE                14.75/CA24|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BAGELS               2.15/DOZ |        |LEMONS              16.00/C140|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BOULE BREAD         14.50/CA28|        |LETTUCE, GR LEAF    20.50/CA24|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BULKY ROLLS          2.02/DOZ |        |LETTUCE, ICEBURG    19.00/CA24|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DELI MARBLE          2.08/LOAF|        |LETTUCE, ROMAINE    21.50/CA24|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DELI PUMP            2.08/LOAF|        |LIMES                0.20/EAC |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DELI RYE             2.08/LOAF|        |ONION, PEELED        0.90/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DINNER ROLLS        15.37/C150|        |ONIONS, RED          0.42/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DINNER ROLLS CALISE  0.95/12/B|        |ORANGES              0.20/EAC |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FOCACCIA ROLLS      20.34/CA60|        |PEPPERS, GREEN       0.90/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HAMBURG ROLLS        0.90/6/BG|        |PORTOBELLO MUSHROOM 10.50/CA13|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)   2.08/LOAF|        |POTATOES, DICED FRE  0.60/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PIEGA               18.33/CA50|        |POTATO, PEELED      11.50/BG30|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PITA BREAD           0.72/PK/4|        |POTATO BAKED (80)   11.00/CA80|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TORPEDO ROLLS        0.99/6/BG|        |SCALLIONS            0.35/BUNC|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WHITE BREAD          1.40/LOAF|        |TOMATOES 6X7         0.58/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       PRODUCE           /    |        |STRAWBERRIES        20.00/CS12|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BABY CARROTS         1.25/LB  |        |TOMATOES, CHERRY    13.00/C360|        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BEAN SPROUTS         0.95/BUNC|        |VEG BATCH            1.52/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BLANCED MUSH.        6.86/CONT|        |VEG MEDLEY MIX       1.50/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BROCCOLI             1.50/LB  |        |VEG JULIENNE MIX     1.50/LB  |        | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CABBAGE, RED         0.30/LB  |        |                         /    |        | 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

FOOD USAGE REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The FOOD USAGE REPORT  is one of the most important reports in the Inventory System.  The report 

was briefly discussed in the Introduction. The Food Usage Report provides inventory counts plus 
purchases, minus items sold, to arrive at a theoretical usage.  This figure is then compared with the actual 
ending inventory count; the difference is the variance between the theoretical and actual figures.   Below 
we describe each column of the report and explain how the values are derived and/or calculated so that 
you can understand the basis of each number. 

 
 

 
  

 
 

The selection of an Inventory Period should be understandable when trying to print a Food Usage 
Report.  After all, we enter Purchase information for a specific Inventory Period; we enter Inventory counts 
for a specific Inventory period and we Collect Sales Data for a specific Inventory Period, so it should follow 
that we print reports for that same Inventory Period.   
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You can run Food Usage Reports for more than one, consecutive period. This is useful if we neglected 

to enter inventory or enter purchases in one inventory period, but do so in the next.  If we run a report for 
just one of the weeks our variances will be skewed in one week because we entered no purchases  and 
skewed in the other week because we entered our purchases for two weeks.  Obviously, collecting sales 
data for the two inventory periods is required.   

 
By running a report for two consecutive inventory periods the data is back in synch, because we are 

looking at two weeks and the values are simply added together.  Our variances are no longer skewed, we 
now have good data to analyze.  

 
Food Usage Report – Print Full Report 

 
Print Full Report This report requires that you select alphabetical or numerical sort order for your 

ingredient items before beginning to print the report. 
 
By default the food usage report is sorted by Ingredient Categories and then alphabetically or 

numerically within the Ingredient Category.  Our suggestion is to flip back and forth or make yourself a 
photocopy of the report to follow along with the textual explanation of the columns and how they are 
calculated. 

 
The first thing to note is that you have, in fact, properly selected the inventory period you wish to print 

and for the correct number of weeks.  
 

Food Usage Report for: YOUR RESTAURANT for 1 week(s) ending 07/07/07                                                                                    07/07/07 
 
 

--------ITEM -------                                       ------ UNIT USAGE -----   ---- DOLLAR USAGE ----- 
                        UNIT   UNIT   INV     UNITS   INV          GUEST                    GUEST              PERCENT 
NUMBER  DESCRIPTION     MEAS   COST   START  BOUGHT   END   ACTUAL CHECKS VARIANCE  ACTUAL  CHECKS  VARIANCE   VARIANCE 
======= =============   =====  ===== ====== =======  ====  ======= ====== ========= ======= ======= =========  ========= 
-BREAD- 
5001     BAGELS          DOZ.  5.00   0.75   15.00   5.00    10.75   10.25    0.50    53.75    51.25   2.50      4.65 

5003     BULKY ROLLS     DOZ.  1.54   8.00   35.00   3.00    40.00   35.00    5.00    61.60    53.90   7.70     12.50 
5006     12in. SPLT RL   DOZ.  2.59  14.00   13.00   3.00    24.00   50.44   26.44    62.21   130.73  68.53    110.16 
5014     BOULE-WHITE     CASE  2.59   1.78    3.00   1.92     2.86    3.89    1.03    35.52    48.55  12.83     36.11 
 
 

It is organized from left to right with Item specific values, Unit Usage and then Dollar Usage 
information. 

 
---ITEM--- 
 
Number is the Ingredient Item Number. 
 
Description is the name of the Ingredient Item. 
 
Unit of Measure is the Inventory unit of measure as it appears in the Ingredient Item Record. 
 
Unit Cost is the cost per Inventory unit of measure of the Ingredient Item.  This value is derived from 

the last price entered in purchases for that Inventory Period.  It is the figure in the  Cost per Unit 
column in Adjust Inventory for the given Inventory Period.  If this figure is incorrect in the report, 
then correct it in Adjust Inventory, re-Collect Item Sales Data and reprint the report. 

 
Inv Start is the ending Inventory count for this Ingredient Item from the previous period.  Remember, 

the ending Inventory from the previous period becomes the starting inventory for the succeeding 
period.  If this figure is incorrect, then go to the Ending Inventory column in Adjust Inventory, 
correct it, re-Collect Item Sales Data and reprint the report.  
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Units Bought is the number of Ingredient Items purchased during this Inventory period.  If this figure is 
incorrect, then go to Quantity Added column in Adjust Inventory, correct this number, re-Collect 
Item Sales Data and reprint the report. 

 
Inv End is the ending Inventory count for this Ingredient Item in this Inventory Period.   If this figure is 

incorrect, then go to the Ending Inventory column in Adjust Inventory for this Inventory Period, 
correct it, re-Collect Item Sales Data and reprint the report. 

 
--- UNIT USAGE --- 
 
Actual is a computed figure, which means the Actual Usage based on the following formula. 
 
 (START INV + UNITS BOUGHT) - INV END = ACTUAL USAGE 
 
   What this means is that you should always be able to calculate Actual Usage for an Ingredient Item  

from the values on the Food Usage Report. 
 
 In the example below  the formula translates this way for Bagels. 
 
 (START INV + UNITS BOUGHT) - INV END = ACTUAL USAGE 
 ( .75 Dz.   +     15 Dz.   ) -  5.0 Dz. =    10.75 Dz. 
 
 And it works this way for Bulky Rolls: 
 
 (START INV + UNITS BOUGHT) - INV END = ACTUAL USAGE 
 (  8.0 Dz.  +     35 Dz.   ) -  3.0 Dz. =    40.0 Dz. 
 
   The above numbers are input (typed) into the system through Enter Inventory  and Enter 

Purchases.  If they are incorrect, correct them in Adjust Inventory, re-Collect Item Sales Data and 
reprint the report.  This number has to be correct, since it will be the basis of comparison with 
Guest Checks and determines the Variance figure for this Ingredient Item. 

 
Guest Checks is the Food Usage figure from items sold in Order Entry, introduced into the Inventory 

system by Collecting Item Sales Data.  This figure includes Items Deleted - Prepared.  Check 
your DELETION REASONS in SETUP to see which reasons result in items being included as 
prepared.  If this figure is wrong, consult the section 12 - COLLECT ITEM SALES DATA for 
solutions.  One option is to change the value in Adjust Inventory for Guest Checks and reprint the 
report.  This is impractical for more than just a few Ingredient Items.  

 
Variance is the Actual Usage minus Guest Check usage.  Presented in a formula the number is  

derived in the following fashion: 
 
   ACTUAL - GUEST CHECKS = VARIANCE 
 
 If the actual figure is less than Guest Checks, then the variance figure will be negative.  There are 

many legitimate reasons for large variances. Let us outline a few places to look: 
  
 • Errors in data entry of invoices or errors in inventory counts.   
 
 • Incorrect recipes that erroneously double or triple the amount of usage  through Guest Checks.  
 
 • Overcooking, no portion control, hungry staff(?)... resulting in less yield. 
 
 • Waste  not entered into the system as a negative purchase for a Vendor called Waste could also 

account for a unexplained variance SEE: ENTER PURCHASES for more information.    
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 • Deletions not being properly entered into the Order Entry system, therefore, the guest check 
usage figure is lower causing a higher positive variance. Note that Deletion Reasons wrongly 
labeled prepared Y, will result in a negative variance.  
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  • Lastly, control problems should not be ruled out.  
    

 Are you counting at receiving?  
 Is Data Entry being verified? 
 Are inventory counts periodically double-checked? 
 Are your recipes correct? 

 
The variance figure is your management index, it tells you that you have a problem; it is up to you to 

figure out what is the problem. 
 
--- DOLLAR USAGE --- 
 
The remaining figures in the report are computed from values explained above. 
 
Actual Dollar Usage is the Actual Usage number multiplied by Unit Cost; the formula follows: 

  
  ACTUAL x UNIT COST = ACTUAL DOLLAR USAGE  

 
For Bagels the $53.75 figure is calculated in this way: 
 

  ACTUAL x UNIT COST = ACTUAL DOLLAR USAGE 
  10.75  x   $5.00   =       $53.75 
 
 And for Bulky Rolls the $61.60 figure is calculated in this way:  
 
  ACTUAL x UNIT COST = ACTUAL DOLLAR USAGE 
  40.00  x   $1.54   =       $61.60 
 

Guest Check Dollar Usage is the Guest Check  Usage number multiplied by Unit Cost; the formula 
follows: 

  
    GUEST CHECK x UNIT COST = GUEST CHECK DOLLAR USAGE  

 
For Bagels the $51.25 figure is calculated in this way: 
 

    GUEST CHECK x UNIT COST = GUEST CHECK DOLLAR USAGE  
  10.25  x   $5.00   =       $51.25 
 
 And for Bulky Rolls the $53.90 figure is calculated in this way:  
 
    GUEST CHECK x UNIT COST = GUEST CHECK DOLLAR USAGE  
  35.00  x   $1.54   =       $53.90 
 

Guest Check Dollar Variance is the Actual Dollar Usage minus Guest Dollar Usage gives you the 
Guest Check Dollar Variance; the formula follows: 

  
    ACTUAL $ USAGE - GUEST CHECK $ USAGE = $ VARIANCE  

 
For Bagels the dollar variance is $2.50 and is calculated in this way: 
 

    ACTUAL $ USAGE - GUEST CHECK $ USAGE = $ VARIANCE  
          $53.75   -          $51.25     =    $2.50 
 

For Bulky Rolls the dollar variance is $7.70 and is calculated in this way: 
 

    ACTUAL $ USAGE - GUEST CHECK $ USAGE = $ VARIANCE  
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          $61.60   -          $53.90     =    $7.70 
 

Percent Variance is the  Dollar Variance divided by the Actual Dollar Usage gives you the Percent  
Variance; the formula for Bagels follows: 

 
        $ VARIANCE / ACTUAL $ USAGE = VARIANCE PER CENT 
           $2.50   /      $53.75    =       4.65% 

 
 This same percentage can be calculated by dividing the variance by the actual item count. 
 
Below is another sample report. Can you make sense of the numbers? Totals are available in this 

report, but the purpose of this report is to concentrate on detail. 
 

GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/07/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
21:52:12.12 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                           FOOD USAGE FULL REPORT for 07/02/07 - 07/08/07 
------------------------------ ITEM -------------------------------   ------ UNIT USAGE -----   ---- VALUE USAGE ----- 
                               UNIT    UNIT    INV    UNITS     INV            GUEST                     GUEST            PERCENT 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST   START  TRANSACT   END   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE  VARIANCE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 Bread 
   5001  BAGELS                DOZ     2.15    6.50    6.00    7.00     5.50    4.67    -0.83    11.82   10.03    -1.79    -15.15 
   5004  PITA BREAD            PK/4    0.72    4.00   36.00    6.50    33.50   26.50    -7.00    24.08   19.05    -5.03    -20.89 
   5005  HAMBURG ROLLS         6/BG    0.90    9.00   74.00   14.00    69.00   67.00    -2.00    62.10   60.30    -1.80     -2.90 
   5006  12" SPLIT ROLL        4/BG    0.97    0.00   45.00    7.00    38.00   39.06     1.06    36.96   37.99     1.03      2.80 
   5007  BULKY ROLLS           DOZ     2.02    0.00   29.00    1.50    27.50   23.50    -4.00    55.55   47.47    -8.08    -14.55 
   5008  DELI MARBLE           LOAF    2.08    0.80   23.00    3.50    20.30   15.50    -4.80    42.22   32.24    -9.98    -23.65 
   5009  7IN SPLIT ROLLS       6/BG    1.07    2.00   12.00    1.00    13.00    9.17    -3.83    13.92    9.82    -4.11    -29.49 
   5011  DINNER ROLLS CALISE   12/B    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00 
   5012  DELI PUMP             LOAF    2.08    4.50   17.00    1.00    20.50   18.86    -1.64    42.64   39.22    -3.42     -8.01 
   5014  BOULE BREAD           CA28   14.50    1.80    3.00    2.00     2.80    2.46    -0.34    40.60   35.73    -4.87    -11.99 
   5015  TORPEDO ROLLS         6/BG    0.99    6.00   34.00    7.00    33.00   28.17    -4.83    32.67   27.89    -4.79    -14.65 
   5016  MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)    LOAF    2.08    6.00   40.00    0.00    46.00   37.50    -8.50    95.68   78.00   -17.68    -18.48 
   5018  FOCACCIA ROLLS        CA60   20.34    1.20    3.00    0.80     3.40    3.55     0.15    69.16   72.21     3.05      4.41 
   5019  TOMATO TORT           CA10   26.13    2.00    2.00    3.10     0.90    0.57    -0.33    23.52   14.89    -8.62    -36.67 
   5026  PIEGA                 CA50   18.33    1.80    0.00    1.00     0.80    0.52    -0.28    14.66    9.53    -5.13    -35.00 

… 
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Food Usage Report – Print Critical Items 
 

 
Print critical items Critical items are set up in SETUP OPTIONS > CRITICAL ITEMS.  You determine 
how many of the critical items you will print in the report from this screen by selecting a value in Number of 
worst items to print. In our case below, the value is 50. These are items that you want to keep on a short 
leash.   These items define your business because of their cost or the quantity of items sold. This report 
helps you keep an eye on just those items that you have defined as critical.  

 

  
 
 

After you select print critical items report, you need to determine a sorting order.  The report below is sorted 
by Amt Variance or dollar variance.  It is the same Food Usage report, but because of our sorting order, it 
identifies items that may for one reason or other may be causing you problems.  This report can also be 
printed by % Variance .  
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
11:17:08.82 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                      FOOD USAGE CRITICAL ITEMS REPORT for 07/02/07 - 07/08/07 
------------------------------ ITEM -------------------------------   ------ UNIT USAGE -----   ---- VALUE USAGE ----- 
                               UNIT    UNIT    INV    UNITS     INV            GUEST                     GUEST            PERCENT 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST   START  TRANSACT   END   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE  VARIANCE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
   6045  TURKEY, COOKED        LB      2.79  220.80  396.26  159.70   457.36  363.44   -93.92  1276.03 1014.00  -262.03    -20.53 
   5038  LETTUCE, ICEBURG      CA24   11.50    2.00   21.00    1.50    21.50    9.83   -11.67   249.25  115.05  -134.20    -53.84 
   6017  CORN BEEF RAW         LB      2.64   24.30  175.85   50.50   149.65  104.32   -45.33   395.08  275.40  -119.68    -30.29 
   5021  BLANCED MUSH.         CONT    6.86    9.00   26.00    3.50    31.50   15.47   -16.03   216.01  106.09  -109.93    -50.89 
   6082  FRENCH FRIES          CA06   12.93   11.33   34.00    7.67    37.66   29.93    -7.73   486.94  386.97   -99.98    -20.53 
   6034  MEATLOAF              8#     16.82    2.00   12.00    1.00    13.00    7.77    -5.23   218.66  130.62   -88.04    -40.26 
   6058  SQUID RING            LB      2.35   43.00   50.00   14.00    79.00   43.68   -35.32   185.65  102.66   -82.99    -44.70 
   6119  SPAG. SAUCE           .5G     3.80    3.00   77.00    5.00    75.00   56.51   -18.49   285.00  214.73   -70.27    -24.66 
   6621  GARLIC MASHED POTATO  10#B   11.30    4.00   11.70    2.50    13.20    7.30    -5.90   149.16   82.49   -66.67    -44.70 
   5035  LETTUCE, ROMAINE      CA24   19.50    1.30    6.00    1.00     6.30    3.57    -2.73   123.50   70.30   -53.20    -43.08 
   6055  FISH                  LB      3.25    0.00  315.00   14.00   301.00  285.06   -15.94   978.25  926.45   -51.80     -5.29 
   6005  STEAK 12 OZ           EACH    5.39   17.00   32.00   14.00    35.00   26.00    -9.00   188.65  140.14   -48.51    -25.71 
   5120  CHILI                 .5GA    6.60    2.50   14.50    3.00    14.00    7.47    -6.53    92.40   49.29   -43.11    -46.65 
   6042  5OZ CUTLET FR         EACH    0.81  192.00 1324.80  321.00  1195.80 1150.00   -45.80   968.60  931.50   -37.10     -3.83 
   6006  STEAK TIPS            LB      3.29   34.00   60.00   36.00    58.00   47.00   -11.00   190.82  154.63   -36.19    -18.97 
   6012  BACON                 C300   25.90    2.00    9.00    2.50     8.50    7.31    -1.19   220.15  189.24   -30.91    -14.04 
   6603  MASH POTATOES         10#B    8.90    8.80   55.50    7.80    56.50   53.71    -2.79   502.85  478.04   -24.81     -4.93 
   6018  HAM RUSSER            LB      2.29   38.70   67.10   25.50    80.30   70.31    -9.99   183.89  161.02   -22.87    -12.44 
   5071  CHEESE/SHRED BLEND    LB      2.00   37.00   90.00   28.00    99.00   88.87   -10.13   198.16  177.89   -20.28    -10.23 
   6081  WING DINGS            CA02   30.76    4.25    3.00    3.50     3.75    3.15    -0.60   115.35   96.98   -18.37    -15.92 
   5016  MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)    LOAF    2.08    6.00   40.00    0.00    46.00   37.50    -8.50    95.68   78.00   -17.68    -18.48 
   6023  PASTRAMI              LB      3.52    6.50   41.35   15.70    32.15   27.26    -4.89   113.17   95.94   -17.22    -15.22 
   6066  SALAD, SEAF.          3#     14.24    0.63    9.50    2.61     7.52    6.35    -1.17   107.08   90.48   -16.60    -15.50 
   6026  TOP ROUND             LB      2.89   12.45   84.25   24.90    71.80   66.32    -5.48   207.50  191.65   -15.85     -7.64 
   6090  BREAD STUFFING        PAN    10.04    4.00   15.10    5.50    13.60   12.03    -1.57   136.54  120.79   -15.75    -11.53 
   6020  HAMBURG PATTIES       LB      1.60   35.00  246.00   27.00   254.00  244.31    -9.69   406.40  390.90   -15.50     -3.81 
   5010  DELI RYE              LOAF    2.08    0.00   86.00    3.00    83.00   75.71    -7.29   172.64  157.49   -15.15     -8.78 
   5108  POTATOES, DICED FRES  LB      0.60   30.00   80.00   35.00    75.00   49.88   -25.12    45.23   30.07   -15.15    -33.50 
   5017  WHITE BREAD           LOAF    1.40   10.00   97.00    5.00   102.00   91.66   -10.34   143.24  128.71   -14.53    -10.14 
   5070  CHEESE, WHITE         LB      1.68   43.00   40.00   30.00    53.00   46.75    -6.25    89.09   78.59   -10.51    -11.79 
   6065  SALAD, CHIX           5#     24.66    2.50    6.00    2.06     6.44    6.03    -0.41   163.66  153.58   -10.08     -6.16 
   5008  DELI MARBLE           LOAF    2.08    0.80   23.00    3.50    20.30   15.50    -4.80    42.22   32.24    -9.98    -23.65 
   6048  CHICKEN SPLIT FROZEN  EACH    1.54   54.00  144.00   60.00   138.00  132.00    -6.00   212.18  202.95    -9.23     -4.35 
   6011  SHAVE STEAK W         LB      1.89   10.80   24.00    3.40    31.40   27.50    -3.90    59.35   51.98    -7.37    -12.42 
   6003  STEAK 5 OZ            EACH    2.35    5.00   95.00    9.00    91.00   89.00    -2.00   213.85  209.15    -4.70     -2.20 
   6068  SALAD, TUNA           5#     17.40    2.88   14.20    1.69    15.39   15.12    -0.27   267.79  263.17    -4.61     -1.72 
   5012  DELI PUMP             LOAF    2.08    4.50   17.00    1.00    20.50   18.86    -1.64    42.64   39.22    -3.42     -8.01 
   5069  CHEESE, SWISS         LB      2.78   17.00   40.00   35.50    21.50   22.75     1.25    59.77   63.25     3.48      5.81 
   5068  CHEESE, MOZZ.         LB.     1.82   58.00   93.28   97.50    53.78   59.50     5.72    96.80  107.13    10.33     10.67 
   6070  CHICKEN FINGERS       C128   47.25    2.70    7.00    0.80     8.90    9.13     0.23   420.52  431.24    10.72      2.55 
 

 
% Variance - This report can also be printed by percent variance from the highest percent to the 

lowest.  We still are using only the critical item list. 
 

Food Usage Report for: YOUR RESTAURANT for 1 period (s) ending  07/08/07                                                                                      07/08/02 
 

--------ITEM -------                                        ------ UNIT USAGE -----   ---- DOLLAR USAGE ----- 
                        UNIT  UNIT    INV   UNITS    INV            GUEST                      GUEST              PER CENT 
NUMBER   DESCRIPTION    MEAS  COST  START   BOUGHT   END   ACTUAL  CHECKS  VARIANCE   ACTUAL   CHECKS    VARIANCE VARIANCE 
=======  =============  ===== ===== ======  =======  ====  ======= ====== =========  =======  =======   ========= ========= 
 
6181     FRY MAX  CAS 20.45 1.00 10.00    0.00  11.00     0.00 -11.00  224.95 0.00 -224.95 -100.00 
6141     CATSUP 14oz CAS. 15.50 8.00 7.00    8.34 6.74     0.00 -6.74 104.47 0.00 -104.47 -100.00 
6084 ONION RINGS CAS. 20.00  2.87 7.00    1.50 8.37  4.61 -3.76 167.40 92.19 -75.21 -44.93 
6066 SALAD,SEAFD  3# 13.98 2.30 13.00    2.34  12.96 9.06 -3.90 181.18  126.69 -54.49 -30.07 
6057 SCALLOPS LBS. 6.69 50.50 36.00   42.50  44.00 35.97 -8.03 294.54  240.78 -53.76 -18.25 
6065 SALAD,CHIX   5#. 32.89 3.30 9.00    2.60 9.70 8.69 -1.01 319.03 285.94 -33.10 -10.37 
6081 WING DINGS CAS. 27.90 2.00 10.00    2.00  10.00 9.00 -1.00 279.00 251.10 -27.90 -10.00 
6212 BR/ GRAVY GAL 2.09 3.00 39.00    5.00  27.00 26.34 -10.66 77.33 55.06 -22.27 -28.80  
6068 SA:AD. TUNA 5#. 17.02 2.50 18.00    3.80  16.70 15.50 -1.20 284.23 263.81 -20.42 -7.19 
6012 BACON. CAS 23.26 4.34 6.00    3.34 7.00 6.29 -0.71 162.82 146.31 -16.51 -10.14 
5045 POTATO,BAKED CAS 10.76 1.00 11.00    4.00 8.00  8.72 0.72 86.00  93.70 7.70 8.96 
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Food Usage Report – Summary Report 

 
Summary Report - This report has the same structure and format as the other food usage reports, but 

it summarizes information by Ingredient Category.  It gives you the opportunity to see if a 
specific ingredient category is off the mark in terms of food usage variance. 

 

 
 

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
11:59:56.81 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                         FOOD USAGE SUMMARY REPORT for 07/02/07 - 07/08/07 
                                 INV       UNITS        INV     -------- UNIT USAGE --------     ------- VALUE USAGE ------- 
CATEGORY                        START    TRANSACT       END     ACTUAL     CHECKS   VARIANCE     ACTUAL     CHECKS   VARIANCE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Bread                           68.00     559.00      74.40     552.60     483.52     -69.08    1702.22    1381.94    -320.28 
Fruit                            9.50     119.00       2.00     126.50     106.24     -20.26      86.20      45.82     -40.38 
Vegetables                     106.35    1303.20     158.50    1251.05    1018.58    -232.47    2014.01    1570.38    -443.63 
Dairy                          233.94     475.28     291.99     417.23     346.88     -70.35    1033.69     801.16    -232.53 
Steaks                          66.80     211.00      62.40     215.40     189.50     -25.90     652.67     555.90     -96.77 
Meats                          251.95     866.67     290.40     828.23     735.10     -93.13    2122.04    1842.43    -279.61 
Poultry                        467.05    1867.06     541.26    1792.85    1647.03    -145.82    2485.37    2175.39    -309.98 
Seafood                         83.00     468.00      48.50     502.50     438.09     -64.41    1773.44    1586.86    -186.58 
F Appetizers                    25.41      52.00      17.73      59.68      49.13     -10.55    1293.93    1128.58    -165.35 
F Misc.                         13.54      13.00      13.69      12.85      13.30       0.45     204.43     221.61      17.19 
Sauces                          24.90      38.00      33.80      29.10       9.67     -19.43     158.04      51.83    -106.21 
Dressing                        32.10      24.00      30.90      25.20      12.07     -13.13     180.80      86.49     -94.31 
Stock Room                     119.02     159.18     129.72     148.48     117.78     -30.70    1138.90     863.90    -275.00 
Coffee/Tea                     112.24     143.00     145.64     109.60      52.14     -57.46     435.75     204.90    -230.85 
Soda                            41.30      17.00      39.79      18.51      11.10      -7.41     402.77     223.54    -179.23 
Juices                         152.00      17.00      95.00      74.00      59.27     -14.73      61.53      52.45      -9.08 
C Dress/Sauce/Gravy             21.00     225.00      22.50     223.50     151.12     -72.38    1070.94     674.12    -396.82 
C Miscellaneous                 54.51     366.30     138.36     282.45     248.69     -33.76    1324.30    1303.90     -20.39 
C Soup                          28.00     188.00      21.80     194.20     142.55     -51.65    1665.31    1239.77    -425.53 
C Prep Veggies                  22.30      85.80      15.30      92.80      80.08     -12.72     951.04     823.11    -127.92 
Not in recipes                 108.89     110.40      94.89     124.40       4.69    -119.71     625.35      17.84    -607.51 
Service Bar                     56.62      74.00      66.04      64.58      55.14      -9.44      66.85      19.13     -47.72 
Liquor                         454.17     597.45     997.19      54.43      48.59      -5.84     776.72     673.21    -103.52 
Beer                            81.95      10.00      73.95      18.00      17.38      -0.62     273.63     264.75      -8.88 
Draft Beer                       4.10       4.00       5.90       2.20       2.13      -0.07     133.97     136.57       2.60 
Wine                           334.33      60.00     294.90      99.43      97.25      -2.18     460.96     452.79      -8.17 
Keg Wine                         6.40       0.00       5.50       0.90       0.91       0.01     100.76     101.57       0.81 
C Finished Bakery               68.78     181.00      62.16     187.62     184.68      -2.94    1516.13    1471.42     -44.71 
2 Way Ingredients              259.47     103.98     288.85      74.60      39.26     -35.35     150.94      82.60     -68.34 
Bakery Ingredients             702.57     113.81     878.42     -62.04      48.03     110.06     204.12     212.88       8.76 
C Unfinished Bakery            146.00       1.03     129.42      17.61       2.00     -15.61      91.03      15.64     -75.39 
Cream Room Batches             527.25     171.41     562.00     136.66     137.50       0.84      64.30     134.61      70.31 
Desserts Produced               39.96     826.50      69.53     796.93     706.43     -90.50    3592.45    3445.19    -147.26 
Not used                         0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00       0.00 
Bakery paper                     0.00      47.00       0.00      47.00       0.00     -47.00     112.40       0.00    -112.40 
China/Glass                      0.00      29.00       0.00      29.00       0.00     -29.00     811.06       0.00    -811.06 
Other Paper                      0.00      25.00       0.00      25.00       0.00     -25.00     354.61       0.00    -354.61 
Placemat/Napkin                  0.00       8.00       0.00       8.00       0.00      -8.00     303.32       0.00    -303.32 
Silverware                       0.00      24.00       0.00      24.00       0.00     -24.00      48.03       0.00     -48.03 
Dessert Boxes                    0.00      11.00       0.00      11.00       0.00     -11.00     204.25       0.00    -204.25 
Takeout Paper                    0.00      26.01       0.00      26.01       0.00     -26.01     564.42       0.00    -564.42 
MISC                             0.00     601.24       0.00     601.24       0.00    -601.24     701.14       0.00    -701.14 
Clean Supplies                  26.05       8.00      46.97     -12.92       0.00      12.92     285.07       0.00    -285.07 
Gregg's Stuff                   80.00       0.00      80.00       0.00       2.50       2.50       0.00       3.61       3.61 
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… 
Totals … 
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Food Usage Report – Summary Report 
 
By Category Group – Ingredient Categories can be linked to Category Groups.  Category Groups are 

set up in SETUP OPTIONS > CATEGORY GROUP NAMES.  Once they are defined, they can 
be linked to your Ingredient Categories in SETUP OPTIONS > INGREDIENT CATEGORIES > 
ADD/CHANGE CATEGORY. To summarize, ingredient items are linked to ingredient 
categories.  Ingredient categories are linked to ingredient group names. 

 

 
 

 
 The selection above would on print ingredient items in the Food, Liquor, Bakery and Other 

Category Groups in numerical order. 
 

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
12:35:53.29 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                      FOOD USAGE CATEGORY GROUP REPORT for 07/02/07 - 07/08/07 
------------------------------ ITEM -------------------------------   ------ UNIT USAGE -----   ---- VALUE USAGE ----- 
                               UNIT    UNIT    INV    UNITS     INV            GUEST                     GUEST            PERCENT 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST   START  TRANSACT   END   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE   ACTUAL  CHECKS VARIANCE  VARIANCE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Food : Bread 
   5001  BAGELS                DOZ     2.15    6.50    6.00    7.00     5.50    4.67    -0.83    11.82   10.03    -1.79    -15.15 
   5003  DINNER ROLLS          C150   15.37   12.40   52.00   11.00    53.40   39.13   -14.27   820.76  601.38  -219.38    -26.73 
   5004  PITA BREAD            PK/4    0.72    4.00   36.00    6.50    33.50   26.50    -7.00    24.08   19.05    -5.03    -20.89 
   5005  HAMBURG ROLLS         6/BG    0.90    9.00   74.00   14.00    69.00   67.00    -2.00    62.10   60.30    -1.80     -2.90 
   5006  12" SPLIT ROLL        4/BG    0.97    0.00   45.00    7.00    38.00   39.06     1.06    36.96   37.99     1.03      2.80 
   5007  BULKY ROLLS           DOZ     2.02    0.00   29.00    1.50    27.50   23.50    -4.00    55.55   47.47    -8.08    -14.55 
   5008  DELI MARBLE           LOAF    2.08    0.80   23.00    3.50    20.30   15.50    -4.80    42.22   32.24    -9.98    -23.65 
   5009  7IN SPLIT ROLLS       6/BG    1.07    2.00   12.00    1.00    13.00    9.17    -3.83    13.92    9.82    -4.11    -29.49 
   5010  DELI RYE              LOAF    2.08    0.00   86.00    3.00    83.00   75.71    -7.29   172.64  157.49   -15.15     -8.78 
   5011  DINNER ROLLS CALISE   12/B    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00 
   5012  DELI PUMP             LOAF    2.08    4.50   17.00    1.00    20.50   18.86    -1.64    42.64   39.22    -3.42     -8.01 
   5014  BOULE BREAD           CA28   14.50    1.80    3.00    2.00     2.80    2.46    -0.34    40.60   35.73    -4.87    -11.99 
   5015  TORPEDO ROLLS         6/BG    0.99    6.00   34.00    7.00    33.00   28.17    -4.83    32.67   27.89    -4.79    -14.65 
   5016  MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)    LOAF    2.08    6.00   40.00    0.00    46.00   37.50    -8.50    95.68   78.00   -17.68    -18.48 
   5017  WHITE BREAD           LOAF    1.40   10.00   97.00    5.00   102.00   91.66   -10.34   143.24  128.71   -14.53    -10.14 
   5018  FOCACCIA ROLLS        CA60   20.34    1.20    3.00    0.80     3.40    3.55     0.15    69.16   72.21     3.05      4.41 
   5019  TOMATO TORT           CA10   26.13    2.00    2.00    3.10     0.90    0.57    -0.33    23.52   14.89    -8.62    -36.67 
   5026  PIEGA                 CA50   18.33    1.80    0.00    1.00     0.80    0.52    -0.28    14.66    9.53    -5.13    -35.00 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
Total: ( Bread                    )           68.00  559.00   74.40   552.60  483.52   -69.08  1702.22 1381.94  -320.28 
 
Food : Fruit 
   5028  CANTELOPE             EAC     1.50    1.00    7.00    1.00     7.00    6.50    -0.50    10.50    9.75    -0.75     -7.14 
   5037  LEMONS                C140   15.00    0.50    4.00    1.00     3.50    1.09    -2.41    52.50   16.34   -36.16    -68.88 
   5042  ORANGES               EAC     0.20    8.00  108.00    0.00   116.00   98.65   -17.35    23.20   19.73    -3.47    -14.96 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
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Total: ( Fruit                    )            9.50  119.00    2.00   126.50  106.24   -20.26    86.20   45.82   -40.38 
… 
… 
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Food Usage Report – Food Usage File Output 
 
  Food Usage File Output  – This is an ASCII file output listing actual dollar usage and guest check 

dollar usage of ingredient categories, which is written to the C:\OUTFILES directory under the 
name FUMMDDYY.PRN.  

 

 
 
The file is laid out in the following fashion: Ingredient Category, Actual Dollars usage, Guest Check 

Dollar Usage in this comma delimited file that is ready for import into an electronic spread 
sheet or database. 

 
"Bread",    1702.22,    1381.94 
"Fruit",    86.20,    45.82 
"Vegetables",    2014.01,    1570.38 
"Dairy",    1033.69,    801.16 
"Steaks",    652.67,    555.90 
"Meats",    2122.04,    1842.43 
"Poultry",    2485.37,    2175.39 
"Seafood",    1773.44,    1586.86 
"F Appetizers",    1293.93,    1128.58 
"F Misc.",    204.43,    221.61 
"Sauces",    158.04,    51.83 
"Dressing",    180.80,    86.49 
"Stock Room",    1138.90,    863.90 
"Coffee/Tea",    435.75,    204.90 
"Soda",    402.77,    223.54 
"Juices",    61.53,    52.45 
"C Dress/Sauce/Gravy",    1070.94,    674.12 
"C Miscellaneous",    1324.30,    1303.90 
"C Soup",    1665.31,    1239.77 
"C Prep Veggies",    951.04,    823.11 
"Not in recipes",    625.35,    17.84 
"Service Bar",    66.85,    19.13 
"Liquor",    776.72,    673.21 
"Beer",    273.63,    264.75 
"Draft Beer",    133.97,    136.57 
"Wine",    460.96,    452.79 
"Keg Wine",    100.76,    101.57 
"C Finished Bakery",    1516.13,    1471.42 
"2 Way Ingredients",    150.94,    82.60 
"Bakery Ingredients",    204.12,    212.88 
"C Unfinished Bakery",    91.03,    15.64 
"Cream Room Batches",    64.30,    134.61 
"Desserts Produced",    3592.45,    3445.19 
"Not used",    0.00,    0.00 
"Bakery paper",    112.40,    0.00 
"China/Glass",    811.06,    0.00 
"Other Paper",    354.61,    0.00 
"Placemat/Napkin",    303.32,    0.00 
"Silverware",    48.03,    0.00 
"Dessert Boxes",    204.25,    0.00 
"Takeout Paper",    564.42,    0.00 
"MISC",    701.14,    0.00 
"Clean Supplies",    285.07,    0.00 
"Gregg's Stuff",    0.00,    3.61 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

COST OF GOODS ON HAND REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
COST OF GOODS ON HAND:  This report provides you with the value of your on hand inventory.  

The figure is provided by multiplying the ingredient item count times the cost per unit to give you an 
extended cost of your on hand inventory.  The report is printed in Ingredient Category order and, then, 
within each category, it is ordered alphabetically or numerically.    
 

 
 
As with most Inventory Reports, the System has to know the inventory period for which you want to run 

the  Cost of Goods on Hand report. Select the End date of the inventory period you wish to print and the 
sort order desired, numerical or alphabetical.     
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Cost of Goods on Hand – Full Report 
 
 
Print Full Report What follows is an excerpt of a full cost of goods on hand report.  The column 

headers and the data they represent are explained below the report.  
 

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                 REPORT TIME: 14:35:03.44 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       COST OF GOODS ON HAND for 07/08/07 
   ITEM   DESCRIPTION               UNIT      UNIT      UNIT   EXTENSION 
    ID                              MEAS      COST     COUNT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Bread 
   5001   BAGELS                    DOZ     2.1483      7.00     15.0383 
   5003   DINNER ROLLS              C150   15.3700     11.00    169.0700 
   5004   PITA BREAD                PK/4    0.7189      6.50      4.6728 
   5005   HAMBURG ROLLS             6/BG    0.9000     14.00     12.6000 
   5006   12" SPLIT ROLL            4/BG    0.9725      7.00      6.8075 
   5007   BULKY ROLLS               DOZ     2.0200      1.50      3.0300 
   5008   DELI MARBLE               LOAF    2.0800      3.50      7.2800 
   5009   7IN SPLIT ROLLS           6/BG    1.0711      1.00      1.0711 
   5010   DELI RYE                  LOAF    2.0800      3.00      6.2400 
   5011    DINNER ROLLS CALISE      12/B    0.0000      0.00      0.0000 
   5012   DELI PUMP                 LOAF    2.0800      1.00      2.0800 
   5014   BOULE BREAD               CA28   14.5000      2.00     29.0000 
   5015   TORPEDO ROLLS             6/BG    0.9900      7.00      6.9300 
   5016   MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)        LOAF    2.0800      0.00      0.0000 
   5017   WHITE BREAD               LOAF    1.4043      5.00      7.0215 
   5018    FOCACCIA ROLLS           CA60   20.3400      0.80     16.2720 
   5019    TOMATO TORT              CA10   26.1300      3.10     81.0030 
   5026   PIEGA                     CA50   18.3300      1.00     18.3300 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Total:                                                       386.4462  
 
 Fruit 
   5028   CANTELOPE                 EAC     1.5000      1.00      1.5000 
   5037   LEMONS                    C140   15.0000      1.00     15.0000 
   5042   ORANGES                   EAC     0.2000      0.00      0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Total:                                                        16.5000  
 
 
   Grand Total:                                               26069.7737  

     
 

UNIT MEAS This column is the Inventory Unit of Measure from the Ingredient item record in Inventory. 
 
UNIT COST This column is the purchase price divided by the purchase multiplier, which gives you the 

cost per inventory unit. 
 
UNIT COUNT This column is the ending inventory tally for the inventory period printed. 
 
EXTENSION This column represents the value of the on hand goods, i.e., count multiplied by cost per 

unit.   
 
TOTAL The report provides sub-totals by ingredient category and a grand total.   
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Cost of Goods on Hand – Summary Report 
 
Summary Report The summary report of the Cost of Goods On Hand prints only the sub-totals of the 

Ingredient Categories .  The counts for inventory period are multiplied by the cost per unit for 
ingredient item, then the extensions are added together to provide you with the summary cost 
of goods on hand figures.  
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                  REPORT TIME: 14:45:39.48 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       COST OF GOODS ON HAND for 07/08/07 
   CATEGORY                                                    EXTENSION 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Bread                                                        386.4462  
   Fruit                                                         16.5000  
   Vegetables                                                   269.2259  
   Dairy                                                        654.0804  
   Steaks                                                       221.4760  
   Meats                                                        777.7657  
   Poultry                                                      807.2871  
   Seafood                                                      160.7375  
   F Appetizers                                                 399.6949  
   Sauces                                                       163.6639  
   Dressing                                                     221.3870  
   Stock Room                                                   888.1289  
   Coffee/Tea                                                   809.6376  
   Soda                                                         833.1802  
   Juices                                                        54.9921  
   C Dress/Sauce/Gravy                                          129.0350  
   C Miscellaneous                                              560.7820  
   C Soup                                                       194.7120  
   C Prep Veggies                                               170.9200  
   Service Bar                                                  269.4639  
   Liquor                                                      6662.0882  
   Beer                                                        1170.4607  
   Draft Beer                                                   307.5551  
   Wine                                                        1414.2922  
…  
… 
   Grand Total:                                               26069.7737  
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Cost of Goods on Hand – File Asset 

  
File Asset: The Asset File is an ASCII file created in the C:\OUTFILES directory.  The file’s name is 

ASMMDDYY.PRN.  The file is comma delimited.  The first field is the Ingredient Category 
Name, the second field is the asset account number and the third is the extension cost of 
goods for that Ingredient Category. This report also requires you to select an inventory period. 

 
"Bread","500010",    386.45  
"Fruit","500010",     16.50  
"Vegetables","500010",    269.23  
"Dairy","500010",    654.08  
"Steaks","500010",    221.48  
"Meats","500010",    777.77  
"Poultry","500010",    807.29  
"Seafood","500010",    160.74  
"F Appetizers","500010",    399.70  
"F Misc.","500010",    229.35  
"Sauces","500010",    163.66  
"Dressing","500010",    221.39  
"Stock Room","500010",    888.13  
"Coffee/Tea","500010",    809.64  
"Soda","500010",    833.18  
"Juices","500010",     54.99  
"C Dress/Sauce/Gravy","500010",    129.04  
"C Miscellaneous","500010",    560.78  
"C Soup","500010",    194.71  
"C Prep Veggies","500010",    170.92  
"Not in recipes","500010",    807.54  
"Service Bar","510010",    269.46  
"Liquor","510010",   6662.09  
"Beer","510010",   1170.46  
"Draft Beer","510010",    307.56  
"Wine","510010",   1414.29  
"Keg Wine","510010",    615.73  
"C Finished Bakery","500510",    603.50  
"2 Way Ingredients","510010",    492.64  
"Bakery Ingredients","500510",   3136.76  
"C Unfinished Bakery","500510",    409.17  
"Cream Room Batches","500510",    491.78  
"Desserts Produced","500510",    300.21  
"Not used","500010",      0.00  
"Bakery paper","640003",      0.00  
"China/Glass","640009",      0.00  
"Other Paper","640048",      0.00  
"Placemat/Napkin","640051",      0.00  
"Silverware","640054",      0.00  
"Dessert Boxes","640015",      0.00  
"Takeout Paper","640055",      0.00  
"MISC","",      0.00  
"Clean Supplies","",    819.04  
"Gregg's Stuff","",    620.56  
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Cost of Goods on Hand – Category Group  

  
Category Group: The Asset File is an ASCII file created in the C:\OUTFILES directory.  The file’s 

name is ASMMDDYY.PRN.  The file is comma delimited.  The first field is the Ingredient 
Category Name, the second field is the asset account number and the third is the extension 
cost of goods for that Ingredient Category. This report also requires you to select an inventory 
period. 

 

 
 

 
GREGG'S RESTAURANT WARWICK                                             PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                 REPORT TIME: 13:23:28.43 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           COST OF GOODS ON HAND CATEGORY GROUP REPORT for 07/07/2007 
   ITEM   DESCRIPTION               UNIT      UNIT      UNIT    EXTENSION 
    ID                              MEAS      COST     COUNT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FOOD                 
  BREAD                
   5001   BAGELS                    DOZ     2.2350      0.00       0.0000 
   5003   DINNER ROLLS              C150   15.3500      7.00     107.4502 
   5004   PITA BREAD                PK/4    0.6800      3.00       2.0400 
   5005   HAMBURG ROLLS             6/BG    0.8500     12.00      10.2000 
   5006   12" SPLIT ROLL            4/BG    0.9700      0.00       0.0000 
   5007   BULKY ROLLS               BG06    1.0100      2.00       2.0200 
   5008   MVR DELI MARBLE           LOAF    1.8400      2.00       3.6800 
   5009   7" SPLIT ROLLS            6/BG    1.0111      2.00       2.0222 
   5010   LVR DELI RYE              LOAF    1.7600      5.00       8.8000 
   5012   DVR DELI PUMP             LOAF    1.7600      3.00       5.2800 
   5013   GARL. BREAD STKS MULTI    C144   29.2500      5.00     146.2503 
   5015   TORPEDO ROLLS             6/BG    0.9350      2.00       1.8700 
   5016   MULTI GRAIN               LOAF    1.8475      6.00      11.0850 
   5017   WHITE BREAD               LOAF    1.1900     10.00      11.9000 
   5018   FOCACCIA ROLLS            CA72   25.3900      2.20      55.8583 
   5019   TOMATO TORTILLA           CA06   18.3000      3.20      58.5602 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Total:                                              64.40     427.0162  
   Cumul:                                              64.40     427.0162  
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     COST OF GOODS ON HAND CATEGORY GROUP REPORT for 07/07/2007 (Continued) 
   
 
  FRUIT                
   5028   CANTELOUPE                EAC     1.5000      0.00       0.0000 
   5037   LEMONS                    C140   23.9500      0.50      11.9752 
   5039   FRUIT SALAD                GAL    0.0000      0.00       0.0000 
   5042   ORANGES                   EACH    0.2500     10.00       2.5000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Total:                                              10.50      14.4752  
   Cumul:                                              74.90     441.4915  
 
  VEGETABLES           
   5022   LETTUCE SALAD MIX         LB      0.6500     35.00      22.7500 
   5023   BROCCOLI                  LB      1.5000     10.00      15.0000 
   5027   VEG BATCH                 LB      1.5360      0.00       0.0000 
   5029   CELERY                    BUNC    1.1500      0.00       0.0000 
   5031   COLESLAW                  LB      0.5000     30.00      15.0000 
   5032   VEG JULIENNE              LB      1.6000     15.00      24.0000 
   5033   PORTOBELLO MUSHROOMS      CA13    8.9500      3.00      26.8501 
   5034   CUKE, WHOLE               CA75   14.9500      1.00      14.9501 
   5035   LETTUCE, ROMAINE          CA24   14.9500      0.75      11.2126 
   5038   LETTUCE, ICEBERG          CA24   18.5000      1.25      23.1252 
   5040   ONION, PEELED             LB      1.0000     15.00      15.0000 
   5041   ONIONS, RED               LB      0.5180     15.00       7.7700 
   5043   PEPPERS, GREEN            LB      0.8000      0.00       0.0000 
   5044   POTATO, PEELED            BG30   11.5000      0.00       0.0001 
   5045   POTATOE, BAKED (70)       CA70   14.5000      1.00      14.5001 
   5046   CARROTS, JULIENNE         LB.     1.0000      8.00       8.0000 
   5047   KALE                      CA24   20.9500      0.50      10.4752 
   5049   LETTUCE, GR LEAF          CA24   18.9600      0.25       4.7402 
   5052   TOMATOES                  LB      0.5580     34.00      18.9720 
   5053   TOMATOES, CHERRY          C360   13.9500      1.00      13.9500 
   5056   FIELD GREENS-MESCLUN      LB      3.6500      7.00      25.5500 
   5107   SCALLIONS                 BUNC    0.3500      0.00       0.0000 
   5110   VEG MEDLEY MIX            LB      1.4000      0.00       0.0000 
   5111   GREEN BEANS, SNIP FRESH   LB      1.6000      0.00       0.0000 
   5114   MUSHROOMS, FRESH/SLICED     LB    1.4000     25.00      35.0000 
   5115   CARROTS, BABY             LB      0.9250      0.00       0.0000 
   5116   VEG MEDLEY TWILLOWS         LB    1.6000      0.00       0.0000 
   5117   VEG NICK'S MIX              LB    1.6500      0.00       0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Total:                                             202.75     306.8458  
   Cumul:                                             277.65     748.3373  
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

RECIPES REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
RECIPES REPORT : This report provides you with a hard copy break down of the recipe for each 

menu item and the ingredients that go into making its food cost.  Each ingredient’s dollar and 
percent contribution to a menu item’s food cost is listed, so that you know which item is 
contributing to an errant food cost.  The report also extends the Menu Item price by 5% and 
10%,  so that you can see the theoretical price increases’ effect on your  food cost percent.  

 

 
 
The report can be printed for each Menu Item in your Inventory database, or a break down by a 

selected Major or Major/Minor categories.  We will provide samples with sub-recipe detail and without so 
that you may see the difference. 
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Full Report - After perusing the recipes report, the good news is that all you have to do to bring your 

food cost in line for this Menu Item is to increase its price by 10%.  The bad news is that you 
know you will sell fewer items and make less money on the item.  Perhaps looking closely at 
the item’s food cost is the answer!  

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:  
24 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
15:19:06.45 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                      Print full recipe report 
                                     with sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure   
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST %  ---- +5% ----  --- +10% ---- 
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                                   PRICE    COST  PRICE    COST 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
  133 CLUB/ROAST BEEF                     5.95                                             6.25           6.55         
 6026  TOP ROUND                                   5.0000 OZ      0.21     1.0501   17.65                              
 6012  BACON                                       2.0000 slc     0.09     0.1727    2.90                              
 5038  LETTUCE, ICEBURG                            2.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0892    1.50                              
 5052  TOMATOES 6X7                                1.5000 WOZ     0.04     0.0621    1.04                              
 6175  MAYONAISSE                                  1.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0439    0.74                              
  620  DECK. WHITE                                                                                                     
 5017   WHITE BREAD                                3.0000 SLIC    0.05     0.1453    2.44                              
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                  0.1339 LB      0.50     0.0670    1.13                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                         0.8571 OZ      0.05     0.0400    0.67                              
    8  FRIES/SMALL                                                                                                     
 6082   FRENCH FRIES                               5.0000 WOZ     0.04     0.1796    3.02                              
 5070  CHEESE, WHITE                               1.0000 SLC     0.07     0.0700    1.18                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  1.9200   32.27         30.72          29.31 
 
  134 CLUB/CHIC. SAL.                     6.95                                             7.30           7.65         
 6012  BACON                                       2.0000 slc     0.09     0.1727    2.48                              
 5038  LETTUCE, ICEBURG                            2.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0892    1.28                              
 5052  TOMATOES 6X7                                1.5000 WOZ     0.04     0.0621    0.89                              
 6175  MAYONAISSE                                  1.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0439    0.63                              
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                  0.1339 LB      0.50     0.0670    0.96                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                         0.8571 OZ      0.05     0.0400    0.58                              
 6065  SALAD, CHIX                                 5.0000 OZ.     0.31     1.5412   22.18                              
  620  DECK. WHITE                                                                                                     
 5017   WHITE BREAD                                3.0000 SLIC    0.05     0.1453    2.09                              
    8  FRIES/SMALL                                                                                                     
 6082   FRENCH FRIES                               5.0000 WOZ     0.04     0.1796    2.58                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  2.3410   33.68         32.07          30.60 
 
 
  136 CLUB/HAMBURG                        5.95                                             6.25           6.55         
 6020  HAMBURG PATTIES                             6.0000 OZ      0.10     0.6000   10.08                              
 6012  BACON                                       2.0000 slc     0.09     0.1727    2.90                              
 5038  LETTUCE, ICEBURG                            2.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0892    1.50                              
 5052  TOMATOES 6X7                                1.5000 WOZ     0.04     0.0621    1.04                              
 6175  MAYONAISSE                                  1.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0439    0.74                              
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                  0.1339 LB      0.50     0.0670    1.13                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                         0.8571 OZ      0.05     0.0400    0.67                              
  620  DECK. WHITE                                                                                                     
 5017   WHITE BREAD                                3.0000 SLIC    0.05     0.1453    2.44                              
    8  FRIES/SMALL                                                                                                     
 6082   FRENCH FRIES                               5.0000 WOZ     0.04     0.1796    3.02                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  1.3998   23.53         22.40          21.37 
 
   16 SALAD NO SLAW                       0.80                                             0.85           0.90         
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                 -0.2232 LB      0.50    -0.1116  -13.95                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                        -1.4286 OZ      0.05    -0.0667   -8.34                              
  604  DINNER SALAD/SM                                                                                                 
 3665   OZ GREEN MIX(506)                                                                                              
 5038    LETTUCE, ICEBURG                          2.5257 OZ      0.04     0.1126   14.08                              
 5035    LETTUCE, ROMAINE                          0.4743 WOZ     0.06     0.0286    3.58                              
 5046   CARROTS, JULIENNE                          0.2500 OZ      0.06     0.0148    1.86                              
 5055   CABBAGE, RED                               0.2500 WOZ     0.03     0.0063    0.78                              
 5041   ONIONS, RED                                0.2500 WOZ     0.03     0.0075    0.94                              
 5034   CUKE, WHOLE                                0.5000 OZ      0.03     0.0133    1.67                              
 5053   TOMATOES, CHERRY                           1.0000 EAC     0.04     0.0361    4.51                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  0.0410    5.13          4.83           4.56 
 
 

 
NO... The items above have been selected in order to not only present how the Recipe Report prints 

data, but also to call your attention to certain types of recipes.  Examine the last one, Menu 
Item #16, Salad NO Slaw, when selected from the touch screen, it informs the kitchen that no 
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slaw should be added to the order, because the customer wants to substitute salad.  Therefore 
it adds the ingredients of the Slaw back into Inventory, adds $.80 to the price of the item and 
depletes the recipe ingredients for garden salad. The negative quantities instead of depleting 
inventory (which a positive number accomplishes), it replenishes inventory.   Note, that this will 
also decrease your food cost and increase the contribution to margin for this menu item.   

   
  Another example is item # 19 below, NO BACON, which when used as an option, decreases 

the foodcost because three slices of bacon were not added to a club sandwich.  
  
Recipes for LANE FOODS, Inc. 

 
 ID#  -----DESCRIPTION---- COST PRICE QUANTITY UNIT  UNIT$ COST COST % ---- 5% --- --- 10% --- 
           INGREDIENTS     FLAG                                        PRICE  COST PRICE  COST 
  19 No Bacon  -0.23 (Calculated)  
6012    Bacon   -3.0000  SLC 0.08 -0.2326 100.00 
 TOTAL      -0.2326 100.00 
... 
 

SUB... The example of Mash No Puff selected below shows how to handle a substitution.  The 
customer can change the kind of potato that normally comes with certain entrees.  What Menu 
Item #116 demonstrates is that the appropriate quantity of Potato Puffs are added back into 
inventory with the negative recipe entry and Mashed Potatoes are substituted.  The net effect 
of this substitution is that the food cost of the Main Menu Item has increased by $0.14, 
because 0.38 lbs. of Potato Puffs costs us $0.1459 and 6 oz. of Mashed Potatoes is 0.2906, 
leaving a net of $0.14.   This increases the food cost of the Main Menu Item and decreases its 
contribution to margin.  

 
Recipes for LANE FOODS, Inc. 
 
 ID#  -----DESCRIPTION---- COST PRICE QUANTITY UNIT  UNIT$ COST COST % ---- 5% --- --- 10% --- 
           INGREDIENTS     FLAG                                        PRICE  COST PRICE  COST 
 116 MASH NO PUFF   0.14 (Calculated)  
6087    Potato Puffs   -0.3800  LB. 0.38 -0.1459 -100.84 
6603    Mashed Potatoes    6.0000  OZ. 0.05  0.2906 -200.84 
 TOTAL       0.1447  100.00 
... 

 
5% or 10%  this report extends the Menu Item Price of an item by 5% and 10% in order to project a 

food cost percent based on the new prices.  In the example of our Roast Beef Club, which is 
$5.95, a 5% increase is $6.25 with the food cost decreasing from 32.27% to 30.72%.  A 10%  
increase in price to $6.55 would decrease the food cost even more to 29.31%.  

 
 

GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                   PAGE:  24 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                    REPORT TIME: 15:19:06.45 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                      Print full recipe report 
                                     with sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure   
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST %  ---- +5% ----  --- +10% ---- 
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                                   PRICE    COST  PRICE    COST 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
  133 CLUB/ROAST BEEF                     5.95                                             6.25           6.55         
 6026  TOP ROUND                                   5.0000 OZ      0.21     1.0501   17.65                              
 6012  BACON                                       2.0000 slc     0.09     0.1727    2.90                              
 5038  LETTUCE, ICEBURG                            2.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0892    1.50                              
 5052  TOMATOES 6X7                                1.5000 WOZ     0.04     0.0621    1.04                              
 6175  MAYONAISSE                                  1.0000 OZ      0.04     0.0439    0.74                              
  620  DECK. WHITE                                                                                                     
 5017   WHITE BREAD                                3.0000 SLIC    0.05     0.1453    2.44                              
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                  0.1339 LB      0.50     0.0670    1.13                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                         0.8571 OZ      0.05     0.0400    0.67                              
    8  FRIES/SMALL                                                                                                     
 6082   FRENCH FRIES                               5.0000 WOZ     0.04     0.1796    3.02                              
 5070  CHEESE, WHITE                               1.0000 SLC     0.07     0.0700    1.18                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  1.9200   32.27         30.72          29.31 
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Sub-recipes  This report includes sub-recipes and the Manhattan Sandwich Menu Item below 
demonstrates how  they are integrated into the recipe.  Menu Item #603 is a sub-recipe for 
Cole Slaw.  You know from the Introduction that menu items can be included as a sub-recipe 
for other menu items (this menu item might not even appear on the order entry screen, but can 
be used solely as a sub-recipe).  The food cost of  the items that make up Cole Slaw are added 
into the food cost for our Manhattan Sandwich: items #5021, Cole Slaw, and #6192, Cole Slaw 
Dressing.  

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                    PAGE:  
XX 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
15:19:08.54 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                      Print full recipe report 
                                     with sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure   
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST %  ---- +5% ----  --- +10% ---- 
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                                   PRICE    COST  PRICE    COST 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
  150 +MANHATTAN SANDWICH                 6.45                                             6.75           7.10         
 6017  CORN BEEF RAW                               2.5000 OZ      0.24     0.6000    9.30                              
 6023  PASTRAMI                                    2.5000 OZ      0.24     0.6111    9.47                              
  603  OZ COLE SLAW(112)                                                                                               
 5031   COLE SLAW                                  0.0893 LB      0.50     0.0446    0.69                              
 6192   COLE SLAW DRESSING                         0.5714 OZ      0.05     0.0267    0.41                              
 5060  PICKLES                                     0.2500 EAC     0.15     0.0364    0.56                              
 5069  CHEESE, SWISS                               1.0000 OZ      0.17     0.1738    2.69                              
                                                                       ---------- -------       -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  1.4925   23.14         22.11          21.02 
 

 
Print menu options only – This option gives you a price and cost break out of only your menu 

options. A sample report is provided below.  
 
 

 
GREGG'S - EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                  
PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     
REPORT TIME: 12:57:06.59 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                      Print full recipe report 
                                   without sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure  
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST % -- +5% ---- --- +10%  
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                               PICE    COST  PRICE    COST 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
   16 SALAD NO POTATO CHOICE              1.50                                          1.60           1.65         
                                                                                                                                   
   50 SIDE SAUTEED ONIONS                 0.50                                          0.55           0.55         
                                                                                                                                   
   51 SIDE SAUTEED MUSHROOMS              0.75                                          0.80           0.85         
                                                                                                                                   
   67 EXTRA SAUERKRAUT                    0.50                                          0.55           0.55         
 
   89 NO SESAME MAND DRESSING             0.00 (Calculated) 
                                                                                                                                    
   90 ADD TOMATO NO CHARGE                0.00 (Calculated)                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
   91 VEG NO SLAW                         0.30                                          0.30           0.35         
                                                                                                                                    
   92 GREGG'S PICKLES                     0.00 (Calculated)                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
   93 LITE CRUMB HADDOCK                  0.00 (Calculated)                                                
 
 
 
 
             
                                                                                                                                    

Print only items with recipes: This option will print only the menu items that have recipes. 
 
Print only items with prices: This option will print only the menu items that have recipes and prices. 
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RECIPES REPORT. Print for Major Category:  This report provides you with a hard copy break down 
of the recipe for each menu item and the ingredients that go into making its food cost by major 
category.  Each ingredient’s dollar and percent contribution to a menu item’s food cost is listed, 
so that you know which item is contributing to an errant food cost.  The report also extends the 
Menu Item price by 5% and 10%,  so that you can see the theoretical price increases’ effect on 
your  food cost percent.  
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GREGG'S - EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                  
PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     
REPORT TIME: 13:11:20.31 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                Print recipes for Major category:  1 
                                     with sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure   
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST % - +5% ---- --- +10% ---- 
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                                   PRICE    COST  PRICE    
COST 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    2 BASKET OF BREADS                    0.00 (Calculated)                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
  143 CHIPS N' SALSA                      3.25                                             3.40           3.60         
 7403  TORT CHIPS/ RAW                             3.0000  WOZ    0.05     0.1444    4.44                              
 7441  SALSA THICK AND CHUNKY                      6.0000  FOZ    0.09     0.5248   16.15                              
                                                                       ---------- -------  -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  0.6692   20.59  19.68          18.59 
 
  145 SPINACH CHEESE DIP                  6.95                                             7.30           7.65         
 5130  SPINACH DIP                                 8.0000  WPZ    0.13     1.0400   14.96                              
 7403  TORT CHIPS/ RAW                             3.0000  WOZ    0.05     0.1444    2.08                              
 7441  SALSA THICK AND CHUNKY                      3.2500  FOZ    0.09     0.2842    4.09                              
 5071  CHEESE, BLEND                               2.0000  WOZ    0.18     0.3562    5.13                              
                                                                       ---------- -------  -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  1.8249   26.26  25.00          23.86 
 
                                                                                                                                     
  186 CHILI POTATO SKINS                  6.65                                             7.00           7.30         
 5120  CHILI                                       3.0000  FOZ    0.12     0.3633    5.46                              
 5076  CREAM, SOUR                                 2.0000  WOZ    0.07     0.1485    2.23                              
 5071  CHEESE, BLEND                               6.0000  WOZ    0.18     1.0687   16.07                              
 5045  POTATO BAKED (70)                           2.0000 EACH    0.23     0.4557    6.85                              
                                                                       ---------- -------  -------        ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  2.0362   30.62  29.09          27.89 
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RECIPE Search: This report allows you to search for all recipes that include a specific ingredient item.  

It addresses the question, show me all the menu items that have peanut butter or bananas in 
the recipe.  When you click on RECIPE SEARCH, you get a listing of all your ingredient items 
in alphabetical order.  Select the ingredient item you want to see in all recipes and click OK. 

 

 
 

  Again, you are brought to a screen that lets you determine how you want to print your recipes, 
meaning inclusive of sub-recipes or not or, just with menu options. In the report below we have 
italicized bananas, the selected ingredient item, for you to see what the recipes look like. 

 

 
 

GREGG'S - EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                  PAGE:   
1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 
15:29:11.43 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
                                                  Print recipes for Critical items 
                                     with sub-recipe detail, and uses standard unit of measure   
 ID # -------- DESCRIPTION ------- COST  PRICE  QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT AMT  COST     COST %  ---- +5% ----  --- +10% ---- 
               INGREDIENTS         FLAG                                                   PRICE    COST  PRICE    COST 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 4080 BANANA CREAM PIE 10"(R)             8.41 (Calculated)                                                            
 5063  BANANAS                                     1.5000   LB    0.59     0.8864   10.53                              
 7710  BANANA PUDDING 30# (P)                      2.0000   LB    1.34     2.6715   31.75                              
 7925  WHIPPED CREAM(9#)                          40.0000  WOZ    0.09     3.7387   44.43                              
 5085  BANANA CHIPS                                0.5000  WOZ    0.06     0.0281    0.33                              
 6540  10" SHORT DOUGH PIE SHEL                    1.0000 EACH    1.09     1.0900   12.95                              
                                                                       ---------- ------- 
    TOTAL                                                                  8.4146  100.00 
 
 4085 BANANA CREAM TART                   1.50 (Calculated)                                                            
 6541  5" SHORT DOUGH SHELL                        1.0000 EACH    0.28     0.2800   18.66                              
 7925  WHIPPED CREAM(9#)                           6.0000  WOZ    0.09     0.5608   37.38                              
 5085  BANANA CHIPS                                0.2000  WOZ    0.06     0.0113    0.75                              
 5063  BANANAS                                     0.1700   LB    0.59     0.1005    6.70                              
 7710  BANANA PUDDING 30# (P)                      0.4100   LB    1.34     0.5477   36.51                              
                                                                       ---------- ------- 
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    TOTAL                                                                  1.5002  100.00 
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      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

TRANSACTION DETAIL REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Transaction Detail Report:  This Report provides transaction activity for each ingredient item for the 
selected inventory period.  The report identifies the quantity of transactions that have been purchased, 
transferred in or out, wasted, and depleted or incremented through production. 

 

 
 

 
GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                   PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 07/07/2007                                                                                    REPORT TIME: 10:40:30.48 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                       TRANSACTION DETAIL FULL REPORT for 07/02/07 - 07/08/07 
----------------------------------------------- ITEM ------------------------------------------------   ------- UNIT USAGE ------ 
                               UNIT    UNIT    INV    UNITS   TRANS    TRANS   UNITS    UNITS      INV          GUEST    PERCENT 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST   START   PURCH     IN      OUT    WASTE   PRODUCT     END  ACTUAL  CHECKS   VARIANCE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 Bread 
   5001  BAGELS                DOZ     2.15    6.50    6.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     7.00    5.50     4.67     -0.83 
   5003  DINNER ROLLS          C150   15.37   12.40   52.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00    11.00   53.40    39.13    -14.27 
   5004  PITA BREAD            PK/4    0.72    4.00   36.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     6.50   33.50    26.50     -7.00 
   5005  HAMBURG ROLLS         6/BG    0.90    9.00   74.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00    14.00   69.00    67.00     -2.00 
   5006  12" SPLIT ROLL        4/BG    1.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     7.00   38.00    39.06      1.06 
   5007  BULKY ROLLS           DOZ     2.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     1.50   27.50    23.50     -4.00 
   5008  DELI MARBLE           LOAF    2.08    0.80    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     3.50   20.30    15.50     -4.80 
   5009  7IN SPLIT ROLLS       6/BG    1.07    2.00   12.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     1.00   13.00     9.17     -3.83 
   5010  DELI RYE              LOAF    2.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     3.00   83.00    75.71     -7.29 
   5011  DINNER ROLLS CALISE   12/B    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00 
   5012  DELI PUMP             LOAF    2.08    4.50    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     1.00   20.50    18.86     -1.64 
   5014  BOULE BREAD           CA28   14.50    1.80    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     2.00    2.80     2.46     -0.34 
   5015  TORPEDO ROLLS         6/BG    0.99    6.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     7.00   33.00    28.17     -4.83 
   5016  MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)    LOAF    2.08    6.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00   46.00    37.50     -8.50 
   5017  WHITE BREAD           LOAF    1.40   10.00   97.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     5.00  102.00    91.66    -10.34 
   5018  FOCACCIA ROLLS        CA60   20.34    1.20    3.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     0.80    3.40     3.55      0.15 
   5019  TOMATO TORT           CA10   26.13    2.00    2.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     3.10    0.90     0.57     -0.33 
   5026  PIEGA                 CA50   18.33    1.80    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00     1.00    0.80     0.52     -0.28 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
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Critical Items:  This option prints out the same report for the critical items you have defined in SETUP 
OPTIONS > CRITICAL ITEMS. The structure and format of the report is identical to the one 
above. You select the inventory period that you want to print in order to view transaction details 
for your critical items.  

 
By Category Group:  Printing transaction detail by Category Group – provides a breakdown of 

ingredient items first by Category Group, then by Ingredient Category.  Select the sort order 
desired the inventory period and the category groups you wish to print. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

ON HAND REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
On Hand Report: The POSitouch On Hand Report is a perpetual inventory report to within 24 hours. 

This means that the Expected On Hand number provided by the report reflects current purchases, and 
guest checks to the last business day. This report provides Expected On Hand figures for your ingredient 
items that are derived in the following fashion: 

 
(Starting Inventory + Purchases) - Quantity Sold = Expected On Hand 
 

This report will automatically Collect Item Sales Data, updates itself and then prints the report.  This report 
is especially valuable for establishments that do daily inventories.  The report prints a listing for just Critical 
Items or a Summary of Ingredient Categories. 
 

 
 

Full Report: allows you to select from all categories, selected categories or selected category groups.  
 

 
 

All Categories: prints to screen or printer on hand information for all your ingredient categories. As 
with most Inventory Reports, you will be asked for which inventory period you wish to run a 
report.  
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Select Categories: allows you to select the ingredient categories you want to print to screen or printer 
with on hand information for your ingredient categories.  

 

 
 

  As with most Inventory Reports, you will be asked for which inventory period you wish to run a 
report.  
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GREGG'S EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                   PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 09/28/2007                                                                                    REPORT TIME: 22:00:36.39 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                         ITEMS ON HAND FULL REPORT for 09/10/07 - 09/16/07 
  Number Description          Units   Starting  Purchases  Quantity  Expected 
                                     Inventory    & Trans.     Sold   On Hand 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 Bread 
   5001  BAGELS                DOZ       6.50      12.00       4.67     13.83 
   5003  DINNER ROLLS          C150     12.40      52.00      39.13     25.27 
   5004  PITA BREAD            PK/4      4.00      36.00      26.50     13.50 
   5005  HAMBURG ROLLS         6/BG      9.00      74.00      67.00     16.00 
   5006  12" SPLIT ROLL        4/BG      0.00      45.00      39.06      5.94 
   5007  BULKY ROLLS           DOZ       0.00      29.00      23.50      5.50 
   5008  DELI MARBLE           LOAF      0.80      23.00      15.50      8.30 
   5009  7IN SPLIT ROLLS       6/BG      2.00      12.00       9.17      4.83 
   5010  DELI RYE              LOAF      0.00      86.00      75.71     10.29 
   5011  DINNER ROLLS CALISE   12/B      0.00       0.00       0.00      0.00 
   5012  DELI PUMP             LOAF      4.50      17.00      18.86      2.64 
   5014  BOULE BREAD           CA28      1.80       3.00       2.46      2.34 
   5015  TORPEDO ROLLS         6/BG      6.00      34.00      28.17     11.83 
   5016  MULTI-GRAIN (KORB)    LOAF      6.00      40.00      37.50      8.50 
   5017  WHITE BREAD           LOAF     10.00      97.00      91.66     15.34 
   5018  FOCACCIA ROLLS        CA60      1.20       3.00       3.55      0.65 
   5019  TOMATO TORT           CA10      2.00       2.00       0.57      3.43 
   5026  PIEGA                 CA50      1.80       0.00       0.52      1.28 

 
NUMBER this is the Item Number of the Ingredient item.  
 
DESCRIPTION This column is Name of the Ingredient Item.  
 
UNITS are the Inventory Unit of Measure in the Ingredient Record. 
 
STARTING INVENTORY This column represents the starting count of goods for the inventory 

period(s) of this report.  
 
PURCHASES & TRANS. The invoices entered into the system during the selected inventory 

period(s) are listed in this column, inclusive of waste, production and transfers 
transactions. 

 
QUANTITY SOLD This column represents the number of Ingredient Items depleted by sales 

and deletions prepared through the Order Entry System.  
 
EXPECTED ON HAND The figure is calculated from Starting Inventory plus Purchases minus 

Quantity Sold.  It represents what should be on the shelf.  
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Select Cat. Groups: allows you to select the category group(s) you want to print to screen or printer 
with on hand information for your ingredient items sorted by ingredient category and category 
group. Be sure to select the inventory period you wish to print.  

 

 
 

Critical Items: allows you to print the on hand report for your critical items. You first need to build a list 
of critical items, use the SELECT CRITICAL ITEMS button to build your list.. This is done by 
clicking on the INSERT button, then LOOKUP the ingredient item you want on the criical item 
list.  The structure and format of the report is identical with the sample above.  As with most 
Inventory Reports, you are asked for the inventory period for the report.  
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Summary Report: prints summary on hand report information for your ingredient categories. As with 
most Inventory Reports, you will be asked for the inventory period for the report.  
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

PURCHASE LOG REPORT 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Purchase Log:  The Purchase Log Report is commonly used by Inventory Users who are exporting their 
invoices to a third party Accounts Payable package, such as Quck Books Pro.  The normal procedure is 
that after a batch of invoices is entered; a report is printed to verify totals before a procedure is run to 
export the data.  This procedure is explained in greater detail in the Section 15 on Utilities.  In order for 
invoices to appear in the Purchase Log, it is necessary to turn the setup flag to yes in SETUP > 
MISCELLANEOUS >  Purch/pay log file .... Y. This is explained in Section 3 SETUP.  After the flag is set to 
Y, invoices will automatically be written to the PURCHASE.LOG file. The Purchase Log reports are also 
useful for verification of entered invoices.  They also can identify price changes for individual menu items.  
 

 
 

The various options from this report provide you with different views of the data each with its own 
purpose and usefulness. 

 
 As Entered: This report is especially useful for double checking your invoice entry against the 

original invoices to make sure that no data entry errors were made. 
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 By Item and Cost: This report is useful in helping you compare the cost of an item from various 

vendors over a period of time.  How much are you paying for the item and who is giving 
you the best price. 

 
 By Vendor: This report allows you to look at the items purchased from individual vendors. 
 
 By G.L. Account Number: This report provides a listing by general ledger account number of all 

invoices for the specified period. 
 
 By G.L. Account Number (Summary): This report provides a summary listing by general ledger 

account number of all invoices for the specified period. 
 
 
 

Invoices posted from 07/01/07 through 07/07/07   GREGG’S EAST PROVIDENCE  PAGE 1 
Printed on Thu JUL 08 11:47:05 2007 
 
Vendor# Vendor Name Invoice# Inv Date Post Date Inv Total 
7250 KORB BAKING CO. 123 07/02/07 07/02/07 8.9000 
 +- ITEM#---DESCRIPTION------------------COST---------QUANTITY-------EXT $----G/L ACCT#---+ 
 |  5007 Bulky Rolls  1.7800 5.0000 8.9000 500010 | 
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Vendor# Vendor Name Invoice# Inv Date Post Date Inv Total 
2700 COASTAL   54321 07/02/07 07/02/07 902.5600 
 +- ITEM#---DESCRIPTION------------------COST---------QUANTITY-------EXT $----G/L ACCT#---+ 
 |  6018 HAM RUSSER   1.9800  5.0000   9.9000 500010 | 
 |  5099 ZUCCHINI STICKS  24.0000  5.0000 120.0000 500010 | 
 |  5001 BAGELS   12.6000  9.0000 113.4000 500010 | 
 |  6007 STEAK 14oz   5.4600  9.0000  49.1400 500010 | 
 |  6042 5oz CHICKEN CUTLET             3.2810 67.0000 219.8300 500010 | 
 |  6003 STEAK 4oz   1.5900 56.0000  89.0400 500010 | 
 |  6005 STEAK 9oz   3.5100 30.0000 105.3000 500010 | 
 |  6043 CHICKEN SPLIT   1.1485 60.0000  68.9100 500010 | 
 |  6026 TOP ROUND   2.6900 16.0000  43.0400 500010 | 
 |  6012 BACON   29.0000  2.0000  58.0000 500010 | 
 |  6023 PASTRAMI   3.2500  8.0000  26.0000 500010 | 
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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File Output: Category Matrix:  
 

 Convert Log File: 
 

 
 

 Convert Log File: This ASCII file is another format from which to import invoice data for 
customized reports or import into third party accounts payable programs.  

 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6175,0023.8200,0001.0000,0023.8200,"500010","","CA04" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6192,0026.1000,0001.0000,0026.1000,"500010","","CA04" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6174,0028.6800,0001.0000,0028.6800,"500010","","CA04" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6172,0025.0300,0001.0000,0025.0300,"500010","","CA04" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6144,0014.8500,0001.0000,0014.8500,"500010","","CA06" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6149,0033.7500,0001.0000,0033.7500,"500010","","CA06" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6124,0009.0600,0001.0000,0009.0600,"500010","","25#" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6112,0008.2000,0010.0000,0082.0000,"500010","","C150" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,5070,0036.1900,0002.0000,0072.3800,"500010","","CA20" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6232,0011.4800,0006.0000,0068.8800,"500010","","CA12" 
"BAY     ","2136791","07/02/07","07/02/02",013,000662.45,"07/02/07",000.00,6006,0038.7300,0003.0000,0116.1900,"500010","","CA12" 
"JORDAN  ","842945 ","07/02/02","07/04/02",004,000327.45,"07/04/02",000.00,6398,0002.3500,0075.0000,0176.2500,"500010","","LB."  
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

FOOD COST ANALYSIS REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

 
FOOD COST ANALYSIS REPORT: The Menu Item Food Cost Analysis Report is one of the most 
valuable reports in the panoply of POSitouch Reports.  It not only tells you which Menu Items are 
contributing to your bottom line; it does so in a way that reflects your customer’s buying patterns so that 
you know your thoroughbreds and your nags.  This requires some explanation.  First, the report reflects the 
contribution to margin for a given menu item.  It is based on price minus food cost.  The report reads the 
check transaction files for a given week and the data includes options that are added to Menu Items that 
increase price. These options’ food cost has to be added into our final contribution to margin numbers.  It is 
precisely this last step that makes the report so important. The report is not some abstract projection of 
what’s making money for you and how much, rather it is based on your customers’ buying patterns and 
your food cost figures that you have worked so hard on to make accurate. Again, this report is only for 
Main Items, that is, cell type 1, 6 and 7s, however, options are included in the sale price and food 
cost of the Main Items in this report.  

 
The Food Cost Analysis Report is accessed from the REPORTS option off the Main Back Office menu.  

This report is based on arbitrary Inventory Periods. 
 

 
 

The Food Cost Analysis Report can be run in Item by Item Detail, as show below.  The sample report 
data below lists each main item in order by Major and Minor Menu Item Categories. 

 
The Major and Minor Category Summary and the Major Category Summary Reports provides useful 

figures for just those groupings. The column headings are the same in all the reports, so let us explain 
them after you take a quick look at the report. 
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GREGG’S RESTAURANT PROVIDENCE                       PAGE: 1 
DATE: 07/08/07                            TIME:14:45:67 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MENU ITEM FOOD COST ANALYSIS - ITEM BY ITEM - ITEMS WITH ZERO SALES EXCLUDED 
FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING: Mon, Jul 2, 2007 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Menu Item  Menu      % of   Avg. Total      % Cont 
 Inv# Name Price #Sold #Del Sales $  Tot Sls Unit Cost Cost    Cost %   Margin 
1--BURGERS 
 240 HAMBURGER 3.35 75.00 .00 $298.40 .45% $.84 $63.17 21.17% .58% 
 241 CHEESEBURGER 3.65 87.00 1.00 $391.25 .59% $.93 $81.43 20.81% .76% 
 242 BACONBURGER 3.95 21.00 .00 $101.50 .15% $1.15 $24.08 23.72% .19% 
 246  MUSHROOMBURGER 3.95 55.00 2.00 $247.60 .38% $1.11 $63.04 25.46% .45% 
 248 PATTY MELT 3.95 47.00 .00 $205.60 .31% $1.00 $46.88 22.80% .39% 
 250 BACON CHSBURGR 4.00 124.00 .00 $643.00 .98% $1.20 $148.94 23.16% 1.21% 
PRICED ITEM TOT: BURGERS 452.00 3.00 $1887.35 2.87% $.94 $427.54 22.65% 3.57% 

 
 MENU INV: This is the Menu Item Number as entered in the Menu Item  Record in Inventory. 
 
ITEM NAME: This is simply the name of the Menu Item as entered in the Menu Item Record in 

Inventory.   
 
MENU PRICE: This is Price 1 as entered in the Menu Item Record in Inventory.   
 
# SOLD: This is the quantity of Main Items sold through the Order Entry System; it is the same value 

as in the Item by Item Report for the given period.   
 
# DEL: This number is the Deletions Prepared for the given period. This figure depletes inventory and 

hence is added into the food cost of the menu item. 
 
SALES $: This Main Menu Item’s dollar sales contribution with any add-on options (which often add to 

the price) is accumulated by reading the check transaction file for the given inventory period.  
For this reason, it is not simply the # Sold multiplied by the Menu Price.  

 
% of TOT SALES: This is the value of Sales $ divided by the Total Sales for the given Inventory 

Period to give you a percentage of the Menu Item’s sales as compared to Total sales.    
 
AVG. UNIT COST: As the report reads the check transaction files, it calculates the average unit cost 

(food cost) of the Menu Item and its add-on options. This number is not simply the food cost for 
the Menu Item, it is the average food cost of all the menu items and options found in the 
Inventory Period. 

 
TOTAL COST: This is dollar value food cost of all the Menu Items and their add-on options.  This is 

what it cost you to put the burger, fries, mayo, lettuce and tomato on the plate for your 
customer.  Deletions and substitutions, if they are treated as options of the Menu Item, will be 
reflected in this report.  

 
COST %: This is a calculated percent derived from Total Cost divided by Sales $.   
 
% CONT MARGIN: This value is the percent that this item contributes to your bottom line. It is derived 

from the following formula:    
 
 
      (Sales $ - Total Cost $) *     
   (Total Sales $ - Total Cost $ ** =  % Cont Margin 
 

  *This figure gives you the $ contribution to margin for 
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   this Menu Item for the specified Inventory Period. 
 
  ** This figure gives you the $ contribution to margin for 
    all Menu Items for the specified Inventory Period.  

 
   
Sales $ - Total $ Cost  This figure is the profit minus costs from this Menu Item for this Inventory 

Period. 
 
Total Sales $ - Total Cost $ This figure gives you your profit minus costs from all the Menu Items for 

this Inventory Period. 
 
Once you have the two figures above, you can divide the net profit from the individual Menu Item by the 

net profit for all menu items for this Inventory Period to give you the percent Contribution to Margin for the 
individual Menu Item.   

 
The Cost factor, which is the basis for this report, can be either the Food Cost calculated from the 

recipe section of the Menu Item Record or a Plate Cost.  A Plate Cost is nothing more than a dollar figure 
that you have derived as your cost to serve that hamburger to your customer.  Your add-ons or options can 
also have a Plate Cost and as a result you will get Total Cost and Contribution to Margin data in this report.  
Of course, as with full inventory, the value of this report will only be as good as the accuracy of the data 
entered.  
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

RE-ORDER REPORT  
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Re-Order Report: The re-order report gives you a listing of items that need to be re-ordered based on 

the par levels you entered for each ingredient item.  If items are on order, but have not as yet been 
received, the outstanding items will feed the Build-to-Quantity.  

 

 
 
GREGG'S RESTAURANT , NORTH KINGSTOWN                                                                                       PAGE:  1 
REPORT DATE: 07/08/2007                                                                                    REPORT TIME: 22:00:34.18 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                   RE-ORDER REPORT for 07/02/2007 
Number Description             Units      Unit    Expected   Quantity   Build-to  Quantity    Extended 
                                          Cost     On Hand   On Order   Quantity    Needed       Price 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CALISE 
   5017  WHITE BREAD           LOAF        1.25       6.00       0.00      28.00     28.00     35.02 
                                                                                   Total:      35.02 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CARA 
   5003  DINNER ROLLS          C150       15.50       9.00       0.00      12.00     24.00    372.00 
                                                                                   Total:     372.00 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MISC 
   5020  HOT DOG ROLLS         BG12        1.17      -3.42       0.00       0.00      3.42      4.00 
                                                                                   Total:       4.00 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                                                                             Grand Total:     411.02 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

VENDOR CODE: This is the Vendor Code for the ingredient item listed below. 
 
NUMBER: - This is the Ingredient Item Number. 
 
DESCRIPTION: - This is simply the name of the Recipe Item Number produced.   
 
UNITS: - This column contains the purchase unit of measure.   
 
UNIT COST: -  This value is the unit cost of the purchase unit of measure based on the last purchase 

price.   
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EXPECTED ON HAND: - This is what should be on hand based on your latest inventory tally, and 
depletions from sales. 

 
BUILD TO QUANTITY: – This is the number needed to build back up to the par level in the ingredient 

record.  For example, par level of an ingredient item is 2, expected on hand is 0, on order is 0; 
therefore you need 2 to get to the build to quantity.  

 
QUANTITY NEEDED: This is the Build-to Quantity – Quantity on order.  

 
EXTENDED PRICE: This value is the Quantity needed multiplied by the Unit Cost. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

FOOD USAGE vs. SALES 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Food Usage vs. Sales: The Food Usage vs. Sales Report handles the cost of transactions differently than 
the food usage report.  The new report tracks item usage separately from the cost.  The dollars come from 
the transactions regardless of the units or unit changes.  Food usage report is basically all in units, the 
dollar figures are computed from the units and therefore may be incorrect if units were entered incorrectly 
or changed mid period.  This report also has improved subtotaling capability. 
 
The Food Usage vs. Sales report compares ingredient usage in the ingredient category group against sales 
for the matching sales trend category.  Food usage actual dollars for a given inventory period are 
compared to sales dollars for that sales category.  This comparison gives you a food cost percentage, 
which can be compared from period to period to control usage vs. sales for your ingredient items.  

 

 
 
Setting up the report means matching an ingredient category group to the appropriate sales trend category.  
To help you understand how this is done let us talk about the liquor example above.  If you have an 
ingredient category for beer, wine and liquor, you simply link all three ingredient categories to the Category 
Group, liquor.  With sales categories it works this way, if you have separate sales categories for beer, wine 
and liquor (not the case above), then you would make an additional sales category, 20, for instance, called 
liquor.  You would combine the three sales categories by linking the major categories of all three categories 
into the one. 
 
This report also provides subtotals selected and displayed in the example below. 
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STANDARD FORMAT: 
 

 
 
The data in the columns for the Standard Format includes:   
 
 Number:     Ingredient item’s ingredient number. 
 Description:   Ingredient item’s description from the ingredient record. 
 Unit of Measure: Ingredient item’s inventory unit of measure. 
 Unit Cost:  Last price unit cost for the ingredient item for the inventory period. 
 Inventory Start: Starting inventory for the first period selected for the report. 
 Units Transact: This column represents the dollar value of this ingredient items 

transactions for the inventory period.  This data is collected from the 
TRNDTL.DBF file and includes invoices, transfers in, transfers out, 
production and waste. 

 Inventory End:  Ending inventory for the last period selected for the report. 
 Unit Actual:  Actual usage for the ingredient item based on the formula: (inv_start) + 

(unit_transact) – (inv_end)=unit_actual.  
 Value Actual:  Actual unit usage multiplied by the unit cost. 
 Sales:   Sales dollars of the sales category (in our case, food) for the period 

selected. 
 Food Cost %:  The formula for food cost % is the actual $ value of the ingredient item’s 

usage divided by the sales dollars of the sales category: 
(value_actual) / (sales) = Food Cost Per Cent. 

 
 
The FOOD USAGE vs. SALES REPORT has been designed to allow users to view and edit data 
as they desire. The first set of options allow users to view only those items that may be of concern 
to ‘zero’ in on problem items. Below you will note two new fields in the FOOD USAGE vs. SALES 
report, 
 

 
 

In the above figure, you will note that there are two fields: PRICE PERCENT VARIANCE and 
PRICE GREATER THAN box. PRICE PERCENT VARIANCE – enter a percentage. Any item 
whose price has changed by that percentage or greater, will be printed. This field is optional. 
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PRICE GREATER THAN field allows users to enter a dollar value. Any purchase unit that is 
greater than that amount will be printed.  
 
PREVIEW and EDIT button allows users to preview the report, then double click on the item a user 
wishes to change, and edit that item directly. Below is a list of items whose purchase price per 
inventory unit is greater $20.00. To change the item, highlight the item and choose ADJUST. 
 

 
 

 
 

1. Inventory Unit – Allows users to enter the LABEL for inventory unit. 
2. Purchase Unit – Allows users to enter the LABEL for purchase unit. 
3. [Inventory] UNIT PER [Purchase Unit] - Allows users to edit the number of INVENTORY units 

per PURCHASE UNIT. 
4. Cost [Case] - Allows users to edit the CASE COST (purchase unit cost) 
5. Cost [LB] - Allows users to directly change the ENDING INVENTORY for that item. 
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GREGG'S RESTAURANT PROVIDENCE                                                                                              PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 09/18/2007                                                                                     REPORT TIME:  8:59:56.48 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                      Food Usage vers Sales Report for 06/03/2007 - 06/09/2007 
                               UNIT    START    INV      VALUE   UNITS     VALUE    END      INV     VALUE   UNITS     VALUE  FOOD 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST    START     START   TRANS     TRANS    COST     END      END    USAGE     USAGE  COST% 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
FOOD : Steaks 
 6003    STEAK 4.5             EACH     2.29    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00    2.29    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00   0.00 
 6004    STEAK RIB EYE 5.5     EACH     2.24   45.00    100.62  120.00    279.14    2.35   50.00    117.31  115.00    262.45   0.42 
 6005    STEAK 12 OZ           EACH     7.86   26.00    204.36    0.00      0.00    7.86    0.00      0.00   26.00    204.36   0.33 
 6006    STEAK TIPS            LB       4.08   63.70    259.84   36.00    146.85    4.08   32.80    133.80   66.90    272.90   0.44 
 6009    STEAK TENDERLOIN TIP    LB     3.95    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00    3.95    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00   0.00 
 6011    SHAVE STEAK W         LB       1.89   12.00     22.68   30.00     56.70    1.89   18.00     34.02   24.00     45.36   0.07 
 6028    TOP SIRLOIN 10 OZ     EACH     3.89   27.00    105.00   36.00    139.99    3.85   30.00    115.63   33.00    129.36   0.21 
 6029    RIB STK BONE IN 12OZ  EACH     4.83   39.00    188.47   15.00     68.66    4.58   35.00    160.21   19.00     96.92   0.16 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                      Food Usage vers Sales Report for 06/03/2007 - 06/09/2002 
                               UNIT    START    INV      VALUE   UNITS     VALUE    END      INV     VALUE   UNITS     VALUE  FOOD 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST    START     START   TRANS     TRANS    COST     END      END    USAGE     USAGE  COST% 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: Steaks                    ( SALES: 62319.93 )    880.97            691.34                    560.96           1011.35   1.62 
Cumul:                                                 2791.21           6127.91                   2301.93           6617.19  10.62 
 
FOOD : Meats 
 6012    BACON                 C300    52.67    1.25     65.84    1.00     52.67   52.67    1.25     65.84    1.00     52.67   0.08 
 6013    BACON BITS            LB       4.30   29.00    124.83    0.00      0.00    4.30    7.00     30.13   22.00     94.70   0.15 
 6014    BEEF LIVER            LB       1.24   33.00     40.92   40.00     45.60    1.14   38.00     43.32   35.00     43.20   0.07 
 6015    BACON ROUNDS          C192    32.26    6.25    201.63    6.00    193.56   32.26    5.50    177.43    6.75    217.75   0.35 
 6017    CORNED BEEF             LB     2.68   99.10    265.59  187.90    503.59    2.68  123.40    330.74  163.60    438.44   0.70 
 6018    HAM                   LB       2.47   76.50    188.90   51.10    126.18    2.47   71.90    177.55   55.70    137.53   0.22 
 6020    HAMBURG PATTIES       LB       1.70  114.50    194.65  250.00    425.00    1.70  107.50    182.75  257.00    436.90   0.70 
 6021    4OZ. HAMBURG          LB.      1.70   25.80     43.86    0.00      0.00    1.70   19.00     32.30    6.80     11.56   0.02 
 6023    PASTRAMI                LB     2.64   36.60     96.62   21.00     55.45    2.64   18.75     49.51   38.85    102.56   0.16 
 6026    TOP ROUND             LB       2.99   38.80    116.00   82.85    248.74    2.99   36.25    108.35   85.40    256.39   0.41 
 6027    RIBS                  LB       2.56  118.20    302.06   81.40    208.01    2.56  144.10    368.23   55.50    141.84   0.23 
 6030    PRIME RIB             LB       4.39   14.20     62.34   60.50    265.60    4.39   15.20     66.73   59.50    261.20   0.42 
 6032    VEAL PATTY            LB       2.29   16.20     37.10    6.00     13.74    2.29    0.00      0.00   22.20     50.84   0.08 
 6037    HOT DOGS              LB       2.71   13.20     35.75    0.00      0.00    2.71   10.00     27.08    3.20      8.67   0.01 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: Meats                     ( SALES: 62319.93 )   1776.08           2138.14                   1659.97           2254.25   3.62 
Cumul:                                                 4567.30           8266.05                   3961.90           8871.45  14.24 
 
FOOD : Poultry 
 6039    PULLED CHICKEN MEAT   LB       2.99   54.00    161.46   30.00     89.70    2.99   40.20    120.20   43.80    130.96   0.21 
 6042    5OZ CUTLET FR         EACH     0.89  491.00    435.52 1710.00   1517.85    0.89  486.00    431.32 1715.00   1522.04   2.44 
 6045    TURKEY, COOKED        LB       2.99  189.91    567.83  378.72   1132.37    2.99  186.79    558.50  381.84   1141.70   1.83 
 6048    SPLIT FROZEN          EACH     1.57   24.00     37.62  120.00    188.10    1.57   36.00     56.43  108.00    169.29   0.27 
 6060    TURKEY BURGER         CA26    16.90    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00   16.90    0.00      0.00    0.00      0.00   0.00 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: Poultry                   ( SALES: 62319.93 )   1202.43           2928.02                   1166.46           2963.99   4.76 
Cumul:                                                 5769.72          11194.07                   5128.35          11835.44  18.99 

 
 
THEORETICAL USAGE FORMAT: 

 
 
The data in the additional columns for the Theoretical Usage Format includes:   
 
Recipe Cost $:  Quantity of ingredient items sold in the inventory period (guest check usage in 
   adjust inventory times) the inventory cost. In the case of ingredient item 5003 

(40.5466 * 15.50). Where 40.5466 is the quanitiy of guest check usage and 15.50 
is the current price. 

 
Recipe Cost %: Sales $ (2008.28 in example enclosed) divided by Recipe Cost $ (628.47). 
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GREGG'S - EAST PROVIDENCE                                                                                                  PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 08/18/2005                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 11:21:08.42 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                      Food Usage vers Sales Report for 12/27/2004 - 01/02/2005 
                               UNIT    START    INV      VALUE     VALUE    END      VALUE     VALUE  FOOD     RECIPE  RECIPE     % 
 NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS    COST    START     START     TRANS    COST      END      USAGE  COST%     COST$   COST%    VAR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
FOOD : Bread 
 5003    DINNER ROLLS          C150    15.50   19.00    294.50    573.50   15.50      0.00    868.00  43.22    628.47   31.29  11.93 
 5004    CARB ACTION WHEAT     LOAF     2.08    0.00      0.00      0.00    2.08      0.00      0.00   0.00      2.42    0.12  -0.12 
 5005    HAMBURG ROLLS         6/BG     0.95   14.00     13.32     53.27    0.95      0.00     66.59   3.32     69.44    3.46  -0.14 
 5007    BULKY ROLLS           BG06     1.16   10.00     11.58     37.08    1.16      0.00     48.66   2.42     40.36    2.01   0.41 
 5008    MVR DELI MARBLE       LOAF     1.98    2.00      3.96     21.78    1.98      0.00     25.74   1.28     14.57    0.73   0.56 
 5010    LVR DELI RYE          LOAF     1.98    9.00     17.80     91.04    1.98      0.00    108.84   5.42     98.82    4.92   0.50 
 5020    WEINER ROLLS           DOZ     1.17    2.50      2.93      2.32    1.17      0.00      5.25   0.26      3.61    0.18   0.08 
 6108    WRAPS-PLAIN           C216    27.41    0.44     12.06      0.00   27.41      0.00     12.06   0.60      5.84    0.29   0.31 
 6522    BISCUIT               C175    21.70    3.00     65.10     43.40   21.70      0.00    108.50   5.40     23.68    1.18   4.22 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: Bread                     ( SALES:  2008.28 )    713.33   1208.20              0.00   1921.53  95.68   1391.70   69.30  26.38 
 
 
 

 
 
 
THEORETICAL Dtl (Detail) FORMAT: 

 
 
This format includes columns related to data in the additional columns for the Theoretical Format includes:   
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Units   of recipe usage for the period in the report. 
Used:     
 
Theoretical  This column represents  guest check or theoretical value (dollar) usage 
Value  multiplied by  Unit Cost.  Remember, POSitouch keeps 4 digit precision so  
Usage  the column may seem off by pennies when multiplied by values in the report. 
 

Theoretical  This column represents  guest check or theoretical cost percentage meaning 
Cost  theoretical value usage (Guest Check Dollar Usage) divided by total sales.   
%  Remember, POSitouch keeps 4 digit precision so the column may seem  
  off by pennies when divided by values in the report.  
 
 
GREGG'S RESTAURANT WARWICK                                                                                                 PAGE:   1 
REPORT DATE: 05/09/2008                                                                                     REPORT TIME: 13:14:43.27 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                      Food Usage vers Sales Report for 04/28/2008 - 05/04/2008 
                                             END      ACT.      ACT.    FOOD    THEOR     THEOR     THEOR                        TOT 
                              UNIT  ITEMS    UNIT    UNITS     VALUE    COST    UNITS     VALUE      COST    UNITS    VALUE      VAR 
NUMBER  DESCRIPTION           MEAS   SOLD    COST     USED     USAGE      %      USED     USAGE        %      VAR      VAR        % 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
FOOD : BREAD 
 6522  BISCUIT                C175          24.75     1.40     34.65    0.06     1.03     25.46      0.05     0.37     9.19     0.02 
 5007  BULKY ROLLS            BG06           1.54    28.00     43.02    0.08    25.17     38.67      0.07     2.83     4.35     0.01 
 5003  DINNER ROLLS           C150          18.59    46.75    869.08    1.61    39.77    739.39      1.37     6.98   129.70     0.24 
 5012  DVR DELI PUMP          LOAF           2.59    10.00     25.93    0.05     9.21     23.90      0.04     0.79     2.03     0.00 
 5014  FINGER ROLLS           DOZ            1.76     2.00      3.53    0.01     2.00      3.53      0.01     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5018  FOCACCIA ROLLS         CS60          27.85     1.97     50.00    0.09     1.95     53.45      0.10     0.02    -3.44    -0.01 
 5011  FOCCACIA ROUND         PKG3           1.06     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5013  GARLIC BREAD STICKS    C180          30.50     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5005  HAMBURG ROLLS          6/BG           1.27    49.00     62.23    0.12    47.83     60.75      0.11     1.17     1.48     0.00 
 5004  LOW CARB WHEAT BREAD   LOAF           2.58     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5010  LVR DELI RYE           LOAF           2.60    58.00    150.47    0.28    55.36    143.65      0.27     2.64     6.82     0.01 
 5006  MULTI GRAIN DINNER R   C150          14.55     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5016  MULTI-GRAIN            LOAF           2.70    35.00     94.66    0.18    32.57     88.07      0.16     2.43     6.58     0.01 
 5008  MVR DELI MARBLE        LOAF           2.09     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5002  SWEET WENER ROLL/COM   C210          21.21     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5015  TORPEDO ROLLS          6/BG           1.33    49.00     65.36    0.12    48.17     64.22      0.12     0.83     1.14     0.00 
 6108  TORTILLA FLOUR PRESS   C144          29.00     0.38     11.02    0.02     0.32      9.26      0.02     0.06     1.76     0.00 
 5019  TORTILLA WRAP TOMATO   C72           19.95     2.50     49.88    0.09     2.32     46.27      0.09     0.18     3.60     0.01 
 5020  WEINER ROLLS           BAG            2.13     3.00      6.39    0.01     1.94      4.13      0.01     1.06     2.26     0.00 
 5084  WHEAT BULKY            BG06           1.65     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5017  WHITE BREAD            LOAF           1.66    96.00    158.98    0.29    86.88    143.86      0.27     9.12    15.12     0.03 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: BREAD                     ( SALES:   53997.10 )       1625.20    3.01            1444.61      2.68            180.59     0.33 
 
FOOD : FRUIT 
 5100  CRAISINS               LB             3.90     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5092  FRUIT PLATTER PACK     PACK          11.95     1.00     11.95    0.02     0.00      0.00      0.00     1.00    11.95     0.02 
 5039  LEMONS LARGE           CS95          23.95     0.00      0.00    0.00     0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 
 5037  LEMONS SMALL           C140          49.95     4.75    237.26    0.44     1.36     68.07      0.13     3.39   169.20     0.31 
 5042  ORANGES                EACH           0.29    47.00     13.63    0.03    65.71     19.06      0.04   -18.71    -5.43    -0.01 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Total: FRUIT                     ( SALES:   53997.10 )        262.84    0.49              87.12      0.16            175.72     0.33 
Cumul:                                                       1888.04    3.50            1531.73      2.84            356.30     0.66



 

 

UTILITIES 

Section 18       
 
 

 
There are a number of programs that we can generically label as utilities which you may use once or 

multiple times, depending on your use of Inventory.   Below we list the programs, their function and how to 
make them work.  Some are not available on POSitouch Transfer disks and have to be requested 
separately from your local dealers or from Restaurant Data Concepts.   

 
This section is primarily for POSitouch Dealers and Corporate accounts who are interested in some of 

the utilities for downloading menu and price changes.  Individual restaurant owners or managers might 
want to implement menu changes in their home/offices and import the changes.  Looking through this 
section may stimulate some ideas. 

 
 REPAIR DATA FILES is the last option in the Inventory Menu.  Its function is to rebuild your Inventory 
index files.   Your inventory database consists of a file named INDATA.DBF and two index files 
INDATA1.IDX and INDATA2.IDX.  Setup information for your database is housed in INMASTER.DAT.  
Vendor information resides in INVENDOR.DBF and INVENDOR.IDX.  Your worksheet is in a file named 
INWKSH.DAT.  Copies of these files are made every night during closing procedures so that copies of 
them exist as far back as a week.  The inventory files are archived in a file named BACK1.ARC and, if you 
list the BACK*.ZIP files in the C:\SC directory, you will see 20 archive files. 
 
 If you ever see the message BETRIEVE - ERROR 70 and you are unable to access Menu Screens or 
Inventory Data Files, then select the option INREDO.  What has happened is that the System is having 
trouble reading one of the inventory index files, the first recourse is to simply rebuild the files.  If the 
problem persists, then call your local dealer.  As much as possible try to document any error messages and 
recall what you were doing immediately before the problem surfaced.   This process should not be 
interrupted.  The computer should not be reset or shut down at this point.  
 

FOODCOST.EXE This executable resides on the C:\SC directory on the POSDRVR or L:\SC on the 
BackOffice.  It is run every night during closing procedures and builds three files that are accessed by a 
number of programs, including Inventory. They are: fcostn.sys, fcosta.sys and fcostm.sys.    

 
INVENTORY to DBF  This utility allows you to convert your inventory data to DBF files for import into 

reporting, electronic spreadsheet and database software.  
 
INVDBFW.EXE creates five DBF files: MENUITEM.DBF, INGRED.DBF, RECIPE.DBF, ITMPRICE.DBF 

and CATEGORY.DBF. These files contain all of the information in the binary file, INDATA.DBF.  To run 
INVDBFW.EXE, place INVDBFW.EXE, RDCDATA.STR, and RDCCBASE.HLP in your \SC directory. Type 
'invdbfw' from the DOS prompt or run it from Windows. The four DBF files will appear in your \SC directory.  
 

If you want to create only some of the DBF files, run Invdbfw, using the file name(s) as parameters.  
For example, to create only INGRED.DBF and CATEGORY.DBF, type 'invdbfw ingred category'.  
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If any database errors occur during the execution of Invdbfw, an error file, CBASE.ERR will appear in 
the \SC directory, listing the errors.  Note: RDCDATA.STR is a text file containing the structure of the DBF 
files with brief field descriptions; Invdbfw uses it. Do not make any changes to it or Invdbfw may not work. 
See the Appendix at the end of this chapter to see the layout of the DBF files created by this program. 

 
 
EXPIMP.EXE, WEXPIMP.EXE  - If you have not perused the documentation on export, import, no better 
time to do it.  There is great flexibility in moving your ingredient data, menu items and screens from one site 
to another. Various filters are also available.  Import menu items from a spreadsheet directly into 
INDATA.DBF. Please read the EXPIMP.DOC available from your dealer or through Restaurant Data 
Concepts.  
 
INVDBFW.EXE - The menu item data and the ingredient file, housed in INDATA.DBF, are both exportable 
to DBF files.  Get your hands on INVDBFW.ZIP, which has file layout structure, and customize your own 
reports. The file is available from your dealer or from Restaurant Data Concepts.  The layout and format of 
the files produced by INVDBFW is presented in the following appendix. This data is contained in the ASCII 
file RDCDATA.STR located in your \SC directory on your POSitouch server. See Appendix 1.  
 
UPDATTRN.EXE - Updattrn.exe is a program that can export data from and import data into trnhdr.dbf and 
trndtl.dbf.  It also can repopulate inventory counts in indata.dbf by reading from inwksh.dat, trnhdr.dbf, and 
trndtl.dbf. It only builds inventory periods 7 and 8 since those periods are the only ones available in 
inwksh.dat. See Appendix 2.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Below is a data map of the files produced by INVDBFW.EXE. These files can be manipulated for import 
and/or export.  Consult the POSItouch documentation on Export / Import as well as the use of 
INDATXML.EXE to import ingredient items into INDATA.DBF. 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FILE@ _CATEGORY_ Ingredient categories and account numbers              _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_INDEX@ _CAT_TAG   _STR(CATEGORY)                                         _ 
_       ___________________________________________________________________ 
_  FLTR _                                                   _UNIQ _ASCEND _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FIELD NAME _TYPE _WIDTH_ DEC _ REMARKS                                  _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_~ STORE     _  C  _  4  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ CATEGORY  _  N  _  2  _  0  _ Category number                          _ 
_~ DESC      _  C  _ 23  _  0  _ Category description                     _ 
_~ GROUP     _  N  _  2  _  0  _ Category group                           _ 
_~ ASSET_ACCT_  C  _ 16  _  0  _ Asset account number                     _ 
_~ EXP_ACCT  _  C  _ 16  _  0  _ Expense account number                   _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FILE@ _INGRED  _ Ingredient data from INDATA.DBF                        _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_INDEX@ _NUMBER_TAG_STR(NUMBER)                                           _ 
_       ___________________________________________________________________ 
_  FLTR _                                                   _UNIQ _ASCEND _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FIELD NAME _TYPE _WIDTH_ DEC _ REMARKS                                  _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_~ STORE     _  C  _  4  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ NUMBER    _  N  _  9  _  0  _ Inventory number (between 5000 and 9999) _ 
_~ DESC      _  C  _ 25  _  0  _ Item name                                _ 
_~ CATEGORY  _  N  _  2  _  0  _ Sales Category                           _ 
_~ INV_UNIT  _  C  _  4  _  0  _ Inventory unit of measure                _ 
_~ ACCT_NUM  _  C  _ 16  _  0  _ Account number                           _ 
_~ RECIPE_INV_  N  _  9  _  0  _ Recipe inventory number                  _ 
_~ START_INV _  N  _  8  _  4  _ Starting Inventory                       _ 
_~ MIN_STOCK _  N  _  8  _  4  _ Mininum stock quantity                   _ 
_~ MIN_ORDER _  N  _  8  _  4  _ Minimum order (build-to quantity)        _ 
_~ RECIP_UNIT_  C  _  4  _  0  _ Unit of measure in recipes               _ 
_~ RECIP_MULT_  N  _ 11  _  4  _ Recipe multiplier (recipe unit/inv unit) _ 
_~ PURCH_UNIT_  C  _  4  _  0  _ Purchase unit  (case, gal, etc.)         _ 
_~ PURCH_MULT_  N  _ 11  _  4  _ Purchase multiplier (purch unit/inv unit)_ 
_~ ALT_R_UNIT_  C  _  4  _  0  _ Alternate recipe unit                    _ 
_~ ALT_R_MULT_  N  _ 11  _  4  _ Alternate recipe multiplier              _ 
_~ LOCK_PRICE_  L  _  1  _  0  _ Lock price for import/export?            _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX 1 (continued) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FILE@ _MENUITEM_ Menu Item data from INDATA.DBF                         _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_INDEX@ _NUMBER_TAG_STR(NUMBER)                                           _ 
_       ___________________________________________________________________ 
_  FLTR _                                                   _UNIQ _ASCEND _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FIELD NAME _TYPE _WIDTH_ DEC _ REMARKS                                  _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_~ STORE     _  C  _  4  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ NUMBER    _  N  _  9  _  0  _ Inventory number (between 1 and 4999)    _ 
_~ DESC      _  C  _ 25  _  0  _ Item name                                _ 
_~ MAJOR     _  N  _  2  _  0  _ Major category                           _ 
_~ MINOR     _  N  _  2  _  0  _ Minor category                           _ 
_~ PRICE1    _  N  _  8  _  2  _                                          _ 
_~ PRICE2    _  N  _  8  _  2  _                                          _ 
_~ PRICE3    _  N  _  8  _  2  _                                          _ 
_~ COST      _  N  _  7  _  2  _                                          _ 
_~ COST_FLAG _  L  _  1  _  0  _ Is food cost from recipe ? (Y/N)         _ 
_~ RPT_SEQ   _  N  _  4  _  0  _ Report sequence #                        _ 
_~ TAX_FLAG1 _  L  _  1  _  0  _ Is tax 1 applied?                        _ 
_~ TAX_FLAG2 _  L  _  1  _  0  _ Is tax 2 applied?                        _ 
_~ TAX_FLAG3 _  L  _  1  _  0  _ Is tax 3 applied?                        _ 
_~ TAX_FLAG4 _  L  _  1  _  0  _ Is tax 4 applied?                        _ 
_~ RECIP_MULT_  N  _  9  _  4  _ Recipe multiplier                        _ 
_~ DISC1     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC2     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC3     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC4     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC5     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC6     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC7     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC8     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC9     _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC10    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC11    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC12    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC13    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC14    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ DISC15    _  L  _  1  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ ALT_INVNUM_  N  _  9  _  0  _ Alternate inventory number               _ 
_~ POINTS    _  N  _  4  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ BARCODE   _  C  _ 14  _  0  _                                          _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FILE@ _RECIPE  _ Each record defines 1 ingredient in a menu item        _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_INDEX@ _ITEM_TAG  _STR(ITEM_NUM)+STR(INGR_NUM)                           _ 
_       ___________________________________________________________________ 
_  FLTR _                                                   _UNIQ _ASCEND _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FIELD NAME _TYPE _WIDTH_ DEC _ REMARKS                                  _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_~ STORE     _  C  _  4  _  0  _                                          _ 
_~ ITEM_NUM  _  N  _  9  _  0  _ Menu item #                              _ 
_~ INGR_NUM  _  N  _  9  _  0  _ Ingredient #                             _ 
_~ QUANTITY  _  N  _  8  _  3  _ Amount of ingredient used                _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX 1 (continued) 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FILE@ _WEEKINV _ Weekly inventory (inventory by period)                 _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_INDEX@ _DATE_TAG  _DTOS(START)+STR(NUMBER,4)                             _ 
_       ___________________________________________________________________ 
_  FLTR _                                                   _UNIQ _ASCEND _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_ FIELD NAME _TYPE _WIDTH_ DEC _ REMARKS                                  _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_~ STORE     _  C  _  4  _  0  _ Store #                                  _ 
_~ NUMBER    _  N  _  9  _  0  _ Inventory #                              _ 
_~ START     _  D  _  8  _  0  _ Period Start Date                        _ 
_~ END       _  D  _  8  _  0  _ Period End Date                          _ 
_~ UNIT_COST _  N  _ 10  _  4  _                                          _ 
_~ QTY_ADDED _  N  _ 10  _  4  _                                          _ 
_~ QTY_USED  _  N  _ 10  _  4  _                                          _ 
_~ BEGIN_INV _  N  _ 10  _  4  _ Inventory at beginning of period         _ 
_~ END_INV   _  N  _ 10  _  4  _ Inventory at end of period               _ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
INRPTW.EXE 
 
Inrptw.exe dated 4/28/05 or later has added functionality that allows users to print a Food Usage 
 vs. Sales report from a command line, as well as, to produce a Food Usage vs. Sales file output 
 and Cost of Goods on Hand file.  

 
 
Food Usage vs. Sales Report ( Printed ) 
 
To produce a Food Usage vs. Sales report from the command line, the following commands are used: 
 
INRPTW 91 a b c d [e] 
 
Where: 
 A – an integer that represents the beginning period ( 1 – 8 ) 
 B – an integer that represents the ending period ( 1 – 8 ) 
 C – Price percent variance. A value that represents the minimum variance  

to print on the report. Only those items equal to or greater than the  
variance will appear. Zero and greater are acceptable values. 

 D – Price greater than ? This value returns all items whose unit price is  
greater than this variable. Zero and greater are acceptable values. 

 E – An optional value specifying the format of the report. Acceptable  
values are T for Theoretical format and S for Standard format. 

 
Variables a, b, c & d are required, while e is optional. 
 
 

Standard Format 

 
 

Theoretical Format  
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Food Usage vs. Sales Report ( File Output ) 
 
The Food Usage vs. Sales file output is located in the \Outfiles directory and is named :  
FSmmddyy.PRN, where mmddyy is the month, day, year of the period ending. The file contains  
comma separated values, with text fields enclosed in quotes. The file output fields are in 
STANDARD report format only ( see format above ).  
 
To produce the file output: 
 
INRPTW 91 a b  
 
Where: 
 A – an integer that represents the beginning period ( 1 – 8 ) 
 B – an integer that represents the ending period ( 1 – 8 ) 
 
Parameters a & b are required. 
 
Sample Output  
 
3218,04/01/2004,04/30/2004,40001,"BACON               ","LB",2.26,45.00,101.64,1080.00,2643.96,2.48,180.00,446.16,945.00,2299.44,0.00 
3218,04/01/2004,04/30/2004,40002,"BURGERS 5OZ         ","EACH",1.23,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,1.23,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00 

 
 

 
Cost of Goods on Hand Report/ Asset Report ( File Output ) 
 
The Cost of Goods on Hand file output is located in the \Outfiles directory and is named : 
ASmmddyy.PRN where mmddyy is the month, day and year for the period. The file contains 
comma separated values, with text enclosed in quatation marks. To produce the output file: 
 
INRPTW 85 3 a  
 
Where: 
 3 – represents file output ( required ) 

A – an integer that represents the period ( 1 – 8 ) 
 
All parameters are required. 
 
Sample Output  
 
Category, Inventory/ Asset Account, Balance ( rounded to nearest tenth ) 
 
"MEAT","600100/180500",  20759.70  
"FISH","600200/181000",    480.96 
 
We have added new command line for INRPTW.EXE Arbitrary Inventory to create WEEKINV.DBF, identical to one 
which created by INVDBF.EXE. 
    INRPTW 95 [START OFFSET DAYS] [END OFFSET DAYS] 
        e.g. INRPTW 95 10 0                 - (create data for last 10 days) 
    INRPTW 95 [START DATE (MM/DD/YY)] [END DATE (MM/DD/YY)] 
        e.g. INRPTW 95 02/01/08 02/20/08   - (create data for 02/01/08 - 02/20/08) 
 
INRPTW /?  
 
Users may type INRPTW /? At a command prompt to display a HELP dialog box showing 
acceptable commands. 
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APPENDIX 3 

 
 
.ORD Files 

These files are created when creating Purchase Orders, and in Inventory > Edit 
Vendor File > Order Type = ORD. One file is created for each Purchase Order, and is 
located in \SC\POEXPORT directory. The file name is in the following format : 

ABCDEFGHIJK1234123456.ORD 
Where : 
ABCDEFGHIJK = The SHIP VIA field in the vendor setup screen. 
1234 = the vendor code 
123456 = the purchase order number 
The .ORD file contains two types of records. Record type 01 is a header record, 

while type 02 are detail records. Each file contains one header record ( type 01 ), and 
one or more detail records ( type 02 ).  
• Alpha / Character fields are LEFT JUSTIFIED and blank filled, while 

• Zoned / Numeric fields are RIGHT JUSTIFIED and zero filled.  

All zoned decimal fields have an assumed, not specified, decimal position. 
 Data Types below : A = Alpha, Z = Zoned 
 
Header Record  
Example   

     01999999999  00000000010            06-17-05000010  
       
 #  Name        Type  Width  Position  Usage 
 1 RECORD TYPE  A 2 1 – 2 Record type ( 01 ), two digits required 
  2 CUSTOMER #  Z 9 3 - 11 Ship via field from the vendor setup screen 
       == Must be numeric == 
  3 BLANK A 2 12 - 13  
  4 ZERO FILLED Z 5 14 - 18  
 5 PO NUMBER A 10 19 - 28 Purchase order number 
 6 BLANK A 8 29 – 36 Blank 
  7 DATE A 8 37 – 44 Date, includes “-“ 
 8 PO NUMBER A 15 45 – 59 Purchase order number 
 9 BLANK A 4 60 – 63 Blank 
 10 TRADE SHOW  A 1 64 – 64 Unused by POSitouch, leave blank 
 11 BLANK A 14 65 - 78 Blank 
 12 SP.INSTRUCT1 A 25 79 - 103 Special instructions 1. Unused. 
 14 SP.INSTRUCT2 A 25 104 – 128 Special instructions 2. Unused. 
  15 BLANK A 5 ( 34 )129 – 153  Blank 
  

SPECIAL NOTES: 
 

Customer # field is maintained at 9 characters and will be truncated if longer 
than nine characters. Customer # must also be numeric. 
 
Required fields are : 1, 2, 5, 8
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Detail Record  
Example   

      02999999999  00000000010    666666       00000000000000000000000000   0000000000  
         555       000000                          00000000000000000000000000 000 

   
 #  Name        Type  Width  Position  Usage 
 1 RECORD TYPE  A 2 1 – 2 Record type ( 02 ), two digits required 
 2 CUSTOMER #*  Z 9 3 - 11 Ship via field from the vendor setup screen 
 3 BLANK A 2 12 - 13  
 4 ZERO FILLED Z 5 14 - 18  
 5 PO NUMBER A 10 19 - 28 Purchase order number 
 6 VNDOR ITM #* Z 6 29 - 34 Vendor’s item number, from Vendor Setup >  
       Edit Worksheet > Edit Item > Vendor Item # 
 7 BLANK A 7 35 – 41 Blank 
 8 ZEROS Z 26 42 - 67 Zeros 
 9 BLANK A 3 68 - 70 Blank 
 10 ZEROS Z 10 71 - 80 Zero filled 
 11 BLANK A 1 81 - 81 Blank 
 12 CASES ORDR’D Z 3 82 - 84 Number of whole cases ordered of the item. 
 13 BLANK A 7 85 - 91 Blank 
 14 ZEROS Z 6 92 - 97   Zeros 
 15 BLANK A 1 98 - 98  Blank 
 16 SPECIAL MESS A 25 99 – 123 Special Message - Unused 
 17 ZEROS Z 26 124 – 149 Zeros 
 18 BLANKS A 1 150 – 150  Blank 
 19 EACH QTY Z 3 151 – 153  If partial cases are ordered, then the  
       amount listed in this field is the number  
       of UNITS ( inventory units ) to be ordered,  
       rather than cases. For instance, if there  
       are 14 units to a case, and the site orders  
       1.5 cases, then the EACH QTY field will be  
       7 ( ½ of 14 ) 
  

SPECIAL NOTES :  
Ship Via field ( positions 3 -11 ) must be limited to 9 characters and only numeric. 

 Vendor item number field ( positions 29 – 34 ) must be limited to 6  
characters and only numeric. 

 
Required fields are : 1, 2, 5, 6, 12 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
AUTOMATED IMPORTING AND POSTING OF PURCHASE ORDERS 

 

Purchase Order Import Utilities 
 

 
POSitouch has two programs to assist users in importing their invoices/ purchase orders 
from third party programs. Any file placed in the specified directory will be imported into 
POSitouch’s purchase orders. Users can then post the purchase order to reflect in the 
invoices received.  
 
If for any reason, the import contains vendor or item information not found in POSitouch, 
POSitouch will notify users the next time they enter into Inventory for any reason.  Users 
may then edit the purchases as needed. POSitouch also allows for the unit size and 
pricing to be changed through these imported files, as long as certain requirements are 
met.  
 
 

Programs required 
 

There are four programs required for this: 
 
1. Poimport.exe – imports files in a specified format, from a specified directory into pohdr.dbf 

and podtl.dbf ( purchase order files )  
Dated : 09/07/04 or later 

2. Inw.exe – Added the ability to post purchase orders automatically through a command line 
parameter. Posting can be done via Inventory Period ( 1 through 8 ) or via specific dates. 
Dated : 09/03/04 or later 

3. Inrptw.exe – Inventory reports program  Dated : 8/18/04 or later 
4. Wplog.exe – Purchase log program Dated : 8/16/04 or later 

 
 

What is the difference between a Purchase Order and an Invoice? 
 

 

Purchase Orders are orders either in transit from a purveyor or an order that is to be 
placed with a purveyor. Purchase Orders become Invoices once a site receives the 
goods/ services from a purveyor.  
 
Upon checking in an order, the Purchase Order can be “posted”, creating a Invoice from 
the Purchase Order. Accounts Payable ( your accountant ) pays invoices, not purchase 
orders. When a order ( purchase order ) arrives on site, there may be backordered 
items, items refused or other issues that require items to be returned. Users edit a 
Purchase Order, then “post” it to make it an Invoice, that the accountant then pays.  
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End User Manual 
 

 
Posting Purchase Orders ( Making a Purchase Order become an Invoice ) 
 

1. Importing vendor files is completed through a batch file that requires no interaction from 
the end user. POIMPORT.EXE imports data files into the purchase orders area in 
POSitouch, and INW.EXE posts the purchase orders to invoices. 

2. In some sites, the posting of invoices will not be automated. If your site is not 
automatically posting invoices, follow steps 3 – 11 for how to post a purchase order to an 
invoice.   

3. Open Inventory in the Navigator and go to Enter Transactions > Enter Purchases> and 
choose the period you wish to view. Period 8 may be the default in your location. 

 

 
 

4. Choose OK and you will be taken to the invoice entry screen. 
5. In the Invoice Entry screen, enter the purveyor to which you wish to import data for. In this 

example we will choose Performance Food Group. 
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6. Search for Performance Food Group as you would normally. 
7. Once, the purveyor is found, click on PURCHASE ORDER to view the available orders 

that have arrived. 
8. Choose OK to view the purchase order. 
9. You can edit an item’s price, quantity received or extended price by choosing EDIT.  
10. Finally, after adjusting any items that need to be changed, choose POST. 
 

 
 

 
11. This will post a purchase order to become an invoice.  
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Possible Error Messages 
 

 
POSitouch will notify users of any problems with the importing when they enter the 
Inventory area for any reason. Possible issues may include, an item number, vendor 
item number or vendor code that is not recognized by POSitouch.  
 

1. Upon entering the Inventory portion of POSitouch, the following error will appear if there 
are any issues with any import process.  

 

 
 

2. Users should go to Inventory > Enter Transactions > Enter Purchases or   
to edit any invoice that has errors.  

3. To edit the purchase, users should enter the purveyor ( for instance, enter PERFOR in the 
search box, 

4. Highlight Performance Food Group, 
5. Then choose the PURCHASE ORDER pull down menu, which displays any invoices  that 

require editing.  
 

 
 
6. Choose OK. 
 
7. Items that are not recognized will be listed with a zero inventory item. The incorrect 

inventory number that was imported will be noted in the description of the item.  
 

Search by  
name Double click the 

name 

Choose the 
purchase order 
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8. To correct an invoice, choose LOOKUP, then find the item in the database that should be 

on the invoice. Enter the quantity received and price as needed.  
9. Once all items have been added, delete the old items with the zero inventory number. 
 

Unknown items Item descriptions  
with unrecognized 
inventory number. 
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10. To delete the old items, highlight each item and hit delete. 
11. Finally, choose POST to post the invoice.  

 
 
 

Old Items 

New 
items 

Choose Delete  
to delete the old 
 items 

Post is the 
final step 
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Editing Purchase Orders with Invalid Purveyor Code(s) 
 

 
If users receive the error message that an import failed: 
 

 
 

Users may look at the poimport.log file in the directory where poimport.exe is located to 
see if the issue was related to an invalid purveyor code in the import file. In the 
poimport.log file, users will see something similar to:  
 
7/23/04, 10:33:38 AM, Vendor Not Found, 1,PERXXX,0000000905,07/15/04,9,623.75,,,1,  
7/23/04, 10:33:38 AM, Vendor Not Found, 2,40237,6.00,20,120.00,POTATO SWEET,CS,,40 
 
The first line lists the purveyor code that was not found, then each item on that invoice is 
listed.  
 

1. Users should go to Inventory > Purchases > Enter Purchases > then search for the 
vendor name of NOVNDR. Users then can choose the PO that was not imported  to edit. 
 

 
 

2. Post the invoice as normal to NOVNDR. 
3. Exit and Choose EDIT INVOICES. 
4. Scroll to NOVNDR and highlight the invoice. 
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5. Choose ADJUST 
6. Change the vendor to the desired vendor then POST 

 
 

Change this. 
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Automating the Import and Posting Functions 
 

 
Example of automated batch file to import the data file 

 
 A batch file that imports and posts invoices automatically can be created and 
scheduled in Scheduled Tasks. POIMPORT.EXE is responsible for importing the data 
file into pohdr.dbf ( Purchase Order header file ) and podtl.dbf ( Purchase Order detail 
file).  
 
POIMPORT Parameters 
 
To import the data file, POIMPORT requires the path were the file exists. For example, 
 
POIMPORT \invoices 
 
The above command looks to C:\Invoices for any data files, imports the files, then copies 
the file to C:\Invoices\[ new directory] .  
 
The new directory name is based on the date and time, including seconds. For example, 
if the import was performed on 8/23/04 at 14:45:50, the new directory is called, 
082304144550.  
 
POIMPORT may also be run with a second parameter. The second parameter is the 
archive directory. Note, that if users include an archive directory in the parameter list, 
then the imported file is placed directly into the archive directory and NOT in a named 
folder based on date, minute, second. A command line example of this would be:  
 
POIMPORT \invoices \importedInvoices 

 
Posting Invoices Without User Intervention 
 

INW.exe allows for the posting of invoices automatically with a command line parameter. 
This can be added to a batch file that runs POImport.exe, thus taking a data file from an 
outside source, and importing it into Purchase Orders. INW then takes the information 
and posts the data as an invoice.  
 
Posting will occur for any purchases that are error free. If a purchase contains 
unrecognized data for inventory item numbers, vendor item numbers or vendor codes, 
then those purchase orders will be skipped in the posting process.  
 
Command line parameters for INW: 
 By Period ( 1 through 8 ): 
  INW POIMPORT P [for period] [start period] [end period] 
  INW POIMPORT P 1 8  
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Creating the Batch file 
 
A batch file that imports and posts purchase orders would be simply two lines that read: 
 

Runwait POIMPORT \invoices 
Runwait inw poimport p 1 8 

 
 

Error Checking 
 

 
Currently during the import process ( poimport.exe ) will handle the following four situations: 
 

1. If the unit quantity and unit cost are provided in the data file,  
a. But not the extended price; 
b. Then the extended price will be computed. 

2. If the extended price is provided in the data file, 
a. But not the quantity nor the unit price 
b. Then the quantity will be entered as one and the unit price will be the same as the 

extended price. 
3. If the extended price and unit quantity are provided, 

a. But not the unit cost; 
b. The unit cost will be calculated ( Extended Price / # of Units ) 

4. If the extended price and unit price are provided 
a. But not the unit quantity; 
b. The quantity will be computed ( Extended Price / Unit Price ) 

 
 

Importing Duplicate Purchase Orders  
 

 
When importing duplicate purchase orders, one of two events will occur depending 
 on the status of the original purchase order. 
 
If a duplicate purchase order is sent to a location and POIMPORT is run: 

1. If the original purchase order is NOT posted in inw, then the new purchase order will 
overwrite the old purchase order in podtl.dbf and pohdr.dbf. 

2. If the original purchase order IS posted in inw, POIMPORT will not import the new file, and 
writes a record to POIMPORT.LOG in the \sc\ folder where POIMPORT was run from. 
The new record in poimport.log notes that this file is a duplicate and thus is ignored. An 
example of the poimport.log is listed below. 
 
 
9/8/04, 10:13:10 AM, Duplicate-ignored,1,PERFOO,222,09/16/04,68,7602.98,,,1,, 
 
 

Importing Duplicate File Names  
 

 
Note, that when running poimport.exe with the archive directory path parameter, ( poimport 
\Import_Directory \Export_Directory ), which is optional, any file in the export directory with the 
same name will be overwritten with the newly imported file.  
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Data File Format 
Comma delimited ASCII records. 
 

R Field Meaning Max W
  1 - record type  
 Vendor Number – POSi Vendor code or Alternate
 Invoice # 
 Date of Invoice 
 Number of items( # of records type 2) 
 Invoice Total($) 
 Due Date – informational only 
 Discount – informational only 
 Function– see below 
 Memo 
  

2 - record type (single digit) 
 Item number – POSi item, or Item Acct#, or Vend
 Unit Cost($) 
 Quantity Bought 
 Total Cost($) 
 Description 
 Purchase Unit of measure – text only 
 Inventory Unit of measure – text only 
 Purchase/Inventory multiplier 
  

 
 
Notes: 
• There are multiple type 2 records for each line item on the invoice.  
• There are multiple sets of a type 1 record followed by type 2 records, one for each 

invoice.  
• The Vendor code/number is the POSitouch vendor code unless an alternate number 

has been entered such as the vendor's designation in the external system.   POSi 
import software will search for both the POSitouch Vendor Number and Alternate 
Vendor number to match with this field 

• Memo field in type 1 record can be used for vendor name to make identification easier 
if vendor does not match. 

• In type 2 record, item number can be in the form of a POSi item number, a POSi 
alternate item number or the Vendor’s item number as found on the Vendor 
worksheet.  This choice is a parameter of the import process. 

 
• Function – field 9 of record 1: 

1. Purchases 
2. Transfers In 
3. Transfers Out 
4. Waste 
5. Production 
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APPENDIX 5 
Arbitrary Inventory Data Files: 
 
 
Arbitrary Inventory data files: There are four new sets of inv data files that are created when the Arbitrary 
Inventory option is checked. 
 
INVTYPE.DBF and INVTYPE .CDX, this file contains the descriptions and type number of the inventory 
types and their position in the file. 
 

 
 
INVPAGE.DBF and INVPAGE .CDX, this file contains the link between the inventory type (Type_num) and 
the actual inventory worksheet page numbers. 
 

 
 
INVDATE.DBF and INVDATE .CDX, this file contains the type of inventory count done and the date of the 
count.  Note, it’s always at the end of the business day 2400.   
 

 
 

 
However, if the flag in Setup Options > Miscellaneous> Allow multiple inventory per day is set, along 
with Use Arbitrary Period Inventory, then the time entered (when the inventory count was made) appears 
in the file.  Remember POSitouch uses this information for the purpose of collecting item sales data in 
order to compare sales or guest check usage with actual usage in the Food Usage Inventory Reports.  
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When the Allow multiple inventory per day is set, then when entering inventory the system prompts one 
for the time of the actual inventory count. 
 

 
 
The actual arbitrary period counts are saved in the file, INVCOUNT.DBF and INVCOUNT.CDX these files 
contain the count information for each ingredient item as well as the inventory type, date and time of the 
count.  Additionally the appropriate multipliers and purchase price are saved for the purposes of reporting.  
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 APPENDIX 6 
 

PAR LEVELS 
 

 
 

Positouch allows users to generate purchase orders based on par level. Previously, users could only 
maintain a single par level, even if deliveries came twice per week. Positouch now supports multiple par 
levels, allowing users to set different par levels for different days of the week.  

 
Additionally, the new par levels will only produce a purchase order for those items that have values setup 
for a particular par level. For instance, suppose a user receives a dairy delivery every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday. A user could setup par levels for three days, called Monday Dairy Delivery, Wednesday Dairy 
Delivery and Friday Dairy Delivery . Each column for the par level would have a different value for dairy 
products. When the user chooses one of these columns to produce a purchase order for, the program will 
ONLY print those items with a value. This would produce a purchase order listing ONLY dairy products.  

 
Finally, the REORDER REPORT uses the same logic as above and allows users to choose a par level to 
view. See below for setup instructions.  

 
Usage Instructions     

 
 

1. Launch Parlev.exe 
 

 
 

2. Choose Configurations > Purchase Units 
3. Choose PAR LEVEL 
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Usage Instructions 
 

 
 

4. Launch Parlev.exe 
 

 
 

5. Choose Configurations > Purchase Units 
6. Choose PAR LEVEL 
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7. The database items, will be listed. Choose MODIFY COLUMN to edit the New Column details. 

 

 
 

8. Choosing MODIFY COLUMN presents you with the following dialog box: 
 

 
 

9. Complete the description, order day & delivery day of week and days until the next delivery. 
10. “Days till Following Delivery ( default )” – this value represents the number of days between the actual 

delivery of the current order, and the delivery of the FOLLOWING order ( the second delivery from now 
). In our example, we order on Monday for delivery on Tuesday. We will again order on Wednesday for 
a Thursday delivery. Therefore, in our example, the number of “Days till Following Delivery” is going to 
be two, since there are two days between Tuesday and Thursday. 
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11. Users may choose the “Update Days till Following Delivery values…” to make the number of days until 
the following delivery a default for all items in this column. 

12. Choose OK. 
13.  A new column is added for the Monday Dairy Delivery. Enter the values for the various delivery items. 

We will also add a Wednesday and Friday delivery. 
 

 
 

 
 

14. Choose Save Changes.  
15.  In Inventory, users go to Purchase Orders > Generate Purchase Orders > choose from the various par 

levels programmed. In our example, we have four par levels: 
a. Standard – This is the par level programmed before using Parlev.exe. This also serves as the default 

par level. 
b. Monday, Wednesday and Friday Dairy deliveries – are three different par levels for each day dairy is 

delivered during the week. 

New Quantities
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16.  After choosing OK, users choose the vendor to receive items from.  
 

17. Review the suggested Purchase Order. Edit as needed and choose MAKE  PO to create the actual 
purchase order.  
 

 
 
 

18.  A purchase order is generated. 
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Advanced Par Level Management  
 

 
Auto Ordering Based on Usage 

 
Parlev.exe has the ability to allow users to base ordering on inventory usage and sales history. In order to 
use this feature, users must have recipes setup in menu items. Parlev.exe looks to the last physical 
inventory entered, past sales, and performs calculations based on when the next delivery is. For instance, 
the following equation represents the logic used when the system generates an order, when there are 
deliveries on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday :  

 
Assume that the last physical inventory was completed on Saturday night. When compiling an order for 
Monday, to be delivered on Tuesday, Tuesday’s delivery must last from Tuesday through Wednesday, two 
days. Wednesday’s order will arrive Thursday, so Thursday’s usage is not an issue.  

 
( A ) The system will compute usage for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, based on past 
historical data.  

 ( B ) The system will look at the last ending physical inventory taken  
  

 
 
Amount to order = A - B 
 

Using the formula above, if a restaurant will use a projected 50 gallons of milk between the last physical 
inventory and the delivery day, and there are 25 gallons as of the last inventory count, then 

 
Amount to order = 50 - 25 
 

The restaurant would need 25 gallons more of milk ordered to ensure that the inventory on hand + the 
upcoming delivery would satisfy the projected sales.  

 
As the week progresses, another delivery will arrive on Thursday. This delivery must last from Thursday 
through Friday. Since the delivery on Saturday will cover Saturday’s usage, this day is not considered in 
the following equation.  

 
The following statements represent data used in computing the order for Thursday : 
 
( A ) The system will compute usage for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 
( B ) The system will look at the last ending physical inventory taken 
( C ) The system will consider any previous deliveries, going back to the last ending inventory 
( D ) The system must consider theoretical usage of any sales since the last physical inventory.  
 
Amount to order = A – B – C + D  
 
In other words, Amount to order =  

 Any theoretical usage from the current date till the following delivery date - Last Ending Inventory - 
Purchases since last inventory count to the current date + Item sales since last inventory count to the 
current date .  
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Shrinkage Considerations   
 
 

Some restaurants may wish to consider inventory shrinkage. The Parlev.exe program bases the ordering 
on theoretical usage. In order to ensure that enough product is on hand at all times, Parlev.exe allows 
users to enter an “Adjust %”  value that will increase or decrease the order by a set percentage. Enter the 
“Adjust %” number in the column to increase or decrease the amount of an item ordered.  

 

  
 
 

Editing a Single Item’s Characteristics  
 
 

In the beginning of this document, step 5, shows how to setup a new column, setting the number of days 
until the following delivery. At times, users may wish to change a particular item’s characteristics, while 
leaving the majority of items with the default number of days until the following delivery.  

 
Right click on an items quantity box to set an individual item’s characteristics.  

 

 
 

Users can enter the number of days till the following delivery for a single item here.   
 

Right Click 
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Setting an Item’s Auto Ordering Quantity   
 
 

To allow the system to generate a Purchase Order automatically, set an item’s quantity to AUTO by 
completing the steps below :  

 
 Right click on an item’s quantity, and choose the AUTO button.  

 

 
 

 
 

Note that the Quantity changes from a user defined number to the word AUTO. The system will now look to 
historical data, projected sales and past deliveries to determine the amount to order. The “Days till 
Following Delivery” can be left blank. In the above screens, the ORDER MODE has changed from FIXED 
PAR LEVEL to AUTO PAR LEVEL. After choosing “Auto” the number of days till the next order is displayed 
and the user is told that this is the current default setting. Users may override the default “days till Following 
Delivery” as noted in the previous section.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Once an item has been set to “Auto” ordering, the item is marked with AUTO-X where X is the number of 
days until the following delivery ( not the NEXT delivery, but the delivery following the next delivery ).  
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Users can “copy & paste” the AUTO text from one box to another to quickly set the auto order feature.  
 
 

INCOLLCT.EXE 
 

Note that to use the Auto Ordering feature, INCOLLCT.EXE must be run nightly to create historical data 
files. Two data files are required, INVDAILY.DBF and INVTHEOR.DBF. Users can add a command in 
nightly processing to run INCOLLCT.EXE to ceate both files.  

 
INVTHEOR.DBF 
In a batch file, users can add : 
 

INCOLLCT 8 
 

To collect item sales information for the 8th. period in inventory. If users wish to run additional periods 
nightly, additional lines can be added to nightly processing. Users should add a “runwait” command to each 
command line, to allow INCOLLCT to complete processing for each period before proceeding to the next 
period.  

 
For more details in INVTHEOR.DBF, refer to the INCOLLCT section of POSIDBF2.PDF.  
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INVDAILY.DBF  
 

To create this file the following command should be used :  
 

INCOLLCT WEEKDAYS 
 

INVDAILY.DBF lists average daily inventory usage, by item, by day of the week ( Sunday, Monday, 
Tuesday… ). Maximum number of weeks for the average is 10. DBF file can exclude the highest and 
lowest usage week from the average.  

 
Users may wish to adjust the actual daily average used in computing the average daily usage. Below are 
details regarding the production of INVDAILY.DBF.  

 
For additional information regarding INVTHEOR.DBF and INVDAILY.DBF, refer to INCOLLCT sections of 
POSIDBF2.PDF documentation.  

 
INVDAILY.DBF Production 
 
Usage: 
 INCOLLCT WEEKDAYS [Path] [#_of_Weeks] [Exclude_Low] [Exclude_High] 
  

Path  Optional. The directory where the file should be saved to. Typically \DBF or \ALTDBF. Default is \DBF. 
# of Weeks Optional. A value from 1 to 10. 10 is the default.     
Exclude Low Optional. Exclude the lowest week of sales from the  

average.* 
Exclude High   Optional. Exclude the highest week of sales from the computed average.*  

 
* Note :  

• INCOLLCT, by default, will not include the low/high weeks in the 10 week average ( Exclude Low/High 
= YES ).  
• If the number of weeks to use is less than 10, then all weeks, including the low/high weeks are 
included, unless specified otherwise by the user. ( Exclude Low/High = NO )  
• If using the Exclude Low / Exclude High parameters, then all optional parameters must be supplied.  

.  
 

 
 

 





 

 

 

ERROR MESSAGES     

Section 19       
 
This Section provides an overview of some typical Error Messages from the Inventory Programs and 

their proper responses and actions.   
 
BETRIEVE - ERROR 70, 
 

INREDO - REPAIR DATA FILES 
 
POSitouch Inventory must have access to two index files in order to properly open the database itself, 

INDATA.DBF.  The names of these two files are INDATA1.IDX and INDATA2.IDX.   They are alphabetical 
and numerical indexes to the database to facilitate retrieval of records.  Each time a record is added to the 
database, an index record is created in each of these two files.  If something is wrong with the index files, 
or if they are missing, or if you receive an error message BETRIEVE - ERROR 70, these files can be rebuilt 
using the Repair Data Files option from the Inventory Menu.  The program that rebuilds the index files is 
named INREDO.EXE and can be run from the DOS prompt.  

 
FOODCOST 

 
If the above condition is also effecting food cost information and/or Back Office Reports, then select the 

EXIT to DOS option from the Back Office Menu and type: FOODCOST.  This runs a program that rebuilds 
the look up tables for Inventory’s food cost and information for all of POSitouch Reports.  This program is 
run automatically during nightly processing.  However, if this program is interrupted or run incorrectly 
because of an index file problem above, the program must be run manually.  FOODCOST, when run, 
should always be run after an INREDO or Repair Data Files.  

 
BAD RECIPE 

 
Although is message is not very revealing, it does indicate a problem with the recipe portion of a Menu 

Item Record.  One common data entry error is using the item number of the menu item in the ingredient 
portion of the record.  Our suggestion is to carefully review all the records that were changed or added.  
Finding the error and fixing it may require an additional INREDO or Repair Data Files and FOODCOST run 
from the DOS prompt. 

 
 
 





 

 

 
 


	Recipe Ingredient Quantity (2)nd item*
	Budweiser
	Food    1(**)
	         FOOD COST
	         12 oz Bud Cost .5396
	      ID.           Qnty.  Ingredient

	         Item……………………………………………………….... Pkg Item Price   Qnty  Ext. Price
	5003     BULKY ROLLS     DOZ.  1.54   8.00   35.00   3.00    40.00   35.00    5.00    61.60    53.90   7.70     12.50
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